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1 Pre-ottoman Muslim interest in Southern Italy

The Mediterranean Sea acts as a hinge among the various shores of the mare antico (the an-
cient sea) of mankind’s memory. Many different cultures, which our civilization is based upon 
nowadays, have met on this sea’s many shores, a sea which has usually matched the cultures 
that developed within its area; the Eastern and Western look, the Northern  and the Southern 
curiosity have run into each other through the ages across its waters. The three great mono-
theistic religions have developed in the surroundings of the Ancient Sea: Judaism, Christianity 
and Islam. The subject of our study concentrates on the third, youngest monotheistic religion: 
Islam, founded in Arabia during the 7th century by the Prophet Muhammad, a real religion 
and a socio-political context whose basics directly come from it. Historians and philosophers 
have always considered this ambivalence of the religious and the civil level to be peculiar to 
the Islamic civilization: the two levels, religious and socio-political, ought to be kept separated. 
The Founder Muhammad, through the intercession of the archangel Gabriel, receives from 
God the Koran, the revealed text in Arabic tongue defined as “the God’s Word”, that is perfect 
and unalterable. Islam does not provide for a hierarchically established Church. Some institu-
tionally acknowledged characters discharge and help the believers discharge their own duties. 
The Imam is the guide to public prayer, the khatib holds the Friday prayer, the mu’adhdin 
(muezzin in Turkish) announces from the minaret the time to pray, the experts on shari’a, the 
canon law, also having no sacred character and even less infallibility as to the interpretation of 
the Revelation, and the generic scholars (ulama), experts in the revealed sciences, the Koran, 
the sunna and their exegesis. Unlike our Christian religious tradition, Islam does not provide 
for dogmas, mysteries, not even miracles with the only exception of the descent to Earth of the 
Koran. Some important Arabic dynasties make this religion one of the most powerful in the 
Mediterranean area and it soon starts intermingling with both the non-Islamic east and the 
western world. These were the forces displayed starting from Prophet Muhammad’s century:

Omayyadi (661-750), a nation existing where today’s Syria lies, where for the first time 
even art develops into the materialization of State authority, and a fruitful contact between 
Hellenic-roman and Semitic took place. The most ancient surviving monument of the time 
is Qubbat aş-Şakra (the Dome of the Rock), built in Jerusalem in 691-92, a real triumphal 
monument making with the Al-Aqsa mosque (“the farthest”), dating back to the same age, one 
monumental complex.
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With the Abbasids (750-1258) the seat and the political power of 
the Arabian world move to Baghdad, along with the new capital town 
in 762.

Dynasties from Spain, Ifriqiya and Maghreb (9th to 15th century). 
The Spanish line of the Omayyadi (al-Andalus) provided for the won-
derful mosque of Cordoba (785).

Aghlabit and Phatimid (9th-10th centuries) clearly show by their 
monuments the influence of Mesopotamian and roman art as well as of 
the local Berber tradition, especially in the field of decorative arts.

Ayyubit (1171-1250) a dynasty which succeeded the Phatimidic, 
thus reuniting Syria and Egypt, under which a fruitful mixture took 
place among local traditions, Iranian teachings and experiences of great 
civilization brought by the crusades into the Middle East.

Mameluck (1250-1517). A period of real mixture of various differ-
ent civilizations; Syrian features meet the Iranian ones, Anatolian mod-
els meet Maghrib examples and they both mix with the roman-gothic 
ones. As to the originality of experiences, no such mixtures have taken 
place to build up pillars of civilization which can boast such richness at 
giving and taking as our own cultures. 

In the second half of the 5th century, 455 a.d. Vandals invaded Italy 
and sacked Rome for the second time, the first having been in the year 
410 headed by Alaricus. They took over Sicily and started a lucrative 
series of piracy acts all across the western Mediterranean. At these times 
the foreign occupation of the Italian soil was limited to the coasts. By 
the end of the 5th century Sicily turned to Ostrogothic domination. 
The Byzantines eventually took over Sicily in 535, at the start of the 
Grecian-gothic war, by means of an expedition ordered by Justinian 
and headed by Belisarius. The island turned into a Byzantine province 
and the capital was set to Syracuse, governed by a strategus or a patri-
cian. The influence of Byzantium was strong: the Grecian element once 
again prevailed over the Latin, in both society and the arts, a represen-
tative episode being the presence of the Emperor Constant II in Sicily 



(663), who established his seat in Syracuse to avoid Arabian pressure, eventually making it 
known about his intention to bring back the imperial seat to Rome, after defeating the Lon-
gobards. This aim failed at the death of Constant II (668). Military revolts further weakened 
the Grecian domination until that brought up by Euphem (826) helped Arabians conquer the 
island. After occasional raids during the 7th and 8th centuries, they began a methodical con-
quer of Sicily in 827, by a naval expedition from Ifriquiya, today’s Tunisia. In the following 
years of the creation of the Vandalic Reign of North Africa the cities on the coast of Calabria 
underwent raids. We have some documents by which we learn about a Saracen landing from 
Africa before 813. Also according to such documents the landing was not very successful. In 
831 the Arabians settled in Palermo with a permanent colony; the newly arrived represented 
something new in the displaying of forces across the Mediterranean area until then.

For the first time the West faced representatives of a new civiliza-
tion, unknown to Europe but rich in stirs of spirituality and civ-

ilization. It took the newly-come but a few time to fully 
submit Sicily and by the conquest of Taormina 

in 902 they reached their goal. The Arabi-
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ans who completed this military expedition belonged to the Aghlabite 
dynasty. Between 837 and 838 they took Brindisi, threw Sicarius off 
the duchy of Benevento and retired only after burning down the town. 
That same year Admiral Saba took Taranto to gain control over incom-
ing enemy ships to the Adriatic Sea, something which 7 centuries later 
the Ottomans did again by occupying Otranto. Such facts hit hard on 
the power and the prestige of the Byzantines, also because between 839 
and 840 the Emir of Sicily, settled in Tropea and reaching out to Santa 
Severina and Amantea, started a progressive penetration of the inland; 
Amantea was to become seat of an emirate and an important logistic 
spot for military operations.

Having completely lost Sicily, the Byzantines cried for alarm to Eu-
ropean Christian forces in order not to also lose their own influence 
over southern Italy, thus obtaining a great armada to which even vari-
ous Venetian galleys contributed. The expedition by order of Emperor 
Teophilus took the road to Taranto in 840; this brave Emperor, Mi-
chael II’s son, who succeeded his father in 829, proved to be a wise 
administrator, fought through ups and downs the Arabians in Cilicia 
and Mesopotamia and gained a truce in 841, endeavored to put up a 
league against the Abrasites by turning to Venice, Ludovico II the Pious 
and the Caliph of Cordoba. With the same resolution he tried to free 
southern Italian territories occupied by the emir but had to face a severe 
defeat and had to push back. Encouraged by such successes the Sara-
cens soon would reach north along the Adriatic Sea up to the Po delta. 
Until 852 by alternating fortunes, southern Italian territories passed 
from the hands of Crete Muslims to those of Sicily Muslims hired by 
Redalgisius Prince of Benevento who also had control over Bari until 
870. The emir of Sicily did not want to lose his influence over Apulia 
and in 852 he gained control over Taranto and made Bari a stronghold 
of his possessions in that region; this whole territory was entrusted to 
Mofareg-Ibn-Salem, who succeeded in just a few years to turn it into 
a vast princedom which included Apulia along with Taranto and the 
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Land of Otranto and part of Calabria. Feeling very strong and confident Mofareg declared his 
independence from both Sicily and Africa Muslims; this decision brought him isolation, how-
ever, from other Islamic forces when exasperated local populations cried for help and Emperor 
Ludovico II moved south. The battle between Ludovico and Mofareg lasted five years, during 
which time an alliance also was formed with the Emperor of the East Basilio the Macedonian 
and the Venetians headed by the doge Orso Partecipazio. It should not be forgotten that at 
the time Venice was under the authority of Byzantium; the destiny of the war was uncertain, 
Christians regained Bari but not Taranto which, although partly taken by the western forces, 
firmly remained in the hands of the Muslims. Ludovico II left to Germany and the new Em-
peror of the West, his successor Charles the Bald, not disposing of adequate forces was obliged 
to disengage from the war. Basilio took advantage of the situation, since he would not waste 
the chance to restore the authority of Byzantium over Italy. This Emperor of the East, of Ar-
menian peasant origin (812-886), once a liveried servant at the Court of Constantinople, had 
with time gained Michael III’s favor and was eventually appointed his trusted counselor. After 
the assassination of Michael III he found himself as the only remaining chief in command, 
thus starting the Macedonian Dynasty in 867. Forceful and competent, he raised back the 
prestige of the imperial authority, set order to law rules by his Πρόχειρος νόμος (Law Hand-
book) and Epanagoge. His interest in Italy was very concrete; in 868 he shipped a combat fleet 
to support the besieged Ragusa participating in the expedition to regain southern Italy, took 
over Calabria, Lucania and Apulia, died in a hunting accident after which his sons Leo VI and 
Alexander raised to power. During his empire admiral Gregorio Stratego of the Byzantine fleet 
in 880 defeated the Muslim fleet of Crete in the Gulf of Corinth and the fleet of Africa nearby 
Lepanto; at least along those years the Byzantines could erase the Muslim supremacy across 
the sea. The alternate fortunes of the war reached a peak when Muslims had full control over 
Sicily in 902; in order to change this state of things the Byzantine headquarters were moved to 
Reggio although it did not help discourage the Muslims; by the beginning of the 10th century 
Byzantine troops would hardly get their pay.
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1.1. The historical status of the mediterranean in the XVI-XVIII 
centuries

The sea dominance over the Mediterranean from early 16th century 
on to 1574 was contended between Spain and its allies on one side and 
the Ottoman Empire supported by barbaric nations on the other. After 
the ottoman recapture of Tripoli in 1551 and on to the unsuccessful 
Turkish siege of Malta (1565) the Muslims prevailed; the Christians’ 
victory at Lepanto1 was later on frustrated by the Muslims’ recapture 
of Tunisia in 1574, after which event there was a long-lasting truce.
During the war, each victory brought along the acquisition of spoils 
including people, war prisoners who ended up as slaves.

The inflow of Muslims to Italy was significantly increased after the 
capture of Tripoli (1510) and Tunis (1535). Among the fortunes and 
misfortunes of war, which define the story of the Mediterranean in the 
16th century, delivering men to slavery stayed on a secondary level in 
front of the general strategies of the counterparts2.

Following the defeat at Djerba (1560) and fearing the turkish-bar-
baresque menace to the Italian territory, particularly to the coasts of 
the Grand Duchy and to navigation across the Tyrrhenian, in order 
to protect trading concerns of the Port of Livorno3 the Order of the 
Knights of St. Stephan was founded4. Besides the main war events and 
the privateering from the state fleets, there took place various events in 
which fishermen from the Italian coasts had to face Muslim ships and 
people.

After 1574, as Muslims definitively recaptured Tunis and the Go-
letta (schooner)5, Christian-Muslim hostilities calmed down across the 
Mediterranean and privateering war came to the fore. It did not only 
involve Muslim as well as Christian fleets, but even most enterprises 
from the Knights of Malta, the Knights of St Stephan and other Italian 
marines. The Christian marines6, besides defending their own coasts 
and towns from the Muslim threat, also tried to seize inimical ships 
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and crews and even to assault towns on the coasts of Muslim dominions7. The spoils mostly 
consisted in slaves, many among them ending on galleys belonging to the various nations.

The Christian privateering war mainly led by the Knights of St Stephan and Malta made 
good profits in early 17th century. From 1620 raids from Italian marines onto both Maghreb 
and oriental shores were made less frequent, leaving room to raids from private individuals.

In the first half of the 17th century privateering from state marines and stephanine knights 
became less frequent.

In the second half of the 17th century hostilities raised up again between the European 
West, Venice and the Ottoman Empire. During the Morea War Venetians and their allies 
captured towns and slaves.

The capture of Corone in august, 1685 yielded as much as 1336 slaves8. While war went 
on in the East, Italian marines won in the Tyrrhenian against pirates. These marines acted well 
through the 18th century, mainly the Papal ones, while the stephanine navy rapidly declined 
by mid-century until the Tuscany galleys were completely disarmed. Both the Roman and 
Neapolitan marines came on the contrary to the fore to guard the Tyrrhenian Sea from the 
barbaric threat. By the half of the century the ruling family Lorena of Tuscany made a peace 
treaty with the Barbaresque, who found a shelter on Tuscany coasts, thus however increasing 
the threat on the Tyrrhenian9. By the 18th century many European nations began to prefer to 
trade peace with the Barbaresque, paying them a tribute in money and in kind. The Habsburg 
Empire victoriously fought the Ottoman Empire in the Balkans down to the south borders 
of Mid-Europe. The slaves captured on Balkan frontlines, mainly Anatolia Turks or Islam-
converted Slavs of Balkan origin, were dispersed all over the Germanic territories; they also 
flowed into the Italian peninsula from the Dalmatian coast or crossing regions of the habsburg 
empire10.

Aims to radically wipe out barbaresque privateering by means of a common European ac-
tion were to be achieved after the Vienna Congress11. Privateering faded away between 1815 
and 183012 due to European pressures and the decadence of Barbaresque nations. European 
privateering had since the early decades of the 17th century already limited itself, except for en-
terprises from private ship-owners, to sea campaigns and naval combats; the decay of domestic 
slavery left no need for attacks and raids onto Islamic lands to supply slaves. From mid 18th 
century the withdrawal of row ships caused the final decay of the need for rowers.
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2. Home and international trade of slaves in the 
Mediterranean area

2.1. The presence of markets and merchants

The ports where the national fleets as well as individual privateers 
docked their ships were as a consequence delivery centres of the Mus-
lims who had been captured during the privateering wars. At these 
ports were also to be found stocks of slaves captured during wars and 
raids, usually liegemen of the Ottoman Empire as well as of barbaresque 
nations13. Livorno, Genoa, Naples, Palermo, Civitavecchia, Cagliari, 
Messina, Trapani, Bari and Lanciano were the liveliest and best known 
sites of a vast trading net.

Preys were sold at public auctions. Many among them stayed as pub-
lic property and were destined to the needs of the naval fleet14. The rest 
were set on sale to be bought by private individuals, and were often 
employed in the household15. The price of a slave depended on indi-
vidual characteristics: age16, sex, looks, and health conditions. As far as 
the Inland Revenue was concerned, slaves were but one more kind of 
goods, for which it was usual to apply current customs tariffs as in vari-
ous other cities. The flow from the Balkans, either directly or through 
the Habsburg Empire, was more relevant and long-lasting. The trade 
from the Dalmatian coast to Italy was regular and very profitable.

2.2. Turkish, Moresque, Negro And Ethiopian slaves

In modern times, in Italy as well as in Europe, Muslims were com-
monly defined by the name “Turks”.“Turk” as opposed to “Christian”, 
not having any ethnic significance or being related to geographical ori-
gin or political belonging. By saying “Turk” one usually, in a European 
or Christian context, meant “slave”, although not all slaves came from 
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the muslim Turkish-Barbaresque territories17. The term “Turk” included the real Turkish 
people from Anatolia or people living in the provinces of the Ottoman Empire, as well as in-
dividuals from different ethnic and cultural groups, who had become more or less Islamized 
ottoman citizens as the Ottoman Empire expanded. Many among these were slaves from the 
Balkan area18. They underwent the slave trade treatment because they had previously entered 
the social life of Barbaresque nations and therefore the privateering activities, eventually being 
captured on Balkan frontlines and from there taken to Mediterranean lands such as Italy19.
From early 16th century to refer to Muslims, besides the word “Turkish” the word “Moresque” 
was also often used, especially in the Iberian region20. At the same time the word “nigri” came 
to be used to define African negroes, arriving to the southern coasts of the Mediterranean from 
Bornu and Kamen regions21. Later on further negro slaves came to Italy after being captured 
aboard ottoman ships on their way to markets in the East; for this reason this further group is 
called “the second-hand slaves”. Africans included the nigri but also the “Ethiopians”22, who 
were usually treated as slaves even by the Turks. Another ethnic group who suffered slavery 
were the Greeks23. The Greeks, who had been enlisted in the Ottoman navy or were subject 
to the Sultan, came to be considered as half Turkish and consequently treated as “infidels”. 
The Turkish slave trade involved also Hebrews, Greek Orthodox and even Catholics, just 
because all those who were ottoman subjects or had anyway been captured aboard ottoman 
ships, were considered as such. Among the most numerous and least talked about groups 
of victims were the Poles24, almost exclusively captured by Tatars. Among “Turkish” slaves 
many were of Christian origin: the “renegades”, Islam-converted Christians following to their 
capture and subsequent slavery25 and who, unaware of their own Christian origin, were taken 
away as children from their families according to the devşirme 26 system and thus becoming 
real “Turks”27. Under forged documents also Slavs from the Balkan peninsula28 mainly from 
Slavonia were sold as slaves.
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3. Muslim slave trade

3.1. Muslim slave trade in Apulia with a reference to Salento

The captured slaves were distributed among different lands and later 
on carried from place to place on grand trading tours. More, a retail 
trade was put up by private individuals looking for male and female 
slaves with particular characteristics or eventually willing to sell their 
own slaves29 to others. 

It usually was a case of “human goods” which some merchants bought 
at national or inimical markets and re-sold with high profits.

Si tratta spesso di “merce umana”, che qualche commerciante ac-
quistava sulle piazze nazionali o nemiche e poi rivendeva con alti gua-
dagni. 

By the end of the 16th century many slaves came to Apulia from 
the opposite coast of the Adriatic Sea. It is important to remember 
that at the time of the Candia war there was an increase in the “trade” 
from Dalmatian coasts to the opposite coasts of the Italian peninsula. 
In that trade not only merchants were involved, but also persons above 
suspicion, even churchmen like missionary Ivan Bozanovic, who was 
impeached by the clergy of Spalato, on November 19th 1659, to have 
bought and then resold many Christians, among which «one called Gi-
urgevich, that he has resold, together with his son, to Giorgio Ivellio 
dalla Brazza»30. For This reason he was called «mercante del cargine 
umano» («merchant of human flesh»)31. Or the Bishop of Cattaro, 
Giovanni Antonio Sborovazio. To excuse him the apostolic mission-
ary, affirmed that «tutti quelli che sono in Dalmatia, et che attendono 
all’esercito militare, rubano i christiani e li fanno schiavi quanti ne chi-
appano» («all those are in Dalmatia, and attend to the army, are used 
to kidnap Christians and to enclave them»), and what the very doge 
of Venice would have allowed them to enslave «prendere per schiavi i 
christiani che stanno sotto il turco» («to enslave the Cristians subjected 
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to Turks»). Even some priests, according to monk Gasparo dall’Oglio’s letter, dated April 14th 
1660, had been merchants and among these also the Bishop of Cattaro, Giovanni Antonio 
Sborovazio who «hebbe tre Turche, fatte schiave, per catechizzarle, di due delle quali fece la 
vendita in Puglia e la terza, più giovane e vistosa, fatta cristiana, la tenne appresso» («He had 
as slaves three Turkish women, since he wanted to catechize them. Two of them were sold in 
Puglia, while the third one more youth and beautiful, was and remained with him»)32. 

A considerable share of those Christian slaves, made pass for muslims, landed on Apulian 
ports, Brindisi among the others, and from there was carried 
to Neaples «L’abbondanza di schiavi in Terra d’Otranto33 è 
da spiegarsi col fatto dell’approdo nei nostri porti di basti-
menti che, dopo aver visitato gli scali del Levante e le coste 
mediterranee dell’Africa e di Spagna, qui venivano a scaricare 
tale merce: merce turca, etiopica, albanese»34.

The buyers interested in buying the slaves had first of all 
to obtain the viceroyal import license35, indicating number 
and sex of the subjects they were willing to buy and subse-
quently entrust an experienced purchaser: one well known 
purchaser acting between 1688 and 169036 was master Gio-
acchino Cafiero, who bought slaves in Segna37 , and delivered 
them to the port of San Cataldo (other main ports in the 
province of Lecce were Otranto, Brindisi, Taranto and Gal-
lipoli) from where the muslims were distributed to Lecce and 
other cities in Apulia38. «The climax of slavery was reached 
in the 16th century, while during the following century slav-
ery was declining and white slaves were being substituted by 
Negroes»39. As time went by the number of slaves decreased 
in direct proportion to the growing sensitivity to them by the 
owners and some think that the slaves, what did not happen 
in previous times, «no doubt enjoyed a greatly improved mor-
al treatment»40, or in Argentina’s words: «They were slaves in 
more human times, although as always subject to those who 
had bought them»41.
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3.2. Notarial acts on slave trading

The documentation which most frequently supplies news about 
slaves consists of parish books of baptism and notarial books of trading 
acts. In many Italian towns such antique books of trading acts covering 
the 16th and 17th centuries are still available, whereas already by the 
mid 18th century, as the number of slaves decreased42, there also was a 
decrease in the number of trading acts.

The trading acts43, were based on schemes and clichés from late me-
dieval times, by which the good health of the slave was certified, thus 
protecting the buyer from eventual defects of the “goods”; spoken in 
technical jargon, it was a «ad usum magazzenorum», cioè «con quella 
fiducia di chi va a comprare nel magazzeno o nella casa altrui»44. Be-
sides the descriptions of the subjects, it was declared what physical de-
fects the slaves featured or the warranty that they had none, therefore 
attesting that the slave was being sold «cum omni vicio et defectu et 
cum infirmitatibus suis» or «cum omnibus vitiis et defectibus occultis 
et manifestis et pro tali qualis est»45. In the case of a twelve years old 
Ethiopian boy twelve, auctioned in Bari in 1552 for 50 golden escudos, 
it was clearly guaranteed that «non ha mal caduco e non caca e piscia 
a letto»46, whereas in an act dating 1565 there is a statement about the 
physical defects of the slave that was being sold: D. Camillo Cipriani, 
Canonic of St Nicholas’s church, as proxy for Michele Raggi of Salerno, 
sells Giacomo Antonio Carrettone of Bari “mancipium olivastrum”, 14 
years old, bovine-legged and “gallaruso” (herniated)47 at 44 ducats48. 

Contract formulas of trading acts were similar to those used for the 
cattle market trading; it was indeed usually stated that the subject was 
«ad usum ferae» or «per auriculam dexteram»49, that is, to be carried 
away holding him by the right ear as a pack animal: the following act 
confirms that: in Bari in 1594 roman Valerio Porcari sells and delivers 
«per auriculam dexteram» to Paolo de Roberto of Naples Magistrate in 
Bari «mancipium nigrum nomine Antonium de Sattonis aetatis anno-
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rum 20 incirca cum signo50 in tempia sinistra», at the price of 105 ducats51. Further clichés of 
the trading act could usually deal with the extent of the rights of the buyer onto the slave, and 
in fact the person who got rid of the slave often declared to be the legitimate owner who could 
therefore fully dispose of the slave. Almost never in the acts was written any precise informa-
tion as to the capture of the slave. It might happen that the notarial act foresaw events which 
permitted or determined the rescission of the contract and in some cases it is stated the time 
lapse during which the buyer could recede delivering back the slave, and sometimes the seller 
was given this chance, too52.

In southern Italy, and more precisely in Naples53 in Bari, in other towns in Apulia and 
in the islands, many slave trading acts are preserved. As far as Apulia is concerned we have 
evidence regarding many cities: Bari, Rutigliano, Monopoli, Nola, Bitonto, Fasano, Bitritto, 
Mola, Barletta; in the province of Brindisi and in most places in the province of Lecce. The 
Notarial Archives in Bari preserve acts dating from 1539 to 1719 concerning a hundred in-
dividuals subject to trade54. In 16th century acts it is mainly dealt with negro and Ethiopian 
slaves, whereas in the following century they were mainly Turkish. 

Quoting from some of the acts: a “schismatic”, a greek woman whose name was Iela, «about 
30 years old, brown hair, with some noteworthy pock-marks on her face»55 sold in Bari in 
1654 for 50 ducats to a buyer from Trani and sold again the next day at the same price, and 
a 20 year-old female by name Selinova, sold in Bari for 70 ducats in 1662, declared to be a 
“turca rinigata”56.

Some female slaves would be sold while pregnant, others with their little children: in 1659 
Giuseppe Pecorella from Bari, ship-owner, sells to Michele Giuliani from Bari, for Francesco 
Mancini from Naples57 «mancipiam unam gravidam annorum 24 incirca nomine Aysira..» for 
110 ducats; and a further female “turk” aged 22, brown hair dark eyes, Maslima Mesmettho-
na, was sold by Mattia Marvizzo, tartan-owner from Bari, in 1661 and was to be delivered to a 
Neapolitan master, «con una figliola piccola nata in questa città di Bari»58; once again in Bari 
in 1686 Giuseppe Sciamai da Selenico, well practiced in the Turkish language, declares that, 
by order of the royal Governor, «interrogò due schiave torche, una disse chiamarsi Seda di 
anni nove in diece incirca la quale disse ancora tenere padre e madre turchi, e lei essere ancora 
torca verdatiera della città di Grairaz, venduta dalla nonna per la fame cagionata dalla guerra 
e trasportata in Fiume e da Fiume portata in questa città sopra il fregatone del Padron Mat-
tia Letis di Fiume: e l’altra schiava chiamata Junca similmente essere torca verdatiera nata da 
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padre e da madre turchi nella città di Novi d’età d’anni diece in undece 
incirca venduta et trasportata in Fiume ut supra»59. Once again in Bari, 
that same year: Vincenzo Vitnich Schiamone «ha interrogata in lingua 
torchesca una schiava torca d’età d’anni 6 incirca e quella averli repli-
cato…che si chiama Fattima e tiene padre e madre turchi, bensì non sa 
dire il suo paese stante la sua minore età» and again «come costa a lui 
che questa schiava fu comprata in sua presenza in Spalato da Domenico 
Antonio d’Amelio pugliese che fu ivi con una sua barca, e poi traspor-
tata in queste parti»60.

Among Apulian sellers and buyers was well-known Don Giacinto 
Preziosi61 who between 1717 and 1718 traded slaves, who were made 
to land at Bari by privateers or dealers: mention is made of a group of 
four female slaves of twelve, thirteen, fourteen and twenty-three years 
of age, the eldest by name Pleme having two daughters, «Fata d’anni 5 
incirca e l’altra Iema di mesi 4», sold for 357.00 ducats; further, a ten 
year old slave and a female slave of six, respectively sold for 70 and 60 
ducats62.

In the town of Bitonto we have about twenty cases: the earliest docu-
ments date back to 1482: «Sclavam unam nigram infidelem moram» 
sold for 2.25 ounces and that same year «Ancillam moram non bapti-
zatam» sold for 33 ducats63; some transactions dealt with various slaves 
sold together: in 1579 once more in Bitonto the Baron of Giurdignano 
via one of his purchasers sold to three different buyers a “mancipium 
nigrum”64 for 110 ducats, another for 74, and two more, male and fe-
male, for 17065.

In Barletta, between 1600 and 1666 thirteen contracts were sealed, 
among which: one Ruggero, already Sciaban Basciaglia, aged about 26 
“occhi neri e peli neri”66 and just two contracts were sealed in Mola67.

We find scarce news about Taranto: in 1648 Guglielmo Brunn, a 
Marseillais captain on the galleys of the Order of Malta sold a local 
man a female negro slave Membruca aged 25 for 55 ducats68. In this 
sea town slaves were often delivered directly from aboard the galleys of 
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the Order of Malta which «venivano nella città a rinfrescare i viveri ed a vendere qualche schia-
vo»69. In 1655 a mention was made about the return of  22 year old white slave Amar who had 
escaped his master’s house to the house of one Ensign of Montepeloso, who “promises to send 
it back”70. In 1708 a female slave of twenty-five by name Francesca was delivered by Giovanni 
Indelli from Taranto to a tartan owner of Vico Equense so that he could sell her in Naples, to 
“qualsiasi persona”, with no responsibility from the seaman as to death or accident71. 

A diffuse slave presence has been stated in Lecce also72: «Il commercio salentino, nel ‘500 
era fiorentissimo e la piazza di Lecce molto frequentata e accorsata. Le numerose colonie vene-
ziane, fiorentine e genovesi, avevano il monopolio del commercio; e ad esse si aggiungeva un 
po’ anche un buon numero di spagnoli i quali costituivano la guarnigione leccese, come di altri 
luoghi, essendo il Regno di Napoli in quel tempo sotto il dominio di Casa d’Aragona, per cui 
molti legni gettavano l’ancora nei nostri porti. Ondè come il commercio andò declinando nel 
secolo XVII anche la schiavitù venne meno»73. The buyers of slaves were mainly aristocrats, 
lawyers, medicine doctors, and rich merchants, but above all clergymen, who bought slaves on 
behalf of noble families or of their own needs and disposed of female slaves more often than 
other groups. Among local owners, the names of important nobiliary houses are to be found: 
Guarini, Maresgallo, Antoglietta, Doria, Graffoglietti, Bonviramo, Paladini, Mosco, Lubelli, 
Prato, Delli Giudici, Personè, Tafuro74 ecc. These families were supported by representatives 
of the most dynamic and set-in mercantile groups of the local society75: Pennini and Cicala76, 
Prioli77, de Leone and Spinola78. At individual level the slavery practice was common among 
the highest institutional representatives of the town (Royal Commissioner Fabio Tarcagnola, 
Chatelain Francesco Caputo, the Holder of the Royal Audience Giovan Girolamo Trom-
batore, the Governor of the Province Gaspare de Aquilar, Mayor Alessandro Vadacca79 or peo-
ple residing in the Land of Otranto for reasons of honorary position, like Cito, Di Costanzo, 
De Aquilar, Sarsale, Di Bertalda and more80.

Some trading deed was found among the documents of the Lecce public notary Pandolfi, 
dating between 1571 and 1577, during which period three deeds regarding the trade of Turk-
ish slaves81 were filed Again in Lecce in 1690 another public notary, Biagio Mangia, drew 
up a dozen trading contracts regarding slaves from Dalmatia: in detail one of these, dating 
May 28th, 1690 reports that the seller Master Girolamo Palumbaro from Messina, purchaser 
on behalf of many buyers from Lecce, declared that he owned «due schiave turche bianche 
cioè una, capelli castagni, nominata Tolchade, donna seu moglie di Capisgicha della città di 
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Costaynizza, e l’altra, capelli negri, nominata Hayre, figlia d’Atalaccho, 
dell’istessa città, d’anni cioè questa quattordici incirca e quella venti 
incirca». Palumbaro produced two export certificates sealed by magis-
trates of the town of Segna82; the buyer instead, priest Oronzo Gravili 
from Lecce, produced his import licence for the two slaves, dating Oc-
tober 11th, 1689 and sealed by the Vice-King of Naples83. Before writ-
ing out the trading act another accomplishment was fulfilled through 
the notarial deed: the parish priest of S. Maria della Grazia had certified 
that «con l’intervento di Domenico Donato Perulli turco fatto cristiano 
interprete a ciò chiamato quali schiave si sono ritrovate essere effet-
tivamente turche»84. Following to this, the final trading deed for 112 
ducats was written out.

During the settlement, the “goods” were thoroughly guaranteed. 
The alienator had to produce evidence from the authority of the embar-
kation port as to the period of quarantine85 the slave had stayed in the 
lazaretto and subsequently the buyer, according to prescriptions in the 
import license, had a priest examine the slave in order to check whether 
the subject was a Christian or an infidel; in the second case, the slave 
would have been subject to sale86. The same procedure was followed in 
other trading acts, as in the case of M.D. Francesco Saverio Durante 
from Lecce, who bought for 40 ducats for his own household Isima, a 
Turkish white female aged twelve with brown hair, whom the alienator, 
Master Gioacchino Cafiero from Sorrento87 had bought in Fiume and 
delivered to the port of San Cataldo88, and more. In his turn the Lecce 
“pubblico negoziante” Domenico Angioletti, once he obtained the li-
cence “d’introdurre nel Regno” two female and one male slaves, bought 
from the above quoted master Palombaro the Turkish “oleaster” brown 
haired Asia, Adalacca’s wife from Costanizza, worth not more than 29 
ducats due to her old age of 3689.

Palombaro from Messina was the supplier of almost all the buyers in 
Lecce: he sold Giovan Tommaso from Otranto for 40 ducats the white 
female turk Gerima90, eighteen years of age, brown hair, pock-marked 
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face, that is marked by measles91 and, just a few days later, by interception of Lecce priest Do-
menico d’Oria, the white blonde Mera92, aged fifteen, for 30 ducats93; he transferred to the 
Duke of Casarano94 for 80 ducats two white female turks, the twenty year old Fetide95, tall 
and fair haired, and the seventeen year old Saluche96, brown and of medium height97; he sup-
plied captain Giovanni Ximenen de Olricho for 30 ducats with the female slave Fatine from 
Buda, aged 25, Ibraim Bulio Bassà’s wife98. Even the “doctor in law”99 Vincenzo Landi, living 
in Lecce, made two purchases, with the intermediation of priest Giovan Francesco Caretti: the 
twelve-year old Aicha, tall and dark haired “oleaster turk” (38 ducats) and the fifteen year old 
boy Bechire100 (36 ducats)101. 

The purchased slaves were almost always very young: Imbraco, white and blonde haired 
eight year old bought for 33 ducats from priest Giovan Battista Gravili102; “white Turk” Usso, 
same age, sold for 28 ducats to deacon Gennaro Caretti103; the white blonde Sara, ten years 
old, embarked at Segna and landed at San Cataldo as the above mentioned, bought for 32 
ducats from Royal Governor of Lecce Pietro Maldonado104. During the arrangements buy-
ers dealt directly in person with the importers or through a purchaser or a broker, local or 
from out of town. The above quoted slaves were, in a way, first-hand slaves; it might happen, 
however, to sell or buy slaves who had previously belonged to other masters; deacon Caretti 
(see above) bought on October 26th, 1696 for 58 ducats a female slave: «turca bianca fatta 
cristiana, giusta di statura e di capelli castagnacci», whose muslim name Fatima was  turned 
into Marina Bardi, from her first master’s name, “physician doctor”105 Francesco Maria Bardi 
from Trepuzzi, near Lecce, who had bought her directly «da padroni di vascello che portavano 
a vendere schiavi»106.

The slave trade was also prosperous in other cities of the Land of Otranto. In Gallipoli107 it 
developed mostly in the 17th century, a time at which many ships from all around the Medi-
terranean108 came to the port of this town. Five trading deeds and one release act are preserved 
in Gallipoli, all drawn by notary Menga and dating back to the decade 1688-1698. Back to the 
year 1688 dates the release act about a slave sold to Monsignor Antonio della Lastra, Bishop of 
Gallipoli; that same year a female slave was sold to Carlo Aymone and Giovanni M. Cacchia. 
In a deed dating 1694 mention is made about the selling of a female slave to Giov. Battista 
Carteny and Giov. M. Cacchia, and further the same year of another female to Francesco 
Antonio Venneri and Giov. M. Cacchia. In 1697 a female slave was sold to Filippode Tom-
masi and Giov. M. Cacchia, and the following year a male slave to Giuseppe de Leone and 
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Cariddi109.
The slaves sold in the Land of Otranto were landed at Brindisi, 

Taranto, San Cataldo and Gallipoli. In 1665 a permit was given to land 
at the port of Otranto. It was requested from local authorities and given 
by Vice-King Don Didaco De Quiroga Fascardo110. The occasion is 
certified by a notarial deed dating April 3rd, 1665111, regarding the sell-
ing of Mustafà, fair skinned Turkish slave of about fifteen years of age, 
embarked at Corfù by tradesman Francisco Nicolizza Marinari; quot-
ing from the deed: «patron Nicolizza Marinari…possedere come pa-
truni uno turchetto bianco d’anni quindici incirca nominato Mustafà 
portato da essi da Corfù» The slave was welcomed at Otranto thanks to 
vice-royal order. Mustafà was the first slave to be permitted to land at 
the port of Otranto. «quale schiavo…è stato intromesso qui in Otranto 
in virtù d’ordine del detto D.Diego De Quiroga Fascardo olim preside 
di questa procura… quale schiavo turco.. è il primo che è stato immesso 
qui in Otranto» The document also contains a mention of an appeal 
(in Spanish language) to the Vice-King, by which a request was made 
to have four more slaves (2 women and 2 children) land at the port of 
Otranto and not as it was usual at the time at that of Brindisi: «fui da 
noi spedito ordine con insertione:…Haviendo entendito lo que Vos-
tra Signoria rapresenta en orden à permettir que puedan desembarcar 
dos mugheres y dos niños esclavos e essos puertos hé vendido encon-
çeder la lisençia que me pide». There follows the Vice-King’s reply: 
«preinserta carta ci ordina…che dobbiate…riconoscere li suddetti quat-
tro schiavi, cioè due maschi e due femmine…li faccino subito sbarcare 
non ostante la prohibithione…cossi Loro Signoria comanda …Lecce 
ultimo luglio 1664 D. Diego De Quiroga Fascardo…» and the docu-
ment ends with the alienation of Mustafà from the tradesman Francisco 
Nicolizza Marinari to Mr. Luc’Antonio Dellagatta for the amount of 
92 silver ducats112: «signore Luc’Antonio Dellagatta compratore per il 
prezzo evendita di ducati 92». Later on other slaves were made to land 
at Otranto, and in fact a deed dating May 17th, 1690 registers the sell-



ing of: «uno turco bianco nominato Amune d’età d’anni undici incirca...abbate Franciso dichi-
ara riceverlo et averlo da lo detto G. Dominico Dellagatta venditore…per un sacco d’orsa e il 
prezzo pattuito di…ducati trentasette»113.

3.3. Gift, rented and inherited slaves

Slaves, once bought, were dealt with as private property for all practical purposes and might 
even be given away by their masters as a gift. They sometimes were had for one’s dowry. Many 
slaves often appear in the stock checks of dowry contracts, an example of which is a wedding 
contract written out in Francavilla d’Otranto on June 27th, 1670 by notary Niccolò Bottari 
where we learn that Lady Cesarea Pipino, Don Carlo M. Cotogno’s widow, on the occasion of 
her son M. Antonio Cotogno’s marriage with Lady Porzia Forleo presented: «Quendam puel-
lam aetatis annorum 12 filiam quondam nostrae sclavae Alimae»114 that is, the twelve year old 
servant, her slave Alima’s daughter. In 1700 in Bari aristocrat Giordano de Rossi presented his 
wife Rosa Gironda with “personam Nicolai de Rossi ejus mancipii”115 and in 1710 Bonaven-
tura Federichi gave his daughter Luciana a female slave: «che egli, da tempo, aveva comprata di 
sette anni, chiamata Crema e poi battezzata Isabella Antonia Teresa»116. Other acts report the 
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assignment of private slaves for rent; such is the case of a notary: Nic-
colò Bottari wrote out on August 28th, 1680 in Francavilla d’Otranto 
the deed by which the Magnificent Don Cataldo Antonio Antoglietta, 
Baron at the Castle of Fragagnano, let for rent for four years (1680-
1684) and for an amount of 1800 escudos per year “seu arredamento”, 
to Don Tommaso Forleo from Francavilla d’Otranto, the castle and the 
town of Fragagnano, in the province of Taranto. In the stock checks of 
the rented goods were also listed a few Ethiopian servants and a moor 
female slave aged sixteen by name Fatima117.

As it often happened, the master who: «per caso morisse prima di 
aver ben collocato il suo schiavo si faceva sovente premura di racco-
mandarlo nelle ultime volontà alla generosità del suo erede»118; let us 
mention the case of a galley captain, Domenico Massimo, who, on De-
cember 4th, 1470 just about to die on the shores near Lecce, according 
to his will decided to hand down some slaves of his: «un puttin negro, 
per nome Salem, al signor Pietro de Massimi suo nepote; Cadir africano 
a suo fratello Orazio…ecc»119. In Barletta Cesare della Marra in his will 
dating June 19th, 1664 left to his wife Francesca Galisberti the slave 
Gusmano: «già battezzato e posto il suo nome Iusmundo del quale detta 
sua moglie ne possa disponete come vera signora e padrona come vero 
suo arbitrio  e volontà, contradizione alcuna…»120. Isabella de Pau, 
Gabriele Vignes’s widow, in her will written out by notary Giovanni 
Giacomo Filippelli on May 20th, 1568, named as her general heirs her 
seven sons and an ex filio nephew, leaving to sons Marco, Antonio, 
Orazio, Marzio and Carlo a black female slave named Ascia, who would 
serve them for ten years starting from the death of the testatrix, thus 
gaining a right to be freed from slavery at the end of the household ser-
vice. She left the other sons Pierluigi, Luigi, Annibale and Vespasiano a 
male slave by name Bracco, who would gain freedom after twelve year 
service to them and receiving, like the female slave above, an award in 
clothes and dresses121.
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4 Proselytism, conversion, baptism, marriage and burial 

4.1. Forced conversion

Private owners, mainly moved by the conviction that they were discharging their own mis-
sionary commitment, urged on their muslim slaves for a conversion by means of smooth 
talk, promises and psychological pressure, and not least because the catholic Church spurred 
them to do so. In this regard some documents tell us that: «Il soverchio zelo religioso di quei 
tempi, onde si credeva maledetta quella casa dove ci fossero uomini di credenze eterodosse; 
l’intolleranza in materia di fede quando l’Inquisizione era al fastigio della sua potenza; il merito 
presso Dio ch’ogni cattolico zelante crede d’acquistare salvando un’anima, erano forti stimoli 
perché un padrone inducesse colle buone o costringesse colle brutte quei poveri musulmani ad 
abbracciare il cattolicesimo»122.

Sometimes there took place real negotiations between the Muslim willing to convert and 
the master or public authority who owned him.

Masters believed that once converted to Christianity their slaves would acquire loyalty and 
morality and commit themselves with stronger effort to their duties.

By means of the conversion the slave became definitively assimilated into the family and 
the society where he lived, although he did not by this gain personal freedom. Most slaves did 
convert for their own advantage, to avoid a death sentence, because they were tired to suffer 
threats and violent pressure, or because they were forced into conversion by lack of choices.

Accounts and documents of that period tell of miracle conversions, since the tales about 
miracles and visions made it easier for the slaves to get over the hardness of transition from one 
religion to another. Another complicated and delicate aspect was the conversion of children, 
easily willing to learn new precepts and follow new religious practices123. 

Before being baptized, the slave had to be taught about the basics of the Christian doc-
trine124. For that reason many religious institutions were founded all over Italy with the task 
of instructing those who were willing to convert to Christianity.
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4.2. The Congregation of Catechumens

In the second half of the 16th century in Naples Paolo Burali 
d’Arezzo125 wishing to «ritrovare qualche aiuto a’ poveri schiavi de’ quali 
in Napoli è sempre gran numero»126 founded in Naples the “Congrega 
dei Catecumeni” (the Congregation of Catechumens), «una Congrega 
di persone pie, devote e intendenti le quali avessero pensiero di istru-
ire gli schiavi per convertirli». The Congregation was founded at the 
Church of St. Arcangelo in Baiano. The cardinal laid down the rules for 
the commitment to help slaves and to «per esercitarsi con profitto per 
aiuto di quelle anime, notando le preparazioni, e gli eserciti, l’orationi 
è salmi da recitarsi, gli interrogatori da farsi a’ catecumeni; e quello che 
avevano da farsi a’ catecumeni; e quello che avevano da fare nel tempo 
che gli schiavi si battezzavano e dopo il battesimo»127. Learning that the 
slaves were mistreated even after they had been baptized, the cardinal 
wrote down and published a decree by which he prevented owners from 
mistreating their slaves, above all the baptized ones, and conceded a 10 
day indulgence to those who convinced whomever treated the unfortu-
nate cruelly. At that same time in Naples, Lecce and other towns of the 
vice-kingdom a well known Jesuit, Father Bernardino Realino128, de-
voted himself to proselytism among the slaves. An account of the time 
reports that he: «andava a scovarli nei porti, su galee, dove spesso erano 
adibiti ai remi; li raggiungeva nelle case dei loro padroni, li visitava 
nelle loro infermità, servendoli con grande spirito di sacrificio. Sape-
va insinuarsi nell’animo loro con l’eloquente linguaggio dell’amore; e 
quando si era acquistata la confidenza, la simpatia, la benevolenza di 
quei meschini, gli era facile poco a poco dirozzarne la mente, facendovi 
penetrare la luce del Vangelo. Era una fatica improba, che richiedeva 
una longanime pazienza. Catechizzare uno di quelli valeva sottrarre ore 
e ore alle sue occupazioni. Ma egli che conosceva il valore di un’anima, 
avrebbe dato non solamente il suo tempo, ma anche il suo sangue, pur 
di salvarne una sola»129.
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4.3. The Congregation of Christian Doctrine and Catechumens

Cardinal Annibale di Capua, who succeeded Cardinal Paolo Burali d’Arezzo, merged in 
the year 1592 the Congregation of Catechumen with the twenty year old Congregation of 
Christian Doctrine130. The Congregation of Christian Doctrine attended to the organization 
of catechistic teaching at Archdiocese parishes, whereas the Catechumen instructed the slaves 
until they were ready for baptism. As a result of the merger the Congregation was called “Con-
gregation of Christian Doctrine and Catechumens”131. No baptism of a slave could take place 
in any of the parishes without concordance with the Congregation of Christian Doctrine and 
Catechumens, who eventually filed the baptism acts in its own Registers.

In 1576 some catechistic centers were founded at archdiocese parishes and even in sur-
rounding dioceses like Ischia132.

The Congregation was active until late 17th century, although the number of baptisms de-
creased by the turn of the century. The Congregation went on indoctrinating until mid 19th 
century, when activity faded due to income loss and political events.

4.4. Jesuits in Naples: the Congregation of Holy Communion 

The Congregation of Holy Communion first appeared in 1554 in the oldest home of the 
Jesuits in Naples thanks to Jesuit Father Gian Francesco Araldo, although this was not the 
first congregation, when we consider that in 1548 some Jesuits had been sent by St. Ignazio 
to Messina «costretti a trattenersi pochissimi giorni in Paola nelle Calabrie…….fondarono 
una compagnia di comunicanti, anteriore di sei anni a quella di Napoli la quale a sua volta, se 
riguardasi la sostanza e non il nome, fin dal 1540 era stata preceduta da un’altra dello stesso 
genere, fondata in Parma dal B. Pietro Fabro e dal P. Lainez»133.

The Congregation had been given basic, useful compassion rules and a vast charity program 
towards the neighbor; among other projects, let us mention the foundation of a bank, a “mon-
te” that they called of the “Santa Fede” aimed to «sollevare cò frutti di esso i bisognosi di Nap-
oli, e molti altri altrove, massimamente schiavi»134. Not only the slaves in Naples received help, 
also Christians who had been turned to slaves by Muslims received help by means of financial 
projects. In 1623 the Congregation of Holy Communion by using the funds of the Holy Faith 
Bank benefited the Bosnia mission, and the following year sent contributions to Constanti-
nople, where Jesuit Father Francesco Saverio Mottola had moved to redeem slaves135.
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4.5. The Congregation of Slaves

In 1601 the Jesuit Fathers founded in Naples the Congregation of 
Slaves.

The Jesuits, in order to have a more direct relationship to slaves, de-
cided that they had to learn their languages «per disporsi alla conversio-
ne degli infedeli, si diedero tutti a guadagnare alla Santa Fede gli schiavi 
esistenti a Napoli: in questa occasione avvedutisi che l’inesperienza del 
loro linguaggio era d’insuperabile impedimento a convertire coloro che 
non ancora sapevano l’italiano favellare, si presero con grande corag-
gio a studiarlo: anzi con approvazione del Generale essi formarono 
un’accademia, in essa esercitandosi a parlarlo e scriverlo: profittò sopra 
tutti Roberto De Nobili, il quale in poco tempo giunse a possederlo in 
modo da poter intendere le svariate versioni fatte del testo di Maom-
etto, e…trasse argomento di togliere molti dall’errore»136.

The need to have religious people who were able to talk to Muslims 
made Jesuit Father Antonio Spinelli137 found the Academy of Lan-
guages to train those who were to work for their catechistic instruction. 
During his stay at the Naples college he took care of that in person, 
succeeding in “ad abilitare non pochi”138.

Other churchmen were teachers at the academy of languages, among 
them Father Mariano Manieri and Father Ottavio Lombardo. Father 
Manieri often traveled to North Africa and particularly to Algiers, on 
behalf of the Vice-King of Naples or institutions committed to liberate 
Christian slaves held as prisoners by Muslims. «Tornato a Napoli con la 
perizia di più linguaggi africani, insegnagli ad alcuni de’nostri giovani, 
i quali gli appresero nell’accademia di lingue straniera fondata in quel 
tempo nel Collegio Napoletano…. Con questo mezzo procurassi il Ma-
nieri compagni nell’ufficio di catechizzare Maomettani in Napoli»139.

Another Jesuit, Giovan Battista Galeota, established in 1637 a House 
of Catechumens: «Il sullodato padre mise insieme 1000 scudi e comprò 
una casa di sufficiente ampiezza presso il Molo piccolo e la provvide 
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del bisognevole a ricettare molti mori e poi con le elemosine di molte persone pie dotatala di 
qualche fondo sotto il nome di Casa dei Catecumeni l’aprì ai 5 di gennaio, vigilia dell’Epifania. 
Molti furono gli alunni che ivi furono accolti chi per otto, chi per quindici giorni per disporsi 
al battesimo. I primi a riceverlo furono 22..»140

4.6. The Slaves’ College: the church and monastery of St. Giovanni in Carbonara

Early in the 18th century at the Augustinian monastery of St. Giovanni in Carbonara the 
Maronite monk Antoniano Paolo Israel promoted in the year 1721 the foundation of a slaves’ 
college. He understood the slaves because he knew their language: he could indeed speak Arab, 
Syrian, Turkish, Hebraic and other languages fluently: «Si cominciò ad alloggiare nel Mon-
astero di S. Giovanni: tutti quei Schiavi, quali dalla pietà de’ loro Padroni vennero condotti e 
dallo zelo di P. Paolo convertiti. In tutto il tempo del catechismo si somministravano ogni cosa 
bisognevole al vitto, vestiti conformi a qualsivoglia Religioso del Convento medesimo»141.

4.7. The foundation of the Slaves’ College

As the number of the slaves who were to be instructed increased the fathers decided to a 
have a college built, separated from the monastery where the monks dwelled. In a note about 
the college one can read: «Ut deputentur duo PP. Pro amministratione elemosinarum Collegii 
pro Catechizandis Turcis Conventu S. Joannis ad Carb. Erecti; et nominati fuerunt RR. PP. 
Nic. Ant. Scalinati et P. Nicolao Sersale: duae detrminationes factae fuerunt nemine discrep-
ante. 11 maggio 1726»142.

For the maintenance of the slaves at the College the owners contributed one carline a 
day, and for those who had no help from the owners the College had the Pio Monte della 
Misericordia (Pious Mercy Bank)143 contribute for them. Illustrious people of the time took 
part in the praiseworthy project, among whom: cardinal Francesco Pignatelli, Archbishop 
of Naples144, whodonated both money and very useful Arab books, while many Neapolitan 
gentlemen and ladies offered consistent sums of money to support the slaves they let baptize. 
Father Agostino Sciahin succeeded as college director. He committed himself to work among 
the slaves in 1729 and dwelled in a dockyard, where slaves from the galleys usually dwelled. 
He was one of those who could speak many of the languages spoken by the slaves and, in or-
der to ease his helpmates’ duty, edited a dictionary: «Dizionario alfabetico al nostro uso per 
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agevolare la intelligenza e ad ogni parola italiana vi ha posto tre termini 
più puri della lingua araba»145. Baptized slaves were often scorned by 
non Christianized slaves, so that it was decided to accept catechumen 
wishing to be baptized only in case of strongly insistent demand: it 
was usually expected that they express their wish to become Christians 
at least three times. In 1799 the college was overwhelmed by political 
and military events. General Championnet’s French soldiers took over 
Naples and proclaimed the Neapolitan Republic146. At the French ac-
cession to the throne of Naples in 1806 many decrees were issued to 
abolish religious Orders and Congregations, and as a consequence the 
properties belonging to abolished religious institutions were turned into 
state properties147. Later on as religious orders were re-established the 
college was not, since it was out of fashion for noble families in Naples 
to have exotic slaves at their service. Even on galleys were no more slave 
rowers to be found, since not long after that the first steamer ship was 
launched.

4.8. Jesuits in Rome: the House of Catechumen

On Pope Paul III’s initiative, in order to supply those who wished 
to become Christians with religious basics, a House of Catechumens 
was founded in Rome in 1543, although the same pope had three years 
earlier instituted a congregation, “Compagnia di San Giuseppe de’ cate-
cumeni”, which was at first intended for Hebrews only. The increase of 
Christian privateering, along with an increase of the number of women 
among the captured slaves, brought in 1562 a decision to place beside 
the House of Catechumen a Convent House, called Casa Monastero, 
whose care was assigned to Dominican nuns and exclusively destined 
to admit women. In 1577 Pope Gregory XIII, because of an increas-
ing presence of Muslim slaves in Rome as well as all around the Pa-
pal States, founded another institution by the name of “Collegio dei 
neofiti” (Neophytes’ College), which aimed at admitting and instruct-
ing young catechumen who, after being baptized, wished to start study-
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ing and eventually begin an ecclesiastic career148. After an interruption due to the birth of the 
Roman Republic, the House of Catechumen restarted operating, although modestly, in 1802; 
the latest baptism of Muslims instructed at the House dates back to 1814149. Besides Rome 
and Naples, many other Italian towns welcomed institutions devoted to proselytism: a “Pia 
casa dei catecumeni” (Pious House of Caechumen) sat in Venice in 1557, was definitively 
established in 1572, at San Gregorio, and was active until the fall of the Republic. During the 
18th century there was in Genoa a “Opera pia de’ turchi battezzati” (Baptized Turks’ Charity) 
whose economic support came from church offertories.

4.9. The baptism of neophytes

Baptism followed straight after the catechumen’s conversion. It was celebrated with particu-
lar solemnity, because it stressed the victory of the Christian over the Muslim religion. The 
Mass was often officiated by a bishop and celebrated in important churches on great religious 
holidays150. The costs of the ceremony for the baptizing of a catechumen were covered by 
both the House and the Godfather or Godmother. They included the white vestment, the two 
white handkerchiefs, the (obviously white) silk socks, the candles, the coach for the person to 
be baptized, the soldiers to watch over the curious crowd and at last the banquet that ended 
the rite. The most solemn ceremonies, above all those attended by the pope, featured a so-
phisticated, public ritual intended to testify the triumph of the catholic faith. The importance 
attached to baptism was particularly stressed by the involvement in the Holy Celebration of 
godfathers and godmothers belonging to upper social, civic and ecclesiastic classes: prelates, 
roman aristocrats, knights of Malta, professionals, rich bourgeois and various representatives 
of Italian and foreign states151. This acceptance of godfatherhood and godmotherhood surely 
was an insurance of protection and support for the baptized slave. The slaves were often, after 
serving their time, declared free and allowed to return to their homeland; in some documents 
we could, in fact read the formula “olim schiavo”152.

In case the godfather or the godmother did not assign their own name, the catechumen 
could receive a patronym deriving from those names, or a name in some relation to that of 
the attorney or confirmation godfather or even of the prelate who baptized him153. As it also 
might happen, the slave who had received an illustrious family name would in the future give 
the same name to his descendants154.
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4.10. Baptisms in the Land of Otranto

The baptism registers of the Lecce Cathedral report the presence of 
slaves in the town starting from mid 16th century. The earliest deeds 
found deal with: «Maron nigru de la Monica qual prima se chiamava 
Serj; e Joanne nigru Bocj qual prima se chiamava Isaia»155 who were 
respectively baptized on May 15th and June 1st, 1560 in Lecce. It is 
interesting to note that «Rarissime volte in Lecce gli schiavi e turchi bat-
tezzati ebbero a ritenere il cognome de’loro padroni; anzi mai, poiché 
delle volte il loro nome è stato tolto dal cognome dei padroni»156, as 
the following acts confirm: il 2 aprile 1580 , Guarina, schiava del M.co 

Donato Ant. Guarino, è battezzata da D. Annibale Mercurio; Prato 
adulto negro del M.co Silvio Prato è battezzato a 27 dicembre 1581 da 
G. Francesco Mugio; Securo, schiavo di Giovanna Securo baronessa di 
Corsano, moglie del barone Giovannin Cicala, è battezzato l’8 dicembre 
1602 da D. Donatoantonio della Flore157 ecc. In Lecce and all over the 
Land of Otranto between 1560 and 1667 many negro slaves were bap-
tized: a dozen, mainly “nigri” and “negre”, in 1580; more 120 between 
1581 and 1610, “blacks” but also turks and moors, adults and children, 
often slave parents’ children, among whom: two newborn, Matteo, the 
son of Chiara, “negra del M.co capitano di campagna” September 22nd, 
1587) and Domenico, the son of Fatima “serva negra del M.co signor 
Francescantonio Guarino” (11 gennaio 1588 Giovanna “adulta turca”, 
baptized on April 10th, 1599 and other “turchi” and “mori”158. An im-
portant case was the baptism which Don Paduano Lacci imparted on 
September 25th, 1580 to Pietro, Magnificent Mr Vittorio Priolis’s ne-
gro, since «il nuovo cristiano era stato, prima, catechizzato per diligenza 
del signor Vicario, dal R.do p. Bernardino Realino Gesuita, famoso in 
Lecce, per la santità di vita e purezza di costumi, e l’alta considerazione 
in cui era tenuto da tutti i cittadini»159. About twenty cases date be-
tween 1649 and 1667, among which we underline one, celebrated on 
March 4th, 1666 in Strudà160: «Giovanni Antonio, servo dell’ I. mo 
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signor don Didaco de Chiroga, spagnolo, già viceré di Lecce, di circa 16 anni, come è possi-
bile dedurre dal volto, rifiutando la perfidia maomettana, doverosamente istruito sui concetti 
necessari per la professione di fede cristiana, e sempre sotto l’ispirazione dello Spirito divino, 
desideroso vivamente di far parte della milizia della Chiesa romana, e insistendovi, fu battez-
zato da me don Giov. Battista Brindisino, dopo aver prima ottenuta la dovuta autorizzazione 
dall’I.mo e R.mo don Luigi Pappacoda161, vescovo di Lecce. Fu padrino l’ I.mo e signor don 
Antonio Esperti, barone di questo paese»162.

In Francavilla d’Otranto163: between 1600 and 1719 about twenty baptisms have been 
noticed: bishop Tommaso Francia baptized on April 6th, 1663: Anna Maria Teresa, marquis 
Maurizio Giannuzzi’s slave164; the little slave Michele, baptized by Brother Tommaso M. Fran-
cia, bishop of Oria on May 29th, 1669, took his name from owner and godfather Don Michele 
Imperiali, marquis of Oria. The earliest baptism acts in Gallipoli date back to 1544: «D. Iabb. 
Venneri battigiò la figlia di Iabb. Patinari nomine Cravige la madre Rosa compatres Iantomasi 
Nanni et Vasile De lu Nicolò et Pietro schiavo de Gabriele Nanni 4 Februarii 1544»165. Many 

baptisms date starting from 1684, when many slaves came 
to town after being captured during the capture of Corone:  
on December 16th, 1696 bishop Perez Della Lastra bap-

tized and confirmed 
by the name of 
Maria Teresa 
the Turkish 
slave of Rev. 
Don Mar-
cello Pirelli, 

r e d u c e d 
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to slavery from the Malta squadron during the capture of Corone166, 
letting her have her first Communion. Conversions and baptisms of 
Muslim slaves decreased more and more in the early decades of the 19th 
century. 

4.11. Matrimonial contracts and non official sentimental ties

Slaves were rarely given leave to marry: the master had the author-
ity to deny or consent, since the slave lacked the juridical possibility to 
freely decide. In rare cases, marriages were made between slaves and free 
men and women; two marriage acts written out in Francavilla d’Otranto 
prove that: Francesco Imperiali “antea turcus”167 sposò Camilla Danu-
ana di Taranto il 15 agosto 1623, while «antea turcus Ill.mo domini 
Davidis Imperialis» Cristoforo Imperiali married Plauta Vaticella168 on 
October 15th, 1623.

Marrying a local woman guaranteed that the slave would be fully 
integrated into the local society, although it did not give him freedom 
from the state of slavery. Otherwise, virtual unions between male and 
female slaves would often happen, as witnessed by following baptism 
acts: «Alì and Antonia, Magnificent Gio. Antonio Pensino’s black slaves 
have a daughter Erina, baptized by Don Andrea Zuccoli on May 6th, 
1585169; Giovanni Battista and Margarita, Negro slaves of the Pandolfo 
family, give birth to a son, Giovanni Battista, baptized on August 24th, 
1594170; Alì and Margarita, Lady Pennini’s Turks, have a daughter 
Maddalena, baptized by Don Ferrante Riccio on April 28th, 1605»171. 
The sentimental the relations between female slaves172 and their mas-
ters or other male members of the family were also very frequent; we 
have a clear example of the love between Don Giacinto Coppola, canon 
of the Gallipoli cathedral and his young slave Fatima Ismaich, to whom 
he even dedicated a sonnet173. The owner had a legal claim to his own 
slave, but as far as strangers were concerned, every sexual intercourse 
with somebody else’s slave was considered illegal. If she was pregnant, 
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a legal action was started against the offender and often compensation was obtained to ensure 
the mother to-be from any risk until childbirth and also to pay for it. In case the father of the 
not yet born was the owner of the slave, he would have had the chance to set her free and see 
after the economic care of his illegitimate child174, besides this, at the time of the release act, 
the slave was granted a modest dowry by which she could afford to marry175.

4.12. The release

The act of release consisted in the abandonment from the owner of his own rights on the 
slave, who thus regained freedom. This act was signed for various reasons: the offer of a ransom 
price176, due to different agreements or by last will and testament. The slave often regained 
freedom as a consequence of the master’s death. The release could have immediate or post-
poned effect, or depend upon the fulfilment of some conditions: for example upon the pay-
ment of a “emancipatione pro pretio” ransom, as reported in an act dating 1568 and written 
out in Bitonto: Isabella Carducci, Magnificent Raffaele Giannone’s widow, sells moor Alima’s 
freedom (whom the departed bought including her daughter for 70 ducats) and Ametto’s, also 
Alima’s child, for 40 ducats, which Alima and Ametto promise to pay within six month177, 
freedom was sometimes conceded due to prearranged conditions: “emancipatione sub condi-
tione”: in 1709 in Bari Gaetano Trimigliozzi releases his slave Bonaventura Trimigliozzi so 
that he may become a reformed Franciscan friar, declaring that the release would have been 
null and void if Bonaventura were not able or did not want to take his solemn vows178. The 
owner was sometimes moved by generosity or thankfulness to a deserving slave as it happened 
in 1567 in Bari: Bernardina de Marsiliis, Magnificent N. Vincenzo Dottula’s widow, declares 
to release «quondam sclavam nigram nomine Marsilia», bought from the departed husband, 
who, «per multos et multos annos habuisse et tenuisse in ejus serviciis» and that «ei deservit 
bene et fideliter et legaliter pro tempore», in Bitonto in 1607 Ensign G. Paolo de Pau releases 
«quemdam servum seu sclavum nigrum nomine Didacum aetatis annorum 30 incirca per i 
buoni e fedeli servigi»179. It sometimes was a case of pure liberality, due to “propter amorem 
Dei” or “mera et pure animi liberalitate” as often stated in the notarial deeds. By the release by 
last will and testament the owner basically tried to prove his Christian charity to ensure himself 
that his soul would be saved, and thus at the time of release the slave was also given a sum of 
money or other benefits: «1694 in Bari Don Giuseppe Bonomo Primicerio from Giovinazzo 
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awards Portia Bonomo, born in Turkey and baptized in the Giovinazzo 
Cathedral and willing to be a nun at St. Scolastica, a 500 ducat dow-
ry, and gives the Convent as much»180; Beatrice Gravili, gentlewoman 
from Lecce, in her last will and testament disclosed on October 30th, 
1634 awarded the “schiavulla di casa”181 50 ducats. Sometimes instead, 
on selling own slaves to others, the owner had it written down among 
selling conditions the buyer’s commitment to release the slave after a 
stated time lapse: Bari 1693: «Don Giacomo Salerno Marquis of Rosa, 
Governor of Bari, released the slave Simone Giaccio, who had belonged 
to him for six years according to the last will and testament of gentle-
man Pietro Giaccio from Cosenza»182.

Besides the owner’s will, the law considered cases in which the slave 
acquired a right to be released183. Slaves were set free because it was hard-
er and harder for the owner to economically support an aged slave184. 
Public slaves and aged female slaves185 were instead used till they could 
work.. The release, when not immediate, was generally spread over a 
period of five to ten years and under condition that the slave kept on 
faithfully serve his owner186. The release, when not immediate, was 
generally spread over a period of five to ten years and under condition 
that the slave kept on faithfully serve his former owner187.

4.13. The burial

After death, slaves were decorously buried in recognition for their 
devotion into their owners’ own family chapel or, whereas they were 
no aristocrats, in town cemeteries, or else in a churchyard or inside a 
church. We report below a Latin gravestone inscription dedicated to a 
little Muslim slave adopted by a noble family from Collepasso who had 
raised him and later had him baptized:

Alfa-Omega
 Monumento (funebre), da affidare ai posteri, di Antonio Leuzzi Con-

tarini tripolino di nascita; fanciullo soavissimo e di grandi speranze, a 
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due anni di età (reso) schiavo da libero (che era), vivacissimo d’ingegno e capace di apprendere 
il meglio (del sapere), (lui) adottarono come figlio i nobili coniugi Carlo Lezzi e Maria Conta-
rini della stirpe dei dogi di Venezia, signori di Collepasso, che, per averlo così affettuosamente 
accolto, avrebbero sempre ben meritato; strappato da acerbissimo fato, mestissimi (i genitori 
adottivi) vollero che fosse sepolto in questo tempio, dove, col battesimo, era stato iniziato (alla 
fede cristiana); visse sei anni, sei mesi e venti giorni; morì il 22 giugno 1772. Gesù Cristo, 
figlio di Dio, Salvatore188. Further witnesses concerning the burial of slaves are to be detected 
in Francavilla d’Otranto, where «Pietro Paolo, His Excellency the Marquis’s slave died on 
May 20th1625; before being baptized his name was Badalà. He was buried into the Collegiata 
(Collegiate church). In 1669, the Marquis’s slave Antonio, whose name was Badalà before the 
Baptism, died and was buried into the Church of St. Francis. On December 22nd 1678, died 
Niccolò, the Marquis’slave who was buried into the Collegiata (Collegiate church)»189.

In Gallipoli: «nell’anno del Signore 1670 a dì 16 settembre Beatrice Eulalia della Cueva, 
schiava bianca del Castellano D. Giuseppe della Cueva d’anni dieci incirca nella Comunione 
della S.M.C.C. rese l’anima a Dio il corpo della quale fu seppellito nella Chiesa di San Fran-
cesco dei Padri Francescani. Nell’anno 1729 il 30 Agosto Rosa Maria Robles schiava d’anni 
settanta incirca nella Comunione della S.M.C.C. rese l’anima a Dio ed il cadavere fu seppel-

lito nella Chiesa dei Parlotti, prima del 
battesimo si chiamava Zilbàn, nata da 
padre e madre turchi a Posseg, portata 
a Gallipoli da padron Giuseppe De Sil-
vestro con una sua feluca e da lui stesso 
venduta dal Rev. D. Alessandro De Ro-
bles. A dì 20 aprile 1730 Teresa pirelli 
schiava di circa 60 anni rese l’anima a 
Dio ed il suo cadavere fu seppellito nel-
la Chiesa dei Padri predicatori»190. 
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5. Politic situation in the Eastern side of the ottoman empire

5.1. Political, diplomatic and military consequences following 
the conquest of Constantinople

After conquering Istanbul Muhammad II gained immense authority 
so that he reconsidered the relation of the High Gate to other Pow-
ers. The first one to be concerned was Galatian191[1]. Muhammad II 
demanded the destruction of its walls and the delivery of arms and 
cannons. Yet he left the inhabitants their possessions and churches and 
allowed them freedom of trade. As for the Genoese, they had free ac-
cess to their ex-colony. Venice obtained the liberation of prisoners and 
the reaching of an agreement. By the peace and friendship treaty dating 
April 18th, 1454 Venice was ensured ships and people’s possessions 
protection within the Ottoman Empire, free access to and exit from the 
ports and a right to trade by paying a tax. 

Ottoman markets were allowed fair trade to Venetian ports; Venice 
could keep a by-law (magistrate)192 in Istanbul and finally the Venetian 
rule over Nexus could be maintained. Changes concerned the Latin 
colonies, too; during the summer of 1454 Muhammad had his ships 
enter the Black Sea conquering Sebastopolis and obliging Caffa193 and 
the Crimea population to pay a tribute. The Sultan further ordered 
raids against the Knights of Rhodes at Kos and at Rhodes (1455). He 
asked Lesbos for a ransom and sacked Kio and Rhodes.

After that he obtained from the Duke of Lesbos, the Genoese Do-
menico Gattiluso, and the cession of the Thasos Island (1455). In 1456 
he annexed the islands of Ainos, Imbros, Euros and Limnos194. The 
fading of the Genoese presence across the Black Sea and the Aegean Sea 
was therefore among the earliest consequences of the fall of Constanti-
nople.
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5.2. The dominance of the Danube: the Serbian issue and the conflict with Hungary

Muhammad II wanted to steady the ottoman rule over the Danube and against Hungary 
that is the main obstacle to Turkish expansion. This issue was strictly tied to the Serbian issue, 
being Serbia a buffer state who absolutely had to be under ottoman rule. After conquering 
Constantinople the Sultan wanted the return of many Hungarian garrisons.

In 1455 the Sultan captured Novo Brdo, a rich mineral reserve. The tyrant ceded the region 
and accepted to pay a tribute and ally himself with the Gate against Hungary. In October 1455 
the Prince of Moldavia accepted to pay a tribute to ensure peace and freedom of trade within 
the empire for his subjects of Akkerman (Cetatea Alba). Early in July 1456 Hungary was be-
sieged by the Turks who eventually entered Belgrade. A spontaneous crusade movement faced 
the ottoman putting them to flight. Muhammad was hurt and had to retreat.

5.3. The invasion of Albania

In Albany the conflict with Scanderbeg195, went on because the Ottomans wanted a way 
through to the Adriatic Sea. The Albanian leader was in a hard situation after being defeated 
at Beirat in 1455. The country had once again been invaded the following year. Moreover, 
the opposing pro-ottoman tribe-leaders kept their pressure. Scanderbeg received help from 
his king Alfonso of Naples and by Pope Callisto III, who sent a fleet to eastern Mediterra-
nean. Thomas, King of Bosnia, was ready to attack the Turks depriving them of some Serbian 
strongholds, yet signed an agreement with the Sultan in 1458, by which he kept the conquered 
dominions and promised a tribute.

A huge Ottoman army invaded Albany in the summer of 1457, forcing Scanderberg to 
flight, although he soon got his own revenge in the mount Tamor region (September 1457). 
During that summer the papal fleet, instructed to defend the last Latin islands in the East, 
had regained Limnos, Samotracia and Thasos, which would remain under papal rule for some 
years. The Genoeses of Chio and Domenico Gattiluso, lord of Lesbos, chose to keep paying 
their tribute, what the tyrant Tommaso Paleologo in Morea chose to stop doing. Meanwhile 
in the eastern Mediterranean a conflict went on between the Ottoman and the Knights of 
Rhodes and the privateering phenomenon was widespread.
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5.4. The surrender of Morea and Serbia (1458-1460)

In April 1458 Muhammad II, after ordering the two tyrants of 
Morea, Thomas at Patrai and Demetrio at Mistrà, to pay their tribute 
and receiving no answer from both, headed for the Peloponnese. He 
went up north-east, subjected Patras and besieged Corinth, where the 
commander of the fortress, Matteo Asan, Demetrio’s brother-in-law, 
surrendered to save the population and after signing the peace trea-
ty yielded to the Ottoman Empire the towns and fortresses Muham-
mad II had conquered. Most of Morea was now ottoman. Meanwhile, 
grand vizier Mahmut Paşa headed for Serbia, which faced a deep crisis. 
Mikhail Angelovic, Mahmut Paşa’s brother, leader of a pro-ottoman 
party, appealed to the Gate. In March 1458 Mahmut Paşa set off to 
Smederevo but the Hungarian party caused the fall of Angelovic. Later 
Mahumut entered Serbia and conquered some strongholds, but the 
menace of an army headed by Mattia Corvino196, convinced Mahumut 
Paşa to retreat. The Ottomans prepared to resist the Hungarians while 
these organized themselves in Serbia. In January 1459 they acknowl-
edged the new tyrant Stephan, son of the king of Bosnia, who in his 
turn recognized the Hungarian authority. Stephan came to the throne 
on March 21st, 1459. The Sultan’s army entered Serbia without facing 
any opposition, since Mattia Corvino was busy fighting the German 
emperor on the west front. The tyrant’s father, Stephan Thomas of 
Bosnia, accepted to leave Smederevo in exchange for some advantag-
es on the Serbian-Bosnian border. The town surrendered. In the year 
1459 the tyranny of Serbia disappeared, thus becoming the sancak  of 
Semendria. The tyrant Thomas of Morea did not accept to submit to 
the Turks. So he and 300 men sent by the Pope and the duke of Milan 
besieged Patras, Ottoman town. Muhammad II sent admiral Hamza 
Paşa to Athens and forced Thomas to retreat to the town of Leondàri. 
Demetrio soon broke the ceasefire with his brother Thomas, besieged 
at Monemvassìa, called the Ottomans for help.
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In March 1460 a Turkish army entered Morea to free Patras, besieged by Thomas, who 
surrendered but soon showed unable to pay his tribute. Morea was in full anarchy. In May 
1460 Muhammad II subjected Demetrio and annexed his territory to the empire. Later the 
Ottomans got hold of the whole tyranny. The Venetian restated their agreement with the Gate 
and maintained their strongholds. Thomas fled to Rome. The Turks conquered Thebe, that 
is, all that remained of the Latin dukedom of Athens.

5.5. Conflict on the coasts of the Black Sea: annexation of Sinop198 and Trabzon

The only Greek state yet not occupied by Muhammad was Trabzon199. The capture of the 
ports of Sinop and Trebisonda featured an economic and political issue: Trebisonda, the last 
Byzantine state, tributary to the High Gate since 1456, was a target of the Sultan’s imperial 
ambitions; more, its presence was a danger to the Ottoman rear lines. Muhammad II marched 
on Sinop, which surrendered. The Ottoman army then headed East to meet Uzun Hasan200, 
but an agreement was made which gave Muhammad II the widest freedom in his enterprise 
against Trabzon. The Istanbul fleet besieged the town; Governor David, left without help 
from Uzun Hasan, ended up negotiating with Trabzon proto-warden, Giorgio Amirutzes. In 
exchange for his own safety he gave back the town which became Ottoman on August 15th, 
1461. The Sultan had but two enemies left: the “karamanide”201 Ibrahim Bey and Uzun 
Hasan, prince of the Akkoyunlu202.

5.6. Muhammad II against the Christians. The war with Venice (1462-1470)

In 1461, taking advantage of the long absence of Muhammad II, in Lesbos Niccolò Gat-
tilusio had dared to open the door to Catalan corsars.

The Voivod of Valakia, Vlad III Drakul203, was tributary to the High Gate; he later allied 
with Hungary to fight the Ottoman and crossed the Danube to sack Ottoman Bulgaria. 

In spring 1462 Muhammad II invaded Valakia to annex it to the Empire. After defeat-
ing the Valakian army Muhammad II appointed Radu204 vassal of Valakia and in July 1462 
started a raid against Lesbos, which was annexed following the defeat of Niccolò Gattilusio. 
After conquering Sinop and Trabzon he turned to face Venice and Hungary. In Greece the 
Venetian dominions were under menace by Muhammad II’s local troops.
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In 1462 Lepanto was attacked and in 1463 Argo was conquered. In 
1462 Lepanto was attacked and in 1463 Argo was conquered. Also Bos-
nia was occupied, a kingdom divided by the opposing parties of Catho-
lics and “bogomilian heretics”205. In 1462 Lepanto was attacked and 
in 1463 Argo was conquered. Also Bosnia was occupied, a kingdom 
divided by the opposing parties of Catholics and “bogomilian heretics”. 
King Stephan Tomasevic, in order to avoid the Ottoman conquer, had 
signed a deal with Hungary and asked the Sultan for a 15-year ceasefire 
which was not respected. Tomasevic was then obliged to surrender. Af-
ter conquering Bosnia, the Ottomans could not take Herzegovina. 

In 1462 Venice decided to once again discuss its peace politics with 
the “High Gate”. The Adriatic ports were under constant threat. An 
anti-ottoman alliance with the Hungarian was in sight. On July 22nd, 
1463 Morea was attacked. The Venetian troops won back Argo; Corinth 
was besieged. According to an agreement, Mattia Corvino entered Bos-
nia: by the end of the year the land was once again Christian.

On October 20th, 1463 Venetians had suffered a hard defeat in 
Peloponnesus. When the grand vizier Mahmut Paşa reached the region 
the Venetians had not left Corinth and had recovered at Nauplia. The 
Ottomans re-conquered all the strongholds they had lost in the penin-
sula, while the Venetians were going to lose their remaining dominions 
in Morea. In 1464 the Venetians helped Scanderbeg and sent a fleet to 
the Aegean which failed twice to win back Lesbos. Sigismondo Pan-
dolfo Malatesta, leader of the Morea army, came back to Italy in 1466, 
defeated.

In spring Muhammad went to win back Bosnia. The Hungarians 
obliged him in August to give up the siege of the capital Jajce. Follow-
ing this failure Muhammad II returned to the capital. 

In 1466 the Venetian fleet, still active in the Aegean, took Imbros, 
Thasos and Samotracia and sent the Turks off Athens; in August 1466, 
instead, it suffered two hard defeats at Patras. The Sultan occupied Al-
bany in the spring of 1466. He sacked the land, but could not conquer 
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Kruje, which was defended from inside by Venetians and Albanians and from outside by 
Scanderbeg’s troops. The Albanians repulsed an Ottoman attack in April 1467. After a last 
assault at Kruje Balaban Paşa’s army retreated. Meanwhile however the Ottoman lootings 
increased in Albany, reaching as far as the Venetian coast towns, in Herzegovina, Dalmatia, 
Croatia, Corniola, Carinthia and Friuli. After Scanderbeg’s death (January 17th, 1468) Albany 
was divided among feudal vassals. This anarchy helped the Ottoman penetration while Vene-
tians were busy defending Kruje and their coastal dominions. Muhammad II campaigned in 
Minor Asia. Venetian and Turkish mariners rivaled in acts of piracy. During the summer 1469 
the republican fleet took Imbro and Limnos, then sacked Salonikko, New Focea and Ainos 
Island. The Sultan, meanwhile, took Negroponte (Eubea), whose fall was a turning point in 
the Venetian-Ottoman war and in the history of eastern Mediterranean.
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5.7. The anatolian front: annexation of Karaman and conflict with 
the Akkoyunlu (1463-1474)

In Karaman, during the summer of 1464, the sons of the departed 
Ibrahim Bey competed for power: Pir Ahmet lord of Konya and of the 
main part of the country and Isak. The second asked Uzun Hasan, 
prince of the Akkoyunlu, for help.

While Muhammad was fighting Venetians and Hungarians, the 
Venice Senate had proposed to Karaman and Uzun Hasan an anti-ot-
toman alliance. By means of ten-year negotiations the republic gained 
a second front. Muhammad II’s rival helped Isak to throw off Pir Ah-
met. The new Emir offered the Sultan to cede the region of Aksehir 
and Beysehir, eternally competed for by the two states. Consequently, 
Muhammad II asked back the territories west of Carsamba. Getting no 
reply, he backed Pir Ahmet up and sent Hamza Paşa against Isak, who 
eventually fled to Egypt. Pir Ahmet later forced Muhammad II to join 
in the spring of 1468. Once entered in Konya (or Igonia) he sent grand 
vizier Mahmut Paşa against Pir Ahmet who had entrenched at Larende 
(Karaman). Defeated and stalked unto Tarso, Pir Ahmet had anyway a 
brilliant success over Mahumut Paşa’s troops. Although the Sultan had 
lost Tarso and Taseli he still had Konya, where he appointed his own 
son Mustafa governor.

In summer 1470, while the Ottomans were busy in Eubea, another 
brother of Pir Ahmet’s, Kasim, rebelled. Sent to Anatolia the following 
year, the grand vizier did not succeed in defeating the Karamanese and 
was therefore substituted by Rum Mehmet Paşa. In the same year, the 
Ottomans annexed ‘Alaya, a small princedom under Mamelouk au-
thority. 

The conflict was resumed during the summer of 1472. Uzun 
Hasan’s troops attacked the Ottoman territory. In October the Ak-
koyunlu troops and their “Karamanese” brothers invaded Karaman, 
forcing Mustafa, Muhammad II’s son, to leave Konya. The Sultan re-
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appointed Mahumut Paşa grand vizier. Prince Mustafa’s troops had defeated the Akkoyulid, 
putting the “Karamanese” brothers206 to flight. In 1473, Uzun Hasan, after an early success 
by the Euphrates at Erzincan, was defeated at Otlukbeli, near Bakent. He signed a peace treaty 
with Muhammad II, yet maintaining a good relationship with Venice. In 1474, Gedik Ahmet 
Paşa took upon himself the peace issue in Karaman. Pir Ahmet and Kasim had once again to 
go into exile at Uzun Hasan’s. Prince Mustafa died and was replaced by prince Cem in De-
cember 1474.

5.8. Victory over the Italians. Fight against Hungarians and Moldavians (1473-1479)

In the summer of 1472, along the coasts of Minor Asia, a crusader fleet had supported the 
“Karamanese” Kasim, burning down Izmir207 and the Gallipoli (in Turkey) arsenal. The fol-
lowing year the Ottomans raided central Europe onto Venice city limits and came across the 
conquest of Albany. In 1474 the Beylerbeyi208 of Rumelia failed an assault to Scutari and had 
to retreat. The Sultan signed a six-month ceasefire with Venice, what allowed Gedik Ahmet 
Paşa’s fleet to operate on the Black Sea. In June 1475 it took Caffa209, and then Tana210. On 
the East Genoa possessed only Chio. The Black Sea campaign is to be linked to domestic issues 
of the “Khanate”211 of Crimea, on whose territory were the Genoese towns.

The “khanate” faced a deep crisis in 1474-1475. On Genoese demand, the Khan Mengli 
Giray obliged the tartar delegate in Caffa, Eminek, and eminent Khan Shirin’s Bey212 to resign 
his office. On the other side the Kahn of the Golden Horde213 Ahmet had invaded Crimea. 
Eminek appealed to the Ottomans. After conquering Caffa, Muhammad II declared his own 
rule over Crimea. The Ottomans, who, until 1502, fought for the khanate of the Golden 
Horde, indeed progressively established their influence. In 1476 the Gate faced Hungarians 
and Moldavians. In the fall, Mattia Corvino prepared to overwhelm the Ottoman fortress 
at Sabàc at its border, which was often crossed by Turkish groups. On February 15th, 1476 
he reached as far as Smederevo. The Ottomans obliged the Hungarians to leave Smederevo 
the following winter. From 1473 on, Stephan the Great, Voivod of Moldavia and allied to 
Hungarians, successfully, defended Valakia. In the spring of 1476 Muhammad II put up a 
campaign in Moldavia but Stephan the Great refused to combat pulling the enemy onto hos-
tile regions. He was defeated by the Ottomans on July 26th, at Valea Alba. The Sultan later 
ordered a retreat, devastating the country. On the Hungarian-Moldavian front the situation 
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remained steady. Venice, instead, was on her last leg. In Albany the 
Ottomans imposed themselves more and more, to the point that Krujë 
finally surrendered to Muhammad II in June 1478.

After sixteen years of war Venice, finally, obtained peace. By the 
treaty, dated January 25th, 1479 the Republic ceded to the Gate: Scu-
tari, Krujë Limnos, Negroponte and the Magna promontory in south-
ern Peloponnesus. The two Powers mutually promised to give back a 
number of territories they had conquered during the conflict214.

5.9. Muhammad II’s last two years of reign

In 1479 Muhammad II’s son Bayazed, governor of Amasya, annexed 
to the empire the small Greek princedom of Torul215 and a strip of land 
in eastern Georgia. 

In 1479 Muhammad II’s son Bayazed, governor of Amasya, annexed 
to the empire the small Greek princedom of Torul and a strip of land in 
eastern Georgia. Getik Ahmet Paşa, appointed Sancak Bey of Avlona, 
conquered the Arta tyranny, which included, in particular, the islands 
of Santa Maura, Cefalonia and Zante. Venice later received the island 
of Zante from Sultan Bayazed. In October 1479 there was the Hungar-
ian victory at Kenyermezo over the Turkish army, while, the following 
year, the Sultan was defeated at Rhodes, too.

Italy, at that time, was disturbed by King Ferrante of Naples’s ambi-
tions. Muhammad II and Gedik Ahmet Paşa had laid claims to the suc-
cession of the princes of Taranto; the Kingdom of Naples had shown 
anti-ottoman by protecting Scanderbeg. The fragmentation of Italy and 
the non-alignment of Venice made it easier to get a foothold for future 
conquests in the peninsula.



5.10. Siege and liberation of Otranto (1480-1481)

Muhammad II’s fleet landed smoothly nearby Otranto on July 28th, 1480. The unarmed 
town fell on August 11th. The population was slaughtered and raids reached as far as Brindisi, 
Lecce, and Taranto. But Neapolitans re-gained control and in September their troops reached 
the surroundings of Otranto where the strong garrison left back by Paşa had retired. The lat-
ter had gone back to Avlona with the main part of the troops waiting to re-cross the strait. 
Meanwhile pope Sisto IV organized a crusade and for this purpose a fleet was arranged. But 
Muhammad II’s death, the subsequent troubles in the Ottoman Empire and the withdrawal 
of the project in the near future allowed King Ferrante to win back Otranto on September 
10th, 1481.

The conquest of Italy was never to be. The Sultan directed his army towards Anatolia on 
April 25th, 1481. Muhammad II died on the way there, on May 4th, 1481.

The Sultan, very probably, died by poisoning from the Halvetians and his 
own son Bayazed. At his death, he left back a vast, powerful empire, but 

also an army on its last leg, an exploited and unsatisfied population, 
a vexed and divided ruling class. The civil war was one of the 

main consequences of this dangerous situation.
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6. The Ottomans’ interest toward the Occident after the 
conquest of Constantinople
(The domestic policy situation and external consequences, after the 
death of Mohammed II) 

6.1. Bayazed II (1481-1512): the civil war

Mohammed II left two children: the first-born, Bayazed and the 
youngest Cem. Having known about the death of Mohammed II, the 
Janissaries rebelled.

They ransacked the city and they killed the Grand Vezir. Isak Paşa 
set then on the throne Korkut Celebi, son of Bayazed, waiting for the 
arrival of his father. On May 22nd, 1481, Bayazed entered the capi-
tal and took the power. Cem, reached instead Brussa, where he was 
crowned king But having his brother refused to leave him the Asian 
part of the empire, on June 19th, 1481 a decisive battle took place at 
Yenishehir. Reached by the conqueror of Otranto, Gedik Ahmet Paşa, 
very devoted to Fatih’s first-born Bayazed defeated Cem, who, subse-
quently, ran away to Cairo.

The “karamanide” Kasim Bey, who, in pastime had taken refuge at 
the Akkoyunlus, had wanted to take advantage of the circumstances 
to recover his kingdom. Bayazed didn’t succeed in defeating the Ge-
dik Ahmet Paşa’s army and, therefore, he negotiated with Knights of 
Rhodes a six month-long truce. He also found an agreement with Ven-
ice, with which he confirmed the peace in January 1482216.

In March of 1482, Cem came back to Anatolia. He had promised 
to the “karamanide” the restitution of his princedom. But, the army of 
the prince broke-up. He had to flee again and took refuge in Rhodes. 
He desired to defeat Hungary, in order to take back in Rumelia the 
struggle for the throne. But the knights convinced him that to make his 
aspirations true, it was necessary to pass through France. Detained in 
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this country from October 1482 to 1488, then in Rome from 1489 to 1495, Cem was object 
of a treaty ratified in April 1483 between the Gate and the order of Rhodes217. Cem, by now, 
was only a tool in the hands of the Catholic diplomats and for a very long period he remained 
the protection of the Holy See. Bayazed, meanwhile, tried to reorganize the Empire. Kasim 
Bey, appointed governor of Iceli, it stopped disturbing the Karaman, that, from that moment 
on, was definitely annexed to the Ottoman state.

6.2. Annexation of Herzegovina and Moldova to the empire

In spring 1483, the beylerbeyi of Rumelia invaded Herzegovina, by now definitely annexed 
to the “Gate.” After the death of Mohammed II, the peace with the Hungarians was loose and 
in the region there was a succession of raids. Bayazed comes up to Sofia, proposed to renew 
the peace. Mattia Corvino, busy against the emperor, accepted to ratify a five year-long truce. 
In peace with its main enemies, Venice and Hungary, the sultan launched a war campaign in 
Moldova. It was a long time, this princedom fought against the “Gate”, in Walachia, a terri-
tory continually plagued by war.

An unhappy Ottoman expedition to Moldova (1481) caused the reaction of Stephen the 
Great. It was the pretext for the 1484 campaign that Bayazed II conducted against the cities 
of Kilija and Akkerman, garrisons having a great strategic importance and whose possession 
would have opened him the road to Poland and Hungary. These important merchant cities 
were at end of the commercial way that united Poland and the Baltic Sea to the Near East 
through the Black Sea. Once conquered these garrisons, the sultan would have become wealthy 
and, at the same time, he would have weakened Moldova.

He would finally have been the master of the whole Black Sea. A big army left and the 
Sultan was assisted by his Valakian vassal and by the one of Crimea. Besieged on July 5, Kilija 
capitulated on July 14. Then, on July 22, the Sultan’s army began to besiege Akkerman that 
capitulated on August 7. An anti-turkish party made some proposals to Stephen the Great, 
who tried alone, an ambush to Akkerman (1485). In autumn, its failure caused an Ottoman 
punitive expedition. The Black Sea was, by now, in Turkish hands.
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6.3. The war against the Mamluks

The relationships with the Mamluk state had begum to weaken dur-
ing the kingdom of Mohammed II. Several accidents had embittered 
the situation and the attitude of the sultan Qaytbay towards Cem had 
displeased Bayazed II. The war was caused by the Ottoman support to 
Alaüddevle, prince “zulkadride” threatened by Mamluks. After the first 
successes, Alaüddevle and Ya’kub Paşa, Ottoman governor of Kayseri, 
were defeated by the Mamluk army and by its Turkman allies. Rejecting 
the Egyptian openings, the Ottomans sent against the Turkmans, Tur-
gut and Varsak the Beylerbeyi of Karaman, Karagoz Paşa who gained 
some garrisons among which Adana and Tarsus (May 1485). But when 
the Mamluk army arrived, Bayadez II committed Hersekzade Ahmet 
Paşa, beylerbeyi of Anatolia, to assure the defence of the region. Unfor-
tunately, Hersekzade, was defeated and imprisoned, while he was about 
to rush to help Adana. The Turks ran away after having abandoning 
Tarsus and Adana. The following year, the grand vizier Davud Paşa led 
an army reinforced by support of the beylerbeyi of Rumelia and Alaud-
devle. The expedition was against the Varsaks and the Turguts, who 
had rebelled, instigated by a pretender “karamanide”. Obtained their 
subjugation, Davud Paşa came back to the capital. The Mamluks aban-
doned the conflict. Bayazed prepared a new military campaign, aware 
of the diplomatic openings that they granted to the Christians and their 
attempts to get the restitution of Cem.

In spring 1488, the sultan sent Hadim Ali Paşa as leader of a con-
siderable army toward the lowland of Çukurova, knowing that Hun-
gary neither Venice would have intervened. Hersekzade, that had been 
freed, sustained this campaign, leading a powerful fleet. On August 
17th, 1488, the Ottomans were again defeated by the Mamluks in the 
plain of Ağaçayırı, The Ottomans, nevertheless, still kept the control 
of important garrisons, as Tarsus and Kozan. Keeping their ambitions, 
they supported the “zulkadride” Shah Budak in his attempt to take the 
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power back from ‘Alauddevle, who, victorious, had passed to 
Mamluks’ side.

In 1490 Mamluks, besieged Kayseri and devastated the 
Karaman. Bayadez got ready for the offensive. This bloody war 
exhausted Syria. The two powers concluded the peace in May 
1491. The Ottomans renounced the control of Cilicia and of 
Alaudde.

6.4. Bayazed II and the Europe

In the following years, Bayazed II paid a great attention to 
the European events. In 1489 Cem was transferred in Rome.

In spring 1490, Pope Innocent VIII, having this arm, orga-
nized a, anti-turkish congress. Fortunately for the sultan, the 
death of the king of Hungary Mattia Corvino, on April 6, cut 
out this project of crusade. Arrived in Rome, on November 
30, the Ottoman ambassador Mustafa Bey reached an accord 
with which the “Gate” bounded itself to pay the Cem’s pen-
sion to the Pope and not to attack Rome, Rhodes or Venice. 
Concluded the peace with Egypt, Bayazed II had in mind to 
take advantage of Mattia Corvino’s death and of the following 
in Hungary. Bayazed preferred, so, to go toward Albania. Nev-
ertheless his important expedition to Austria, Hungary and 
Transylvania, found stern resistances. The Pope renounced to 
attack Avalona after the recapture of Otranto.

In Albania, after Mohammed II’s death, Giovanni Castri-
ota had led some revolts, and the region became dangerous for 
the Turks. In the spring of 1492, Bayazed II started a diffi-
cult repression campaign. Up to 1499 Ottoman-Venetian war 
conclusion, it was difficult to restore a durable peace in the 
country.

The conflict with Hungary continued, until the “High 
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Gate” started to be interested in the events that took place in Italy: the 
king of France crossed the Alps in 1494 to conquer the Kingdom of 
Naples with the intention to make it a base for an anti-turkish crusade. 
The request for help of the Pope and of the king of Naples reached 
Bayazed who, worried for the difficult situation organized the defence. 
Charles VIII passing by Rome took Cem among his followers. Bayazed 
II ratified, then, a three year-long truce with the Hungarians: truce that 
had scarce effects, since Cem died in Naples on February 24th, 1495 
and the French abdicated their project. The war continued therefore 
with the Hungarians who lost, in 1496, several Bosnian forts.

The king of Poland John Albert VI, who had renewed, for three 
years, the treaty concluded in 1490 with the “Gate” in 1493, did not 
granted the Ottoman protectorate on the Moldova, where he had in-
stalled his brother Sigismund. In June 1497 he entered Moldova and 
the prince Stephen the Great asked for help the sultan. In effect, despite 
a Hungarian mediation, some troops were sent against Poles that were 
expelled. In 1498, the Ottomans and the Tartars218 of Crimea launched 
different disastrous expeditions to help the invaded Poland. Left alone, 
John Albert asked the peace to Bayazed.

6.5. The war against Venice (1499-1503)

In May 1499, the Neapolitans returned the body of Cem to Bay-
azed. Then he directed attacked the Venice’s Greek territories. Venice 
protested for the Turkish piracy and the Ottoman attacks; the “High 
Gate protested, instead, for the blames given to its citizens. However, 
peace lasted from twenty years and the Republic was not adequately 
prepared to an unexpected war. In August 1499, the Ottomans besieged 
Lepanto. The sultan’s fleet, after having devastated the gulf of Corone, 
conquered Lepanto that capitulated, on August 29, to the Ottomans, 
by now masters of the Gulf of Corinth. At the same time, the High 
Gate had sent diversionary expedition in the region of Zadar, then af-
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ter the success of Lepanto, to Friuli and Carinthia. After the failure of a Venetian delegation, 
to Istanbul in the winter 1499-1500, the conflict continued. At the end of a siege lasted six 
weeks, on August 9th, 1500, Modone capitulated. Corone and Navarino surrendered, too. 
Florence took advantage of the situation to assure with a delegation its commercial advantages 
in the Ottoman Empire (1499), the Venetians, were supported, instead, by a French fleet. 
The relationships of the Gate with Hungary were getting worse, since Hungary had wanted to 
renew the truce in 1500 including also Venice. Since the Holy See, Venice and Hungary had 
proclaimed, on May 30th, 1501 a Triplex Alliance against the Turks the Christians had started 
useless privateering attacks, since the Republic was completely worn out. The Venetians suc-
ceeded in conquering Kefalonia (December 24th, 1500) thanks to the Spanish help and Santa 
Maura (Leucade, August 30th, 1502) thanks to the intervention of the pontifical fleet, but they 
lost Durazzo in 1502. The Republic, ruined, desired the peace that was confirmed by the Doge 
on May 20th, 1503. The Hungarians, incapable to continue the conflict without the Venetian 
money, ratified with the sultan a seven year-long truce that was renewed in 1510 and in 1511. 
Venice you had to return Santa Maura back, to abandon Corone, Modone, Lepanto and 
Durazzo. But it regained its commercial advantages and maintained in Istanbul a permanent 
bailiff. With the decline in Venice in the East, the Gate became the owner of the whole Greece 
and also increasing its means in Albania.

6.6. Break-up of the ottoman Anatolia

In 1500, during the war with Venice, the Karaman rose up. The populations that had never 
admitted the annexation to the Ottoman Empire remained faithful to their princes and the 
Turkoman tribes reacted with violence to the practices of the Ottoman revenue, since they still 
suffered the destructive effects and consequences of Mohammed II’s reforms.Derviş219 and 
sipahi220 sustained willingly the revolt sedated in 1501 by the Grand Vizier Mesih Paşa. This 
crisis was made seriously by the advent in Persia of a new brand of power. After the death of 
the Emir akkoyunlu Ya’kub, in 1490, Persia underwent a civil war that ended with the elimi-
nation of the dynasty and the taking of the power from the young safavide Shah Isma’il. He 
conquered the capital Tabriz in spring 1501, then, in 1508, he conquered Baghdad becoming, 
in this way, the only sovereign of the Iranian Empire. Turks as the Akkoyunlus, the Safavidis, 
native of Ardabil, were initially the sheikhs221 of a heterodox religious order. Their Messianic 
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doctrine, was based upon pre-Islamic traditions and was largely diffused 
throughout Anatolia, particularly in that tribal environments located 
in the areas of Teke, Karaman, and Tauro, from which regularly out-
bursted rebellions against the Ottoman central power. These partisan, 
called kızılbaş, (red heads), strongly linked to Shah Isma’il, constituted 
the base of the Shah’s troops of the.

In spring 1500, Shah Isma’il was at Erzincan where he had called 
together his supporters. Bayazed understood his intentions and sent 
an army to the borders to control the situation. The enty into Tabriz 
of Shah Isma’il made him worry: in 1502 he ordered a wave of arrests, 
while numerous populations, notoriously kızılbaş were deported in the 
territories in Morea that were recently conquered to Venetians. With 
the purpose of isolating to cut the Safavid from his Anatolian allies the 
Sultan closed the frontier in the summer of 1502: the kızılbaş were not 
able anymore neither to enter neither to get out of the Empire. Nev-
ertheless, Bayazed always avoided the conflict in Anatolia, because it 
would have been devastating. New battles between Safavids and troops 
of Selim in 1508, and later in 1510, caused new protests from the Shah 
and the prince was recalled to order. The Shah, wishing to gain an ally 
and fire weapons, made some openings to Venetians, which caused a 
diplomatic crisis between the Republic and the Mamluks, also worried 
about the Portuguese operations in the Red sea. From 1509, there was 
the occasion that determined the maritime collaboration with the Ot-
tomans.

6.7. Fall of Bayazed II (1511-1512)

The decomposition of Anatolia, caused by the evident incapability 
of the already old sultan and of his entourage, provoked a political ex-
plosion and the rivalry of the potential heirs to the throne. Already in 
1509, the prince Korkud was exiled in Egypt but he was back not long 
after. The prince Sahinsah, governor of the Karaman, supported the 
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kızılbaş and she was in touch with the 
Shah Murat as the son of prince’s Ah-
met. Selim was, instead worried about 
the future.

At the beginning of 1511, Selim 
reached his son who was in Caffa, from 
where he asked for the attribution of a 
sancak in Rumelia. Since his father re-
fused, Selim marched on Edirne with 
an army. (March 1511).

Ahmet and Korkud had arrived near 
the capital. The departure of Korkud 
from Antalya coincided with the burst 
of a terrible rebellion in the region of 
Teke, on April 9. Its true instigator, 
Shah Isma’il, wanted to take advan-
tage of the deterioration of the situ-
ation in Anatolia. The rebels, whose 
head was Karaıyıklıoğlu Hasan Khal-
ife222 conquered Antalya and marched 
on Kutahya defeating the troops of the 
beylerbeyi Karagöz Paşa they met on 
their way. The Grand Vizier Hadim 
‘Ali Paşa, rejoining with the troops of 
Rum led by the prince Ahmet, attacked 
Shah Kul who arrived near Brussa (ac-
tual Bursa), withdrew toward Kara-
man, chased by the Grand Vizier. On 
July 2nd, 1511 the exhausted Grand 
Vizier’s soldiers were defeated by the 
rebels, between Kayseri and Sivas. The 
Grand Vizier and Shah Kuli died on the 
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battleground. The kızılbaş ran away toward the Safavid territories. The 
position of Selim was strengthened. His brothers, Korkut and Ahmet, 
were discredited. Selim had also taken advantage of the absence of the 
sultan to enter into Edirne and to place there his fellowmen.

Bayazed II, whose viziers supported Ahmet, marched against his son, 
defeating him on August 3rd, 1511 and forcing him to retire in Crimea. 
Ahmet thought that it was possible to go to Istanbul, and, here, to make 
him be proclaimed heir the throne. But the Janissaries223, who accused 
him of ineptitude, rebelled against him and forced him to withdraw. 
He proclaimed himself Sultan and took possession of Karaman. These 
events favoured Shah Isma’il. At the beginning of 1512, the Shah fo-
mented a second rebellion, well soon supported by Prince Murat, son 
of Ahmet. The victory of the rebels on Ahmet’s troops exasperated the 
Janissaries who, having known that Selim was back to Rumelia, rose up 
in March 1512, demanding the recognition of their favourite as heir 
to the throne. Forced to surrender Bayazed II, invited his son to stay 
with him and he arrived in Istanbul on April 19th. Bayadez II abdicated 
on his behalf on April 24th, 1512. The old sultan died on June 20th, 
1512.
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7. The Ottomans march toward central Europe. The couth of Italy is cut out 
from the main ways of the advance

7.1. Selim I (1512-1520) the apogee of the ottoman empire

Selim succeeded to Bayazed II on April 24th, 1512. In that period the Ottoman Empire 
was in a serious crisis. On one side, even if the revolt of Shah Kulı had been putting down, 
there always was the danger of a new insurrection planned by Shah Isma’il from far lands. On 
the other side, an area of the Anatolia had not still recognized the authority of the new sultan, 
whose brothers and nephews, didn’t have any intention to abdicate their rights to the throne, 
at the cost of ask for support to the heterodox Turcoman tribes. Selim re-established the in-
ternal order in Anatolia and succeeded in making the Ottoman Empire the first power of the 
Islamic world.

7.2. The expedition against the Safavid of Iran

Selim, after having restored the imperial power in his states, tried to solve the controversy 
with Shah Isma’il, fighting the Safavid raids. The shah reproached to the sultan to preach a 
doctrine clearly out of the Islamic norms, but, above all, to be a particularly dangerous factor 
of break-up for the Ottoman Anatolia. The Sultan got from the Sheikh ul-Islam the most im-
portant and prestigious religious authority of the empire, a sentence (fetva) that banished Shah 
Isma’il and his followers from the Islamic society, since he gave the authorization to destroy 
them and to massacre them, on to the last one, and to reduce in slavery their families. This 
sentence legitimated, therefore, the entrance in war against the Shah.

The 1514 campaign marks the beginning of often very long wars that, up to the XVIII cen-
tury opposed the Sultans against Shah. When he died, we assist to the birth of a new doctrine 
based on his divine nature, leaving his followers confused. Selim left Istanbul with his army in 
the spring of 1514. The clash took place on August 23rd, 1514 at Çaldiran; Selim defeated the 
enemy army, but the Shah succeeded in escaping. Subsequently, Tabriz was occupied, but the 
Janissaries refused to advance, so Selim had to withdraw. 

Selim conceived an action plan to make to quickly conquer the whole Oriental Anatolia. In 
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1515, also the last Safavid resistances were overwhelmed in central Ana-
tolia; subsequently the Turkoman bey of Zulkadriye was also defeated. 
In this period, some agents of the Gate attracted to the cause of the sul-
tan the local Kurdish Lords of the Oriental Anatolia, dissatisfied of the 
shah’s behaviour in their respects. In 1516, their revolt, supported by 
the army of Biyikli Mehmet Paşa, definitely chased the Safavids from 
the southeast area of Anatolia that became the territory controlled by 
the Ottoman beylerbey of Diyarbakir.

7.3. The campaign of Egypt and Syria against Mamluks 

The Mamluk Sultan Qansuh al-Ghuri had ruled Egypt it since 1501. 
He had held, in past, excellent relationships with Bayazed II. After his 
ascent to the throne, Selim broke up this collaboration, declaring war to 
the heretical Shah. In 1516, the Mamluk Empire was the main power 
of the Islamic world. Its territory extended from the Upper Egypt to the 
central Anatolia, including Palestine and Syria.

When Selim took, suddenly, sides against the Mamlukd, he was 
mainly worried about the geographical situation of Anatolia, because 
in 1516 after the recent annexations of Zulkdriye and Diyarbakir, the 
Ottoman possessions could communicate between them, only moving 
around the Mamuk upper Mesopotamia, extending beyond Ayntab 
and Malatya, to north, up to Divrigi, between Sivas and Erzincan. For 
the sultan this was a very critical strategic obstacle, in the perspective of 
the following operations toward Iran. Besides Selim knew that the Shah 
had advanced proposals of alliance to Qansuh al-Ghuri and that, the 
recent Ottoman expansion in central and oriental Anatolia could incite 
the sultan of the Cairo, worried for its northern territories, to assume 
a hostile attitude. Selim wanted to attract Qansuh to Northern Syria, 
and then to attack him suddenly. So after a few days of march, Selim, 
claiming that Qansuh obstructed the passage through his possessions in 
Anatolia and that, therefore, he was allied with the Shah, declared war 
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and reached him at  Marc Dabik, north of Aleppo on August 24th, 1516. The battle was very 
short.

Selim took possession of Syria and then, in January 1517, of Cairo. In 1519, the Ottoman 
pirate Khayreddin Barbarossa224, become lord of Algiers, ceded his territory. 

When Selim ascended the throne, the Ottoman Empire was much more powerful than the 
Mamluk Empire that had inflicted him numerous defeats in Cilicia. Selim left Cairo moving 
toward Iran, to defeat the Shah.

In March of 1518, the Sultan arrived on the shores of the River Euphrates, but his army 
refused to continue toward east. Then fearing a revolt, he preferred to leave again to Istanbul. 
The sultan died in September 1520, after a short disease.

7.4. Süleyman I Kanuni: “The Lawgiver” (1520-1566)

Suleiman, the only Selim’s survived son, consolidated in few years what his father had done, 
assuring his reign the internal peace and extending the frontiers of his empire.

Suleiman re-established free trade, with some limitations only, and reinstated in their rights 
those who that had been deprived of them. Upon the death of Suleiman’ father Selim, Can-
bardi al Ghazali, beylerbeyi of Syria and Palestine, proclaimed himself Emperor, but the rebel 
was subsequently defeated by the Ottoman army.

7.5. The conquest of Belgrade and Rhodes

The Sultan and the Grand Vizier, considered it was better to conduct the army against the 
infidels of Europe and they also prevented any Shah’s offensive against the Ottoman territory, 
to avoid further risks. The Sultan led his army in a real Holy War, crossing the Hungarian 
frontier. He conquered the numerous fortresses of Belgrade and consolidated his position on 
the right shore of the Danube.

The following year there was a terrestrial and naval battle against Rhodes, that capitulated 
on December 20th, 1522. The great obstacle to the coasting trade was, together with the 
Christian and Moslems pirates of the Aegean Sea, the Dodecanese, always occupied by the 
Knights of St. John.

The oriental Mediterranean passed under Ottoman rule with the exception of Cyprus, for 
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which Venice paid a tribute. In the more distant areas, the troops of the 
Sultan had, instead, taken possession of Yemen.

7.6. The ottoman military campaigns in Hungary, 1593-1606. 
Siege of Vienna (1529)

A tight political collaboration was established between Suleiman and 
Ibrahim. Since Ibrahim Paşa had an acute political sense he had a lead-
ing political role that made his kingdom the more brilliant period of the 
Ottoman golden century. The sudden nomination of one of the favou-
rites to one of the highest dignities aroused deep jealousies. Some weeks 
later, the second Grand Vizier  Ahmet Paşa, received in reward the 
governorship of Egypt. Shortly after his arrival in Cairo, at the begin-
ning of 1524, he proclaimed himself sultan, but, at the same time, the 
Royal Ottoman troops suppressed him and restored the order. Ibrahim 
Paşa, in the same year, sailed from Istanbul to go to Egypt where he 
repressed the abuses committed by the precedents corrupted governors. 
Egypt was finally endowed with a perfect administrative law Almost for 
one century the internal order was firmly re-established, the Bedouin 
heads were in agreement with the government and the arsenal of Suez 
was renewed to allow the navy to assert its authority in the Red Sea. 
The mission of Ibrahim Paşa was interrupted because of the revolt of 
Janissaries, burst in March 1525, repressed by force, and by the renewal 
of the hostilities against Hungary after the failure of the Ottoman raids 
in the hostile territory. A campaign of Hungary, together with a rich 
plunder, calmed the spirits of Janissaries. Left Istanbul on April 23rd, 
1526, Suleiman clashed with the Hungarian army on August 29, in the 
lowland of Mohacs. The battle was won by the Sultan who entered the 
city of Buda on September 11. To Louis II, defeated and without heirs, 
the sultan gave as successor John Zapolyai, voivoda of Transylvania, 
who became so tributary of the Gate. Two months later, the hostile 
Hungarian aristocrats, hostile to Zapolyai, met in Pressburg where they 
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proclaimed king the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria. Meanwhile, while the sultan was still in 
Hungary, an insurrection inflamed the Anatolia.

The revolt of the heretics led by Shah Kuli in 1511 had been followed in 1520 by another 
rebellion, severely repressed, organized, in the same regions, by Shah Veli. But the Anatolic 
discomfort was caused, above all, by the Timars’ disease, by limited rights of the tribe heads 
and by a sordid and often corrupt administration. The 1526-1527 revolt, that quickly out-
burst, disconcerted the troops of the provincial governors. In Hungary, Ferdinand of Austria 
was  immediately proclaimed king by the Diet of Pressburg, and fought against his adversary 
Zapolyai, who defeated immediately. Zapolyai invoked, then, Sultan’s support to regain his 
throne. These are the causes of the fourth “August Campaign”, for which Suleiman left Istan-
bul on May 10th, 1529, together with the Grand Vizier.

On September 8, Buda was taken back by Austrians and some days later, Giovanni Za-
polyai was appointed king of Hungary. The Ottoman army arrived on September 27 under 
the walls of Vienna, from which Ferdinand of Austria had withdrawn, but the strength of the 
besieged citizens, the strong wall and the unfavourable climatic conditions induced the Sultan 
to leave the field on October 16.

Two months later, Suleiman withdrew him with his army to Istanbul. Solimano left on 
April 25th, 1532 to fight against the Austrians that were besieging Buda. The expedition was 
denominated “Campaign of Germany”, because the army came up to Graz, where it had to 
stop because of the bad weather conditions. The sultan took, later, possession of some for-
tresses in southern Hungary. Some diplomatic negotiations conducted to a truce and to a 
temporary maintenance of the status quo in Hungary, while Ferdinand and Zapolyai kept the 
territories that they possessed at the end of 1529.

7.7. The conquest of Iraq

The negotiations started by Suleiman, at the beginning of his kingdom, had caused in 1523 
the arrival in Istanbul of a Safavid embassy and the end of a truce. In 1524 Shah Isma’il died 
and Tahmasp was appointed as his successor. Almost contemporarily, the heads of the kızılbaş 
tribes started to be in conflict between them, trying to practice their power in the name of the 
young Shah. Iran was, so, troubled by a series of internal problems, so that the Ottomans were 
not concerned with that territory. In 1528 a kızılbaş emir became governor of Baghdad; he 
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refused the authority of the Shah but wanted to submit to Suleiman’s 
authority. Nevertheless he was murdered shortly after and the Safavids 
took the country back in their hands.

At the end of 1533, Ibrahim Paşa left Istanbul to organize the con-
quest of Arabic Iraq. During the winter in Aleppo, some of the ak-
koyunlu emirs, fled in Ottoman territory from the fall of their dynasty, 
succeeded in circumventing Ibrahim Paşa, presenting the conquest of 
the Iranian plain as an easy affair. On the maps, the territories were, 
immediately, parted between the actors of the conflict. The Grand Vi-
zier was so engaged in a very difficult enterprise. Ventured, danger-
ously, in Azerbaijan, he asked Suleiman for help. The Sultan crossed 
Anatolia leading an army. Tahmasp avoided every clash. The lack of 
provisions as the unfavourable weather conditions, induced the Sultan 
to take the road to Baghdad, where he entered, without, fighting in 
1534. In Baghdad, the Sultan knew that Tahmasp threatened the gar-
rison of Van. The Ottoman army, after having crossed with difficulty 
the Zagros, arrived in Tabriz and knew that the shah had been faster 
than him, was marching toward oriental Iran. Renouncing to this vain 
pursuit, Suleiman took back the way to Istanbul, where he arrived at 
the beginning of 1536. During these two years of difficult operations 
the Ottomans got only the annexation of Arabic Iraq and the regions 
of Erzurum and Van. Two months later the army’s return, in the night 
between March 14th and 15th, 1536, Ibrahim Paşa was executed. The 
causes of his fall were unknown. The death of Ibrahim Sultan closed 
the first part of Suleiman’s kingdom during which the two extreme 
Oriental and Western limits of the Ottoman expansion were reached. 
Vienna had never been conquered and the Azerbaijan was never defi-
nitely occupied. When Ibrahim Paşa, died, the Ottoman Empire was 
very strong and was sustained by the base consolidated by Selim I. In 
1538 the Hadim Suleiman Paşa’s naval expedition left Suez, and since 
he did non succeeded in defeating the Portuguese of India, he led his 
fleet to the conquest of Aden, aiming at the strengthening of the Otto-
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man presence in Yemen.
In Maghrib, “Khayreddin” Paşa “Barbarossa”, great beylerbeyi admiral in Algiers, took 

possession of Tunis in 1534, but Charles V chased him from there the following year. The Ot-
tomans occupied it in 1574. The conquest of Arabic Iraq offered the Ottomans way to the Per-
sian Gulf, place of interesting commercial exchanges. The Ottomans, after the defeat of Malta, 
in 1565, occupied: Cyprus, Malta and the minor islands. The military reorganization of the 
marches of Hungary and the support of the Moldavian tributary let him to reach the confine-
ments of Poland from one side and, from the other side, to annex the territories between the 
Prut and the mouths of Dnepr. There was subsequently the conquest of Georgia and of the 
oriental Shores of the Black Sea. Ibrahim Paşa, some days before his murder, had established 
permanent diplomatic relations with France that was also enemy of the House of Habsburg. 
In the preceding years, the diplomatic mission of Jean de La Foret enhanced the conclusion an 
agreement that confirmed and extended, all over the Empire, the privileges granted to French 
merchants in Egypt during the Mamluk age, such privileges had been, then, renewed for these 
provinces by Selim I, and later225 by Suleiman. 

7.8. Ottomans against Spain and Austria

The great admiral “Barbarossa” pushed Suleiman to the war against Venice and despite the 
conciliatory attitude of the Republic, the hostilities burst in 1537. The Ottoman landing in 
Apulia, then combined land and sea assault on Corfu, were almost disappointing. After having 
moved the Venetians away from theirs last positions in the archipelago, “Barbarossa” faced with 
success at Preveza, on the coast of the Epirus, a fleet composed by ships of Venice, of the Holy 
See and of Spain led by Andrew Doria (September 25th, 1538). At the end, the peace between 
Ottomans and Venetians was signed in 1540. Meanwhile in 1538, Suleiman had led a new 
campaign, against Moldova, whose voivoida226 Pettru Rairesh appeared forgetful of his duties 
of vassal of the Gate, showing, in fact, a hostile attitude towards Poland that was allied with the 
Ottoman Empire and entertained some agreements with Austria. Suleiman appointed a new 
voivoda and annexed the territories that separated Moldova from Crimea. The hostilities with 
Austrians started again when Giovanni Zapolyai, king of Hungary appointed by Suleiman, 
died. The Austrian siege of Buda, induced the sultan to leave for the 1541 military campaign. 
Reached Buda, the sultan set Hungary under the direct Ottoman authority, designating it 
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province of the Ottoman empire. One year after the attack of Pest, the 
sultan had, nevertheless, to reject an attack from Hungary. Suleiman 
undertook in 1543, a new campaign that determined the conquest of 
Esztergom, Szekesfehervár and of some fortresses in western Hungary, 
protecting , in this way, Buda with a series of advanced bastions. The 
following year, the Ottoman troops occupied Visegrad. With an agree-
ment with the ambassadors of Ferdinand, a five-year long truce was 
signed on June 19th, 1547. Austria recognized itself as tributary of the 
“Gate” through a treaty that Charles V refused to sign.

Free from every threat from the west, Title of origin Slavic attrib-
uted to the prince of Walachia and the Moldova turned once more 
his interest toward Iran. He rebelled against his brother Tahmasp, the 
prince Alkass Mirza that was hosted by the sultan  and had inspired 
in his entourage hostile projects. Hürrem Sultan desired, in effect, a 
war where his son-in-law Rustem Paüa, Grand Vizier from 1544, could 
have the opportunity to Stand out. Suleiman had no reason to conduct 
a campaign against the Safavids even if the shah had taken back Van. 
Once more, taken Tabriz, he conquered again Van, and gained some 
fortresses in oriental Anatolia and in Georgia, then he returned to Is-
tanbul at the end of 1549. Frontier battles, together with the intrigues 
of Ferdinand in Transylvania instigated again hostility against Austria, 
where the cardinal Martinuzzi, had fuelled the population and obtained 
the reinforcement by Austrians, trying to be recognized king by the sul-
tan. Mehmet Bey, beylerbeyi of Rumelia, started the operations of the 
Banato in 1551, but soon t he had to fall to Serbia.

One year later, Ali Paşa, beylerbeyi of Buda, conquered Veszprem in 
western Hungary. Shortly after, Mehmet Bey and the second vizier Ah-
met Paşa conquered Temesvar, and then the other fortresses of Banato, 
that immediately become the Ottoman provinces. Continuing their way  
through Hungary, they took possession of Szolnok, but besieged, in 
vain, the fortress of Eger, in the north of the region. East, Tahmasp sent 
an army to conquer the forts of the lake of Van’s northern shore. Su-
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leiman’s counterattack left 
from Istanbul in 1553. He 
conducted his twelfth “Au-
gust Campaign”, the third 
and the last against Iran. In 
the 1553-1554 campaign, 
the Ottoman army had to 
stop at Nakhcivan, on the 
Arasse. Later, Tahmasp 
proposed him an offer of 
peace The negotiations 
brought to the signature of 
the Treaty of Amasya (May 
29th, 1555) that consecrat-
ed the whole of the oriental 
Ottoman conquests begin-
ning from 1514.

Busbecq, famous ambas-
sador of Ferdinand, desir-
ous to negotiate a peace, 
arrived in Amasya. The 
“High Gate” granted only 
a truce and the hostilities 
restarted in 1556. The Ot-
tomans uselessly besieged 
Szigetvar, but they succeed-
ed, nevertheless, to take 
possession of Tata in 1558. 
Meanwhile, the diplomatic 
negotiations continued in 
Istanbul. They lasted up to 
1562, when it was signed a 
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treaty, by which Ferdinand renounced to his claims on Transylvania 
and accepted again to pay tributes to the Ottoman Empire.

The great admiral Piyale Paşa, in 1560, won the island of Djerba 
back from the Spaniards. In 1565, leading a great fleet, he landed in 
Malta with more than 25,000 men, that were soon reinforced by the 
troops of Turgut Re’is, bey of Tripoli. The historical siege of Malta 
was  more than three months long, from May 20 to September 11. The 
combativeness of the defenders and the arrival of a Neapolitan support-
ing fleet, finally induced the Ottomans to leave. Piyale Paşa conquered 
the year later, the island of Chios, the last Genoese possession in the 
archipelago.

The Hungarian matters, were solved with the arrivals of Emperor 
Maximilian II’ and of the Grand Vizier Sokollu Mehmet Paşa. Some 
frontier battles and the suspension of the payment of the tribute of Aus-
tria instigated a new war. Solimano left Istanbul on May 1st, 1566 to 
lead his third and last “August Campaign” that had to lead him under 
the walls of Szigetvar. After one month of siege the fortress was con-
quered on September 8. Two days later Suleiman died.
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8. The ottoman empire after the death of Suleiman I

8.1. From Selim II (1566-1574) to Mohammed III (1595-1603)

Selim II, mediocre sovereign, was assisted by Sokollu Mehmet Paşa227. His presence explains 
the lasting continuity of  Suleiman I’s Age with the reigns of his less capable successors.

After the death of Suleiman I and the return to Istanbul of the imperial army, the Ottoman 
troops of Rumelia took back the hostilities against the Austrians. As consequence of alternating 
victories and defeats, an eight year-long peace was signed (Edirne, February 17th, 1568) be-
tween the ambassadors of Maximilian II and the Gate.The following years were characterized 
by several conquests of the Ottomans in the Yemen (1568-1569), and it was also started the 
construction of a channel (ever completed) destined to connect the Don and the Volga and 
to facilitate the transport of the troops that had to be seant to regain Astrahan ad fight against 
Ivan the Terrible.

The first event that marked the kingdom of Selim II was the conquest in Cyprus. On Au-
gust 1st, 1571 the Venetian resistance was defeated at Famagosta by Lala Mustafa Paşa. For 
this reason the Venetians decided to stipulate an offensive and defensive alliance with Pope 
Pious V and Spain. In the autumn 1571, don John of Austria, headed a fleet composed by 
more than 200 ships.

At Lepanto, Alì Paşa, Ottoman Grand Admiral, hurriedly accepted the fight. The greatest 
naval battle of the century took place on October 7th, 1571, that ended with the destruction 
of the whole Ottoman fleet. The peace with Venice was signed in 1573. It was,so, consecrated 
the conquest of Cyprus; the following year, the Spaniards conquered, instead, Tunis.

When Selim II died in 1574, Murat ascended to the trhone and subsequently Mohammed 
III (1595-1603). The kingdoms of these two weak sovereigns were characterized by a great 
instability of the ministerial positions. The influence of the sultan’s entourage on the public af-
fairs went growing. After Sokollu’s death, the first signs of decline appeared. The military and 
administrative corruption, caused the social rebellions that, at the end of the century, deeply 
shook Anatolia.

In the army a strong hostility grew between those people who came from the devşirme228 
and the sipahi. The dissatisfaction of these soldiers229, ended, because of the sustain of clergy, 
with the ouburst 1603, of the disorders in the capital.
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Out of the empire, the end of the XVI century was characterized by 
a long war with Iran (1576-1590). At the beginning, this war, brought 
to extraordinary successes: Georgia and Azerbaigian became, in fact, 
provinces of the empire, and an Ottoman fleet was created also in the 
Caspian Sea. Subsequently, in 1603-1604, these territories were won 
back by the Shah Abbas.

On the European confinements, there was an increase on the raids 
in Austrian Territory of the Ottoman akinci230 and of Christian Us-
kok231 in the Ottoman territory. In 1592, Rudolph II of Habsburg, 
gave up renewing the treaty of peace and fought an Ottoman army at 
Sissek (1593). So a thirteen-year long started, involving Walachia and 
Moldova. In 1596, after a series of defeats, Mohammed III conquered 
Eger232. From this moment on, the situation became favourable to Ot-
tomans. Since it was long years the war was fought on this front and 
serious problems of domestic policy troubled the Empire, the young 
sultan Ahmet I was forced to negotiate with the Austrians.

The peace of Szitvatorok, signed November 11th, 1606, it marked a 
notable evolution in the relationship between the two powers, since the 
Ottoman sovereign accepted for the first time to treat at par, without 
demanding from its interlocutor neither tribute or acknowledgement of 
sovereignty. The frontiers, marked before the conflict, were confirmed 
and the Ottoman Empire restored its authority on the three provinces 
of the Danube.

8.2. The crisis of the empire in the XVII century

The century XVII was much less brilliant than the previous one. The 
battle of Lepanto233, in 1571, created in Christian Europe a new king 
of relationships with the Ottomans. The defeats suffered in Hungary 
at the end of the XVI century, in Georgia and in Azerbaigian against 
the Iranians at the beginning of the XVII century, the revoltsburst in 
Anatolia and in Syria, testified the evident weakening of the state. This 
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weakening was characterized, often, by the passage of power from the sultans to the sultans 
mother and to dignitary princed of the harem234. The political cronyism, there was the con-
stitution of clans, and the persons responsible of the administration were not always selected 
regarding their competences, but according to their affiliation to the preponderant clan in the 
moment. This corruption was emphasized by the financial difficulties and by the protests of 
the farmers in Anatolia.

8.3. From Ahmet I to Murat IV (1603-1640), the external wars

After the successes reached in Iran between 1576 and 1590, the following peace and the an-
nexation of Georgia and the regions of Tabriz and Shiraz, the sultan Murat III declared again 
war to the Austrians at the edge of Bosnia; the war was extended to Hungary. This country 
was contended by Ottomans and Austrians, and, in end, the matter of the sovereignty on the 
Moldova and Transylvania was another additional question the war had to solve. The conflict 
ended only after the kingdoms of Mohammed III (1595-1603) and of Ahmet I (1603-1617). 
The prince of Moldova, Michael, allied with the Austrians, inflicted a series of defeats to the 
Turks and united under his authority Moldova Transylvania; the Turks, were instead also 
defeated in Hungary (1595-1599).

The situation was recovered thanks to the prince of Transylvania, Bockay, rebelled against 
the Hasburgs. Ahmet I was forced to sign the peace of Szitvatorok (November 11th, 1606) 
with the emperor Rudolph and with the archduke Mattia 

The death of Bockay provoked new tensions among the two states. The election of Gabriel 
Bethlen in Transylvania was welcomed by the sultan who signed a new accord, in July 1614, 
thanks to which the Ottoman Empire could occupy the north of the Danube.

In the same age, the Cossack came on the shores of Anatolia, Poles went instead toward the 
frontiers of the Empire. An accord signed at Busza limited the actions of the two adversaries. 
Taking advantage of the difficulties of the Ottomans in Europe, Shah Abbas, sovereign of Iran, 
won Georgia and Azeirbaigian back (1603-1604), he triumphed against the Ottoman army in 
the proximities of the lake of Urmia and invaded the oriental Anatolia. This attack favored the 
rebellions of some Kurdish and Druze tribes, that could constitute a danger for the Ottoman 
positions in Cilicia in Syria oand in the north and in Lebanon; moreover central Anatolia was 
shaken by revolts aroused by the “celali”235 (1605-1608). The victorious Ottoman reaction 
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allowed the signature of the peace in 1612: the Safavids236 occupied 
Azeirbaigian again and stipulate an alliance with the Ottomans to fight 
the Cossacks and the Kurdish. The relationships with the near states 
were carachterized by several difficulties, tha were solved only tempo-
rarily. The relationships entertained with France England, Netherlands, 
and Venice were, instead very good, instead.

When Ahmet I died, in 1617, Mustafa I was set on the throne. He 
was, later, accused of insanity and was replaced by Osman II.(1618).

Osman II introduced many reforms of the Ottoman administration, 
but the opposition against  him led to his deposition and execution. 
The throne was occupied, for the second time by Mustafa I who re-
stored the power of the harem and the favorites. In this same period 
disorders burst in the capital and revolts in different regions, especially 
in Anatolia.

After the deposition of Mustafa I, in September 1623, Murat IV 
ascended the throne (1623-1640). Almost contemporarily, the Shah of 
Iran, Abbas I, attached Iraqi, and conquered Baghdad, murdering the 
most part of Sunnites, and invaded the Kurdistan.

Between 1625 and 1626, the Ottomans won back the northern Iraqi, 
but they did not succeeded in conquering Baghdad. Several revolts in 
Crimea, in Rumelia and also in Istanbul burst later. Murat IV, in 1630, 
it launched an expedition against the Safavids in Armenia and in Azer-
baijan, but after his return in Istanbul, the Iranians occupied the lost 
territories again.

In December 1638, Murat IV attached Iraqi, and conquered Bagh-
dad one more. The Shah of Iran Safi I asked for peace that was signed 
to Kasr-e shirin on May 17th, 1639. With this peace the sultan could 
totally control Iraqi and the oriental provinces of his Empire, while 
oriental Armenia and the Azerbaijan remained in the hands of Safavids. 
Murat IV died in 1640 after having re-established the authority and the 
prestige of the Ottoman Empire.
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8.4. The internal problems of the em-
pire

Ahmet I ascended to the throne in 
1603. In this period the Empire seemed 
powerful; it dominated a wide part of 
the Mediterranean area. There was a 
decrease of the contrasts with western 
powers that were busy with their inter-
nal problems and with their overseas ex-
pansions.

At the end of the XVI century, Mo-
hammed III left the leadership of the em-
pire to his mother, Safiye Sultan237. The 
military expeditions failed, and there 
were also clashes between Janissaries and 
sipahi, who fomented revolts in Ana-
tolia, where they flee together with the 
deserters. The Janissaries, subsequently, 
allied with the impoverished farmers, 
pushing them to the rebellion against 
the land owners, and against the malfea-
sant officials that tried to take advantage 
of central government weakness.

Ahmet I was a pacific man and want-
ed to make to establish a peace both in 
the state and with the other countries. 
When Ahmet I died, his uncle Mustafa 
I ascended to the throne; he was over-
throw, three months later, because inca-
pable to govern. His successor was Os-
man II.
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8.5. The failure of Osman II’s reform

Osman II, did not choose the personalities from harem and appoint-
ed a new Grand Vizier with other high dignitaries. Subsequently he also 
signed the peace with Iran (1618) and with Poland (1621). He promul-
gated some reforms for the Ottoman government, and because of the 
degradation of the political system, he thought to reinforce the Turkish 
presence in the administration and in the army, appealing to supports 
from Anatolia. This political renovation created the opposition of the 
Janissaries that, entered in the Palace, freed the former sultan Mustafa, 
who was set on the throne for the second time, and they arrested and 
executed Osman II (May 20th, 1622). For the first time a sultan was 
victim of a rebellion. This event confirmed the power of the Janissar-
ies and stopped any reform of the administration and the army, but 
it also testified that the sultan was no more considered as sacred and 
untouchable. The murder of Osman II was followed by that of numer-
ous other dignitaries. The Janissaries provoked disorders in the capital. 
The insanity of the sultan Mustafa I enhanced the actions of the mother 
sultan Kösem.

In Tripoli, the governor Yusuf Seyfeddin, tried to become inde-
pendent from central government, while in Anatolia the governor of 
Erzurum, Abaza Mehmet Paşa moving against the Janissaries, was 
supported by the local populations, in revolt. Well, soon the central 
Anatolia passed, for its most part, under Abaza Paşa’s authority, while 
Mustafa I was replaced by Murat IV on September 10th, 1623. His 
mother, the sultan mother Kösem Mahpeyker, took the government 
leadership for ten years During this period, she took care of her per-
sonal affairs, neglecting the army and the civil administration. While 
the Ottoman power slowly fallen in ruin, the Shah of Iran attached 
Iraqi and conquered Baghdad (1624). These difficulties provoked anti-
governmental reactions in Istanbul and in the provinces; the Ottoman 
troops had to fight both against the Safavids, and against the rebels. 
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Revolts burst in Crimea, in Rumelia, in Anatolia, in Egypt, in Yemen and in Lebanon (1630-
1631). The harem, that constituted the dominant centre of the politics, demonstrated to be 
incapable to assure the respect of the power.

8.6. Murat IV and the restoration of the power of the sultan

In a confused political context, the contrasts of the clans enhanced violent movements of 
rebellion. At the  beginning of 1632, the sultan Murat IV decided to take in his hand the 
government of the Empire. Undertaking a severe operation of reorganization, and condemn-
ing to death numerous rebels. In one year, the order was reestablished, the authority and the 
prestige of the sultan were restored238. Murat II was a rigorous sovereign, and re-established 
the religious and moral virtues. He pu the finances of the state in order and established a good 
amount of new rules and laws (kanunname); he also won Baghdad back, and concluded with 
the Iranians an advantageous peace for the Empire. When Murat II died (1640), the Ottoman 
empire was in a positive political situation, both in foreign and in internal affairs.

8.7. The crisis of the central government

The positive situation established with the restoration wanted by Murat IV, lasted few 
years, because his successor Ibrahim I (1640-1648), nicknamed “Deli”239, was incapable to 
govern. For this reason power directly passed in the hands of the sultan mother, Kösem.

In the first years of reign it was accomplished Murat IV’s work, thanks to the wise manage-
ment of the Grand Vizier Kemankes Kara Mustafa Paşa, who also had to face the numerous 
intrigues plotted by the harem. There were not, subsequently, particularly brilliant successors. 
Especially during the war of Crete against Venice we assist to the constitution of different clans 
that were in competition among them. This period was also characterized by new accidents 
in the provinces. The Janissaries, badly paid, revolted misusing their statute. Some “sipahi” 
turned their timars into personal property, while other timars  went to the favorites of the 
Palace. After the deposition and the execution of the sultan Ibrahim I (August 8th 1648) the 
Ottoman state knew a tragic period.
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9. Decadence of the ottoman empire

9.1. Crisis and break up of the central government

On August 8th, 1648, Ibrahim I, was deposed and subsequently com-
damned because of his political-government incapability. Subsequently 
occurred serious contrasts between the, “valideh sultan”241 Kosem and 
Hatice Turhan the mother of the new sultan, Mohammed IV (6 years 
old), who was later murdered. The situation of the domestic policy be-
came more and more precarious the new favorite replaced, in fact, the 
old ones and there was a rapid succession of Grand Viziers. The cor-
ruptibility of charges and offices became a common usage in the central 
or provincial administration and and also in the administration of the 
justice.

9.2. The struggles of influence

The sultan Ibrahim I, devoted to the pleasures of the harem, was sur-
rounded by a large number of favourites and gave incomes, State rev-
enues, as well as high institutional charges them and their families. The 
influence of the personalities of the harem: sultan mother, haseki242, 
administrators and kızlarağası243, was revealed only after the execution 
of the grand vizier Kemankes Kara Mustafa Paşa. 

Between 1644 and 1656, we assist to the succession of eighteen grand 
viziers. The same situation subsisted for the highest state dignities. Each 
of the high dignitaries had an entourage of favourites who were also ap-
pointed with less important charges. Anyway, everyone tried to get the 
best from his position, since their privileges were subjected to the influ-
ence of the harem and of its entourage. Despite this, up to the death of 
Ibrahim I (August 6th, 1648), the Ottoman state was still undivided. 
In fact, on one side, it had a treasure accumulated by Murat IV and, 
on the other hand, profited of the positive action of Kemankes Kara 



Mustafa Paşa, the war of Crete, had started with some successes, as the conquest of the cities 
of the Canea and Rétimno. In the capital there were no popular perturbations neither ferments 
in the guilds.

9.3. Mohammed’s IV sultanate (1648-1687)

In the 1648 Kösem Sultan, Mohammed’s IV grandmother, since she wanted to continue 
to practice the power, was in strong disagree with Hatice Turhan, mother of the sultan. The 
conflict caused a financial crisis.

Revolts burst between the personnel of the harem and the sipahis that guarded the garrison 
to Istanbul. The vezir-i a‘zam244 Melek Ahmet Paşa, needy of money, promulgated against 
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the timar an extraordinary tax, he doubled the rural tax (ordu akçesi), 
and transformed in an official system the venality of the charge and 
proceeded to a forced devaluation. This measure provoked the revolt of 
the guilds with the consequence of the dismissal of the Grand Viziers 
and the murder of Kösem Sultan (September 1651).

The attempt of the grand vizier Tarhuncu Ahmet Paşa, to reorganize 
the administration, it aroused numerous reactions from the profiteers 
of the regime, so that it was obtained the dismissal and subsequently the 
execution of the vizier (march 1653), for consequence, the balance of 
state went into deficit. The ulema245 tried to influence the sultan’s en-
tourage with their radical conservatism, opposing to any internal refor-
mation. Two years later, the grand vizier Ipşir Mustafa was condemned 
to death. The finances were in complete chaos. To pay the troops, the 
government had to confiscate goods, and to coin çingene parası246. Two 
following revolts of the Janissaries and of the inhabitants of the capital 
in May 1655 and in March 1656 worsened the situation and instigated 
executions, transfers and confiscations. In the province, the inhabitants 
rebelled against the governors and against the corrupt officials, and the 
governors themselves rose up against the central power, as Abaza Kara 
Hasan Paşa, who instigated a new rebellion of the celali in central Ana-
tolia. In addition there was also the outburst of the war with Venice.

In March 1650, the Venetian fleet blocked of the Straits of Darda-
nelles. In the June of the same year the Venetians defeated the Ottoman 
fleet that took their revenge in May 1654; but, on June 26th, 1656, they 
were defeated again in front of the Dardanelles. The Ottomans aban-
doned the islands of Lemno, of Samotracia and of Tenedo (July-August 
1656). The grand vizier convinced Mohammed IV, fled to Üsküdar, 
to return in the capital (September 3rd, 1656). Subsequently, the sul-
tan, or better his mother, Hatice Turhan, appointed Mehmet Köprülü 
Grand Vizier (September 15th, 1656). 
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10. The ottoman state in XVIII century

10.1. The european pressure

For the Ottoman state the XVIII century was essentially characterized by two aspects. On 
one hand, the intermittent conflicts, above all, in Russia and Austria that caused territorial 
losses to Ottomans. On the other hand, some Ottoman personalities considered necessary to 
reform the state, but above all, the army and the navy.

The Empire receive no support on the part of the the western powers, as France and Eng-
land.

The Arabic provinces in Syria, in Egypt and in Northern Africa aspired to to autonomy. 
The Ottoman state suffered the weight of a more and more strong foreign economic pres-

sure that limited its financial possibilities. Also in this field structural reforms were necessary 
and essential.

Reestablished the peace, some Ottoman officials felt the necessity to renew the state and to 
open the empire to the external world.

Grand Viziers as  Amcazade Hüseyin Paşa, Rami Mehmed Paşa, Çorlulu ‘Ali Paşa, Damad 
Ibrahim Paşa, established new internal reforms and tried avoid the Ottoman participation to 
the European conflicts, even if the circumstances pushed the empire to fight new wars.

10.2. The Peace of Karlowitz (1699)

The king of Sweden Charles XII, forced to escape after the defeat of Poltova (July 1709) 
against Peter the Great, found hospitality at the Turkish court Trying to regain his throne, 
supported by Polas, by the khan of Crimea and by the from the Ottoman militaristic party, 
urged the Turks to declare war to Peter the Great.

The czar launched an ultimatum that, rejected, caused the war. Peter the Great was defeated 
and in April 1712 Charles XII signed a peace with which he mantained Ukraine, but had to 
return his previous conquests. In Istanbul the party of the war supported to the resumption of 
the fights against the Russian.

On June 24th, 1713 was concluded the Trety of Edirne that put an end to the hostilities, 
forcing Charles XII to retreat.
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But the partisan of the war, led by the Grand Viziers Silahdar ‘Wings 
Paşa’, plotted against Venice to regain the territories in the Aegean Sea 
(December 1714).

In fact in the summer of 1715, the Morea was regained and the 
fortress of Suda, in the island of Crete, fell in the hands of the Turks. 
Subsequently, in the summer of 1716, the Ottomans faced the Austri-
ans with the objective to regain Hungary. The Austrians reacted con-
quering Temesvár in October 1716, then Belgrado in the August of 
the following year, while the Venetians tried, in vain, to reoccupy the 
region of Morea. The new Grand Vizier, Nevşehirli Damad Ibrahim 
Paşa, aware of the Ottoman limits, on July 21st, 1718, signed the peace 
of Passarowiz, by which Austria acquired the Banate of Temesvár, the 
western Valacchia and the north of the Serbia with Belgrado; Venice 
did not get anything.

The Ottomans kept the Morea and granted to the Austrians the same 
economic advantages of the other western powers247.

In the East instead, the Safavid Iran was troubled by serious internal 
and external difficulties (the Russian’s invasion in the Northern part of 
the country, while the Afghans had invaded, at first, the orental prov-
incesto East, then the center (1723-1724). To protect their western 
frontier, the Ottomans advanced in Georgia where, in 1723, they con-
quered Tiflis and Gori, in 1724 Erevan and in 1725 Tabriz. In western 
Iran Kamanshah was conquered in 1723 and Hamadam in 1724, while 
the Afghan Aşraf Shah took ah the power in Iran.

In 1727 peace was signed in Hamadan, with this treaty the Ottoman 
conquests were officially recognized.
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11. Ahmed III: attempts of renewal (1703 – 1730)

11.1. ‘Amcazede Hüseyin Paşa

The Grand Vizeir Amrcazade Hüseyin Paşa, with the aim of reassuring the government, 
reduced the taxes on different alimentary and on goods of common usage; he granted the farm-
ers the return to their lands and enhanced the sedentarization of the nomad tribes in different 
regions of the oriental Anatolia and of Cyprus. 

He reduced the number of the kapis kulu of the Jannisseries and a certain number of sipahi 
were dismissed by their charges, and finally also the Ottoman Navy was renewed248. The con-
sequence of these reforms was the improvement of the finances and the revaluation of the Ot-
toman currency.

The renewal of the government, operated by ‘Ancazade Hüseyin Paşa was not appreciated by 
the personnel employed in the Palace by the sheyk ül islam Feyzullah Efendiwho hindered the 
Grand Vizier’s actions and appointed his acquaintances with the main political, juridical and 
religious charges. 

Hüseyin Paşa isolated and sick, resigned from his charge in September 1703 and was re-
placed by Feyzullah Efendi.

In July 1703, a project of expedition to Giorgia caused the revolt of Janissaries who became 
masters of Istanbul, in the same month, finally the sultan dismissed and banished Feyzullah 
Efendi and his friends. On August 22nd, 1703, the sultan after vain attempts to improve the 
situation, abdicated on behalf of his brother Ahmed II (1703-1730), a cultured and pacific 
man. He, since his arrival in Istanbul repressed the rebellions and appointed Moralı Damad 
Hasan Paşa as Grand Vizier. The sultan Ahmed III (1703-1730)249 guaranteed continuity and 
an admirable government stability.

11.2. The grand vizier Ibrahim Paşa (1718-1730)

Ahmed III and the grand Vizier Damads Ibrahim Paşa maintained the state out of the Euro-
pean conflicts and subsequently they decided not to increase the number of the Jannisseries and 
other soldiers and to proceed to rearrange the finances.

Ibrahim Paşa was careful with the diplomatic relations with the western powers and aimed to 
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entertain with them some pacific relationships, multiplying the contacts 
with the representatives of the foreign powers in Istanbul. Ahmed III 
invited in Istanbul foreign artists.

A social category emerged from high-ranked environments, great 
merchants in direct relationship with foreign merchants, landowners, 
heirs of the Timars or local officials. Mosques, Madrasahs, public or 
private buildings were built.

The Ottoman authorities took conscience that the Empire was no 
more the dominant state in Europe and in the East and that its superior-
ity was by now in decline.

The western populations were, instead, interested in the culture and 
civilization of the Moslem world: Arab-Turkish and Persian.

Many Ottoman Ambassadors left to the great European capitals, and 
public translations of French and English books, and, in particular, his-
tory, geography and sciences book, were published.

The Empire, started, so, to be interested in the affairs, civilization 
and competences of the other countries, emphasized by the invitation to 
foreign technicians, above all French, for consultations in military field.

11.3. The situation in the provinces

The “Iranian war” caused the fall of Damad Ibrahim Paşa and of 
Mehmet III. The war started again in the July 1730, when the shah 
Tahmasp II moved to conquer again the territories occupied by the Ot-
tomans. The Grand Vizier organized an expedition against Iran, but 
he had to face a revolt of the Jannissaries, led by one of them, Patrona 
Khalil, who taking advantage of the support of the Ulemas who were the 
Grand Vizier’s main adversaries, conquered the capital, and asked for 
the consignment of the Grand Vizier and some other authorities.

The Sultan, to have his life saved, overthrow Damad Ibrahim Paşa 
and condemned him to death. He was executed on September 29th, 
1730.



12. Testimonies of the ottoman 
passage to “Terra d’ Otranto” in 
the popular culture of Salento

The memory of the Ottoman invasion 
of Land of Otranto, after the conquest of 
Otranto in 1480, is still alive in the mind of 
the inhabitants, in the legends, in the tales, 
in the songs as well as in the popular tradi-
tions of the whole Salento.

The massacre of the eight hundred mar-
tyrs of Otranto has remained so impressed 
in the popular imaginary that the tragic 
event is, still today, tightly linked with the 
city of Otranto. 

The many novels, still today, written 
on this topic demonstrate the still existing 
interest on the Ottoman (wrongly called 
Turks) conquest of Otranto.

Otranto is not the only place where it 
is possible to find testimonies connected 
with the arrival of the Ottomans. These are 
found in many places in this south-oriental 
extreme edge of the Italian peninsula.

There are several texts about the destruc-
tion of the city of Roca known as the “Trag-
edies of Roca” that tell the destruction of 
Roca by the “Turks” and where it is exalted 
the bravery of its inhabitants, sacrificed for 
defending the religion and the country. 
The facts take place immediately after the 
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“sack” of Otranto and they constitute a sort of glorious appendix of it.
A legend, popularized in the Salentine territory with narrative songs 

and also known in other Italian regions with the titles “The two sisters” 
or “The abducted bride” etc., is the “Sabella”; it tells the events occurred 
after the period of the “Turkish” raids even if they happened after the 
conquest of Otranto. “Candida” is another narrative song, whose sub-
ject is linked with the presence of the “Turkish” ships in the Salentine 
harbours.  

It is important to emphasize that, after 1480, all the pirates that 
invaded the coasts of Salento up to the XVIII and XIX centuries, were 
called “Turks”.

In this document we will try to give a complete list of places, popular 
traditions, legends and stories connected with this event.

The bibliography on this subject is restricted to the territory of Land 
of Otranto. We would like that this document could be inspiration for 
a study to be held and deepened in the field of popular, linguistic and 
musical traditions of Salento. 

For our research we have also used the tales known by exponents of 
families living in the area from very old times and, therefore, experts of 
rites and habits of these places. Our research has also been supported 
by the studies of researchers of local traditions and authors of books on 
this subject.

One of the most interesting traditions of the Salentine hinterland 
has been reported by Mr. Gianni Caretto250.

12.1. The flag torn snatched to the Turkish invaders 

In 1480 the “Turks” had conquered Otranto and attacked the Sal-
entine countryside, devastating the villages between Brindisi and Lecce, 
but the invaders did not succeeded in the conquest of the village of San 
Pietro. In fact, from the top of the tall Norman Square Tower, located 
in the marketplace, the inhabitants of San Pietro had sighted, in ad-
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vance, the Turkish invaders. According to a legend, the intruders, were defeated and forced to 
the retreat, and abandoned the battlefield, leaving on the ground the dead and their flag that 
is, still today, proudly preserved as symbol of identity and freedom.

The precious trophy was set later, in the church of San Pietro, at the feet of the statue of the 
saint, whose protection they had invoked before the battle against the Turks.

At the beginnings of XX century, in order to remember the victorious event, it was estab-
lished to auction the flag on the Sunday after Easter, and to devolve the proceeds in support of 
the local popular and religious festivities and celebrations.

The original flag, dating back to 1480, does not exist anymore: there is a copy that, prob-
ably, dates back to 1920. The evidence that it is a copy is given by the state of maintenance of 
the fabric and, also, by the presence, of some Christian religious symbols on the flag. Anyway, 
other symbols could have an oriental origin.

There are no certainties when the first edition of the event took place, but, presumably, it 
could be dated back to about the beginning of the XX century.

Since then, every year, every first Sunday after Easter, the flag is taken from the winner’s 
house by a procession composed by the civil and military authorities, and it is brought back 
to the town hall, where it is honoured by all the authorities. It is, then, brought to the mother 
church and later to St. Peter’s church. Along the way from the mother church to St. Peter’s 
church the auction to win the flag begins. Every higher offer, the vessel passes from hand to 
hand. 

The participants to the auction are the seven town-neighbourhoods, with their gonfalons, 
but also associations and single citizens, starting from a basic offer equal to _ 250, 00, to be 
paid as bail. The relaunch offers are equal to _ 100, 00. The flag is awarded from who will suc-
ceed in making the higher bid when the procession reaches the last step of St. Peter’s church. 
The winner of the flag has the right “to make the flag dance” that means to launch the flag 
above the head of the other contenders and, from that moment to the following year, it will 
stay in the house of the purchaser that is considered an authority for one year.

On June 29, during the popular festivities and ceremonies, the procession stops near the 
house where the flag is preserved so its keeper can take part to the celebrations, bringing the 
flag in procession. “During the last edition of the auction it was won by the “Tormaresca” 
wine house with a sum equal to _ 5.250,00 “, but in the previous editions the offers were also 
higher. In 2000 the auction reached 12 millions and a half of old liras.”
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It is very interesting that still today this tradition is evoked as the 
“victory on the Turks”, in a town that is distant from Otranto and it is 
not on the sea. 

With regard to Roca, that is few kilometres far from Otranto, it was 
not destroyed by the “Turks” but for wish of Ferrante Loffredo, Head 
of the Province of Land of Otranto, in 1544 because pirates, corsairs 
and also local bandits had settled in the city, abandoned by its inhab-
itants, constantly threatened by “Turks”, becoming a danger for the 
whole area.

12.2 The legend of Roca

The legend connected with the destruction of Roca251, that is des-
tination of pilgrimages since 1656, has, instead, remained in the col-
lective imaginary as the tragedy of a city destroyed by “Turks” whose 
inhabitants, running away, have founded the towns of Vernole, Me-
lendugno, Calimera and Borgagne and naturally also the town, by now 
uninhabited, of Roca Nuova. The existence of these inhabited areas is, 
actually, attested by much more ancient documents, and, therefore, it 
is more plausible that these towns were not newly founded, but their 
scarce population underwent a conspicuous increase after the Turkish 
invasion. 

In the XIX and XIX centuries it was used to play in these towns the 
so-called “Tragedies of Roca”, on the Madonna of Roca festivities and 
of the relative pilgrimage the populations of these towns celebrated in 
turn, in spring, starting from the last Saturday of April. 

The origin of the tragedies must, probably, be found in the poetries 
that boys and girls learned by heart and then recited on Saturday morn-
ings in the square of the small church of Roca, after having taken part 
to the procession and attended to the holy Mass252. «…il Turco perfido 
/ la rase al suolo / ma il tempo solo / sacrato a te / rimane e resta / Maria 
difendi e invitta rendi / l’Italia ognor /…». (the cruel Turk / destroyed 
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it / but only the time / consecrated to you / remains and stays / Holy Mary, defend and make 
Italy/ still unconquered ...). The dialogues were structured on characters and events related to 
the siege and to the destruction of the city: the people told the events as they were refugees 
escaped from the terrible situations and dangers. These dialogues became, later, more complex 
with structural enrichments as the introduction of more characters, among which also the 
“Turk” who, at the end of the drama, decided to convert to Catholicism.

12.2.1 Vernole

The square of Vernole was, for some years, the location where the “tragedies of Roca” were 
put-up. They were represented on the festivity of the “Madonna of Roca”. Two texts of these 
dramas still exist: the first one dates back to the half of the XIX century and is a manuscript 
by an unknown author, found by Prof. Luciano Graziuso, who published it in the book: The 
siege of Roca and other poetries (L’assedio di Roca e altre poesie). We do not know when this 
play was performed for the first time. The main characters are seven and the plot is very simple. 
It is divided in 5 acts and 24 scenes. 

The heroine of the siege is Clotilde, who kills herself because she does not want to fall in 
hostile hands. Great feelings characterize the characters and arise and take alive the interest of 
the audience. Clotilde is divided between the love for her the country, the obedience to her 
father and her family and the love for Acomat/Almanson (probable Ahmet), the hated com-
mander of the Turkish army, she had known in Otranto with the name Almanson, falling in 
love with him before the siege, according to a recurrent and very common topos in theatre. 

The style is almost always noble and solemn, trying to follow, as far as possible, the classical 
rules, that derived, to a large extent, from the tragedy of the XVIII and XIX centuries. The 
lexicon is, generally, accurate and precise.

The second “vernolese” tragedy, published by Maria Malecore in the work: The fight against 
Turks in Salento (La lotta contro i Turchi nel Salento), was found by Angelo Turco in 1913. 
The author of the manuscript is Cosimo De Carlo, priest from Vernole253. Also this drama 
is divided in 5 acts but with 14 characters, and starts with the description of the arrival of the 
Turkish delegation to Roca, to discuss, but also to plot against the inhabitants of the town. 

It was decided not to surrender or to come to terms with the enemy and to fight to defend 
the country and the religion. At the end of the second act the old king blesses his soldiers, ready 
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to sacrifice themselves. The Turkish ambassador, at the beginning of 
the III act, wants to convince the Christians of Roca that is useless to 
fight; the Turks are invincible, so it is better to give-up and to save the 
life.

He receives a disdainful and proud answer by the inhabitants of 
Roca. Meanwhile, the expected helps and the additional supports do 
not arrive or they are inadequate; for this reasons it is not possible to 
count on them and it is necessary that all the citizens fight to defend 
their motherland. But a serious accident occurs during these negotia-
tions: the furious prince Ubaldo, in an impetus of anger, kills the Turk-
ish ambassador.

The war bursts. Every resistance is vain. In a destroyed city, the 
princes Ubaldo and Lucrezia, are imprisoned and brought away. The 
last scene takes place many years later, in a destroyed Roca, where Ub-
aldo and Lucrezia, miraculously escaped to the imprisonment, meet 
their father and the others few inhabitants of Roca, survived to the 
massacre and settled in the proximities of the city. Thankful, then, for 
this reunion, after so much time, they promise in sign of gratitude to 
the Virgin Mary of Roca, to come back in pilgrimage, every year, in 
spring.

The plot thread consists in the unanimous wish to never give-up 
and fight against the enemy, with the certainty that, even if defeated, 
nobody will ever deny his own religion. In the last part of this drama we 
find again the schema of the mysteries or “calimeresi” dialogues, consist-
ing in episodes characterized by the reunion and recognizing of young 
and old people, who, escaped to the massacre, meet on the shores of the 
Adriatic Sea, in front of the church devoted to the Virgin Mary254.

The text of the other tragedy published in the book by Malecore 
has been considered more recent and it has been attributed to Dante 
Quarta.



12.2.2. Calimera

The cult for the Virgin Mary has always been very lively in the city of Calimera, too, with 
pilgrimages and in certain years also with the staging of tragedies.

The most famous drama was written in 1898 by the great poet from Calimera Vito Do-
menico Palumbo. This tragedy is different from the others, and is almost provoking. It is 
written in Salentine Romance dialect (and not in the “grico” dialect, like the other works by 
V.D. Palumbo): everybody could, in this way, understand and appreciate it. The plot is very 
different from the one of the other dramas; it is absolutely original, in its apparent plainness 
and brevity: it consists, in fact, in one act divided in nine scenes. The play takes place in an 
old farm next to Roca and tells the story of its farmer (“Massaro dei Musci”), who has two 
daughters devoted to the Virgin Mary. One of them is the godchild of the owner of the farm, a 
marquise who does not have children. The noblewoman, brings her up and make her to attend 
the convent of St. Giovanni, in Lecce, where she receive the best education, since the marquise 
has in mind to endow her and to marry her in her way. But, suddenly, the Marquise dies 
without having predisposed in her testament anything about the girl. The poor girl is obliged 
to come back to the farm and to her father and takes back the old country life. The marquise, 
meanwhile, also from the paradise takes care of her godchild, with the aid of the Virgin Mary, 
who also takes care of these two devoted girls.

As consequence of this intercession, a young gentleman, son of the Duke of Calimera, 
dreams a lady, who tells him to go to the beach of Roca and to dig in the point she indicates 
in the dream, because it is there he will find a treasure. 

The sister of the young unmarried farmer, 
one day that the shepherd was ill, 
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takes the sheep to the pasture with her little brother. Unexpectedly, also 
the other sister, who had gone out to pick up wild chicories, arrives, 
singing her hope to marry, since she has dreamt to meet in that very 
place her future husband.

Gone away the girl, the Duke of Calimera with his son arrives on 
the beach to see if the dream says really the truth. He realizes, in fact, 
that the place corresponds to the one described in the dream. A young 
farmer arrives: he was once engaged with the shepherdess. Now he is 
poor, because dismissed by her father who wants for her daughter a rich 
and ugly husband.

They dig; and, instead of the treasure in money, they find a more 
precious treasure, the image of the Virgin Mary that the Duke, under-
standing the miracle, says to want to set in a temple that he will make 
to build on the beach in honour of the Virgin Mary. Then, as in the 
dream, beside the treasure, the young duke meets the unmarried shep-
herdess and the duke, understanding that it is a sort of predestination, 
asks the hand of the girl to the farmer who, in the meantime, had ar-
rived on the place and persuades him to let the other daughter to marry 
her former fiancé, to which, generously, gives many gifts. All ends well 
and the girls sing a hymn in honour of the Virgin Mary255. The title 
and subtitle has been given to this text by Professor Luciano Grazioso 
who has also published it.

The pretext was the light content of this “joke”; in effect the plot 
of the drama was centred on the description of the conflict between 
antiquity and progress, between innovation and preservation, among 
historical reality and improbable legends. In the prologue, (and it is im-
mediately polemic) the farmer Vito states that Roca was not destroyed 
by the Turks, who, at least for this fact, must be considered innocent.

Another tragedy in prose is the one written by Brizio Montanaro in 
1940 with the title “Tragico tramonto”, (Tragic Sunset) that was per-
formed in 1951 and in 1975. It was composed following the traditional 
rules, as it is possible to see in the summary, too:In a room of the Palace 
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of Roca, Isabella and Lodrisio, governor of the city, cries on the unfortunate fate of their son 
Gualtiero, taken prisoner by the Turks and certainly sold as slave on the oriental markets. All 
the envoys sent in search of him have come back without news. But his parents do not desist, 
hoping that with the help of the Virgin Mary, one day, they will be able to embrace again their 
beloved son.

In the meantime, Marco, who many years before had left Roca in search of Gualtiero, is 
back. He tells that, after having consulted an old pirate in Epirus, he had gone to the palace 
of the Pasha Acmet (Ahmet), in Constantinople, and that he had had news about a slave, then 
freed, Mohammed’s follower; who certainly had to be Lodrisio’s son.

Averardo and Marco return to Constantinople, where Matilde tells the horrible episode of 
her capture; then she speaks with a young man called Aladdin, who, in the meantime, is ar-
rived. The young man is not Moslem, but Italian and Christian, he is Gualtiero.

Arcano, responsible of the custody of Aladdin, intervenes, immediately, to cut the conversa-
tion.

Another unhappy abducted is Fatima, even if her love for Aladdin succeeds in giving her 
some instant of joy. Meanwhile the Sultan has decided to invade Italy and Acmet has been 
chosen as commander of the expedition. Aladdin will leave with him, even if he would not 
like to fight against his fellow countrymen. In the meantime the bad news of the attack against 
Otranto reaches Roca and a request to surrender is rejected; also Roca makes preparation to 
fight, but the efforts are vain, because the enemy comes to city as surprise, through the caves of 
the poetry. Fatima and Matilde, who are arrived to Roca, go in search of Aladdin, because he 
pleas the Turks to save the city. Everything however is useless and the Turks start the destruc-
tion.

Averardo dies in the attempt to save Stella; but the young woman prefers to kill herself than 
to fall in the enemy’s hands. Isabella tries to imitate her, but other Turks arrive. At this point 
Aladdin arrives and makes Isabella free. Marco, however, believing Aladdin a Turkish enemy, 
attacks and hurts him mortally.

Everybody fall in despair when Aladdin is recognized as Gualtiero, son of Marco and Isa-
bella, in whose arms he dies.

In the epilogue, Isabella recalls at Roca Nuova the history of the destroyed city and an-
nounces that, in the future, the inhabitants of the near cities will come in pilgrimage to Roca, 
to honour the Virgin Mary.
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Another citizen of Calimera, Daniele Palma, published in 2000 the 
play “Alba di Luna sul mare -Tragedia di Roca tramandata oralmente 
sull’altra sponda”.

In this play the events connected with the tragedy of Roca are nar-
rated by an old woman from Valona and by the Italian soldiers - some 
of them coming from Calimera - seconded in Albania during the First 
World War (1915-18). This is the first part of the story which is inter-
laced with the second one that told the times when the old woman of 
Valona lived in Salento during the Borbon domination (before, there-
fore, 1860) and she remembers when she was a little child and was 
abducted by pirates and forced to live on the other shore of the Adriatic 
sea.

She adds, then, that when she was, still young and beautiful, she was 
admitted in the harem of the Sultan of Constantinople, and together 
with the companions they were used to tell and listen to many stories 
and ancient legends, some of which were about the city of Roca and her 
family.

In the third part it is told that in 1480 the Turks prepare the attack 
against Otranto. A Moslem delegation asks the permission to admit in 
the harbour of Roca some ships damaged by the storm just for the time 
necessary to repair them.

The lady of the castle, Donna Isabel, wise and brave, at first tries to 
temporize, kindly treating the ambassadors, but then the situation pre-
cipitate, also because the Turks have organized a treacherous attack to 
the city, through the Caves of the Poetry.

Anyway, the enemies leave well soon the city and head toward 
Otranto to attack with other ships the near and more important city. In 
the meantime the reinforcements sent by Ferdinand of Aragon arrive at 
Roca, and from here the following year, a strong army, will move to free 
from the invaders the martyr city.
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12.2.3. Melendugno

It is possible to find out three nucleuses, the most ancient of which is summarized by Rina 
Durante, in her work Tutto il teatro a Malandrino, in the pages 125 and 126. It was written 
by Rocco Potì and dates back to 1899.

In the I act we assist to the preparations of Mohammed, who wants, invading Southern 
Italy, to cancel the shame of the defeat of Rhodes. Acmet will be the Commander of the Turk-
ish fleet.

The II act takes place in Roca, were the citizens are worried for the forthcoming attack. 
Acmet proposes to the inhabitants of Roca to surrender and to convert to Islam, to avoid a 
massacre; in the meantime he meets a girl from Roca, Iola, daughter of Remigio and Isabel, 
governors of the city, and he would like to marry her. When the inhabitants of Roca refuse to 
surrender to the threats, the Turks attack and destroy the city; and in the battle Roberto, Iola’s 
fiancì, dies. In the last act, however, the situation overturns, because even if destroyed, the 
city of Roca is garrisoned by the Christian troops that have freed Otranto. Iola returns to her 
motherland accompanied by Alì, a Turk converted to Catholicism; also lady Isabella is escaped 
to Turks, hiding in a cave, where there was a miraculous picture of the Virgin Mary. Isabel is 
proclaimed Queen of Roca by Alfonso of Aragon; the destroyed city will be reconstructed in 
the hinterland and it will be called Roca Nuova.

The second of the texts of Melendugno, we resumed here, is a drama in prose in 5 acts. It 
dates back to 1913 and was written by Dante Quarta. 

In the palace of Constantinople the cruel Sultan, who hates the Christians, call for the 
Vizier to begin the attack against Italy. In the meantime, in Roca, Queen Isabel confides her 
fears to her young son, Rodolfo, impatient to fight against the Turks. In the city there is great 
concern, heightened by the news that the generous Rodolfo, who had attacked the victorious 
Turks, already camped in Otranto, had been mortally wounded. While the population is un-
certain on what to do, a Turkish ambassador arrives, asking the citizens of Roca to surrender, 
but his request is categorically refused. And the war bursts. The Bishop Macario, in the III act, 
remembering the Turkish slaughters in Otranto, exhorts the citizens of Roca to bravely resist. 
The two armies are ready to fight; the troops of Roca are led by Goffredo, while Abu Taleb is 
the head of the hostile army. Abu Taleb is wounded by Goffredo; but the brave Christian com-
mander is also mortally injured and, abandoned by his fellowmen, dies on the battlefield. The 
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Turks break in the palace and kill Isabel but Abu Taleb, who a short 
time before had simulated the death, is enchanted by Isabel’s beauti-
ful daughter, and is not able to kill her. He decides to marry her, but 
for the meantime he consigns her to the guards. In the night, Macario 
meets the dying Baldwin, who has fought against the Turks, by which 
he has been blinded. Also Corrado has succeeded in saving his life. But, 
in the meantime, Abu Taleb is raging, because he cannot find his pris-
oner Maria, and he looks for her among the dead in the battleground. 
Maria, who was really there, makes an extraordinary brave action, sur-
prising and killing the Turk who was looking for her.

In the IV act Maria, again imprisoned by Turks, is to be executed, 
for the committed crime. But Jersey, the guardian, in love with her 
beauty and her bad luck, has organized an escape plan. So, they, suc-
ceed in saving their lives and to reach the coasts of Salento.

The V act takes place in Roca where Corrado lament the fate of the 
city and, above all, the loss of his daughter Maria, on whose destiny 
there are no news. In this moment of grief, suddenly, Maria and Jersey 
appear. They tell their story, adding that the young Turk has decided 
to convert to Catholicism. Abandoned the steaming ruins of Roca, the 
citizens decide to move in a better and safer place, founding in the hin-
terland a new city: Roca Nuova...256

The third text dates back to the 50s of the last century and it is en-
titled La tragedia di Roca (The Tragedy of Roca). It has been published 
in the already quoted volume by Rina Durante (pages 138-207). The 
authors are: Modesto Costernino and Vito Corvino, who found inspi-
ration in other old tragedies.

The tragedy was performed many times, up to 1978. We report be-
low a short summary:

In a rich Turkish house Demetrius laments with Ascil how much he 
misses her motherland; he is not a renegade, but he is there in search of 
his cousin Matelda, abducted by Turks. The quests are successful; but 
shortly after, Matelda is about to be put to death because she is a Chris-



tian. Demetrius intervene on her behalf, saving her life. He tells the Turks Matelda pretends 
to be a Christian, in order to be on familiar terms with the other Christians and her fellow 
countrymen and countrywomen and then to accuse them.

The Turks are organizing an expedition to Italy and Matelda and Demetrius decide to 
take part to it, to come back to Italy. Before leaving, the sultan promises to give Demetrius 
his daughter - the princess Gasia (probable Ay_e) to wife. The princess is madly in love with 
him and asks to leave with Demetrius, bearing for his sake all the dangers of the war. The ex-
pedition is ready; a Christian is killed cutting his throat, as propitiatory victim, in honour of 
Allah.

The II act takes place in Roca, in the royal palace, where Laurenzia, Demetrius’ sister, is 
haunted by terrible nightmares that make her presage the next destruction of the city. Un-
fortunately the enemies are arriving indeed, after having destroyed and ransacked Otranto. 
Melania announces the imminent danger; she is a Turkish prisoner, who converted to Catholi-
cism after having seen the strong faith and heroism of 
the citizens of Otranto. In the meantime De-
metrius and Matelda arrive in town 
with the Turkish army and 
reveal their identity. Ga-
sia, the Sultan’s daughter, 
in front of Roca, tries to 
convince the Christians to 
surrender. But these desires 
of peace are immediately 
forgotten, when she under-
stands that Deme-
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trius and Matelda have succeeded in deceiving everybody and to come 
back to their homeland. The Turkish princess, in a transport of rage and 
jealousy, loses the control and threat horrible slaughters. Also women 
are involved in this war and, unfortunately, Melania is one of the first 
ones to die, killed by Gasia.

The III act opens in the Turkish camp; Gasia imprisons Demetrius 
with his sister Maria, but Matelda succeeds in escaping. After having 
tried, in an extreme attempt, to convince Demetrius to marry her, Gai-
sa, lying, declares that Matelda is her prisoner and that she wants to 
kill her in a cruel way. The news of the Demetrius’ escape alarms the 
Turkish camp. A meeting between the Governor of Roca and the heads 
of the Turkish army is unsuccessful, and the two armies get ready to 
fight.

The IV act takes place in Roca, before the final Turkish attack: ev-
erything is ready for the defence, and the women are ready to fight, too. 
The battle is won unfortunately by the Turks. Demetrius and Matelda 
decide to fight up to the death. But Gasia kills Matelda and also mor-
tally wounds Demetrius: only the Queen remains to pity so many ruins, 
after the Turks, having sacked the city, have gone away.

In the V act, many years later, an old man tells to a Venetian knight 
that is passing by the destroyed Roca the history of the fall of the city 
and the unhappy love between Demetrius and Matelda. The Queen, still 
alive, pays, every day, tribute to the dead in the battle, bringing flowers 
on their graves and cries for her daughter, deported by the Turks. But 
suddenly, breaking this sad atmosphere, Gaisa unexpectedly enters in 
scene and asks forgiveness of everything she did: she has converted to 
Catholicism after having had marvellous visions of the Virgin Mary; 
also the daughter of the Queen returns with other fugitives. It is a mo-
ment of joy, after this, the survivors decide to build a new city in the 
hinterland: Roca Nuova.

The theme has recently inspired an adaptation of the play. The new 
version of the drama “La Tragedia di Roca in cinque atti”257 (The Trag-
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edy of Roca in Five Acts) has been realized by the students and teachers of the comprehensive 
School “G. Mazzini” of Melendugno. The plot is more simple, and the dialogues are shorter; it 
has also been added a new motive: the mention of parallel raids of Christian pirates on the op-
posite shores of the Adriatic sea: “Many of yours - Acmet Pasha says in the III act- perpetrated 
cruel and brutal actions in our land, too. There is a long history of raids and slavery along the 
two shores of this sea”.

The dialogues highlight also the theme of the reception, so actual and debated, today: “our 
history - says Donna Isabella - speaks about far people who have found a sure place in this land 
and often a new motherland”; it is also emphasized the uselessness of war, that generates only 
weeping and pains, dead and wounded, “it does not matter if they are Turks or Christians!”

12.2.4. Borgagne

Borgagne is a small village, hamlet of Melendugno. 
The text was written by Antonio Dima. Here are the contents of La distruzione di Roca 

(“The destruction of Roca”) - historical - religious play:
In the I act Uncle Thomas is desperate because his daughter has been abducted by Turks 

and he cannot find consolation, neither in the beauties of the place neither in the arrival of 
spring. His bad luck is always present in his mind: Every morning, looking at the sea, he hopes 
in the impossible return. Carlo, captain of King Raymond and his fiancée Lydia, daughter of 
the king, appear in a following scene. During a storm, sighted a sail in danger, a brave sailor, 
Ippolito, leaves for the difficult rescue. The man he has saved is Lucio, son of the Sultan. Uncle 
Thomas however fears and is suspicious of the Turkish faith. Meanwhile the prince Lucio is 
welcomed with all the honours; he meets Lydia and falls in love with her, arousing the jealou-
sies of Carlo. For this woman’s sake Lucio threatens even a war.

In the Sultan’s palace there is a second story, characterized by the love stories between 
Christians and Turks: The Vizier Gloster is in love with Palmina, who would like, instead, to 
marry Roberto, a Christian slave.

Meanwhile Lucio comes back to Constantinople and tells to his father as, coming back 
from Naples, where he had been offended by Ferdinand II, he was about to be shipwrecked 
and was saved by local sailors. Roca, a beautiful place that was called the garden of Salento. He 
tells his father that he had met there the king’s daughter and he had fallen in love with her, but 
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she had rejected him. For this offence the Sultan promises to destroy 
Roca and to send the troops directed to Rhodes, to conquest the city; 
Roberto will be the commander of the army. Roberto, even if he has 
Christian origin, is a brave soldier and he will have to spare the life of 
the woman loved by the Sultan’s son. Roberto accepts, but in his inside 
he is worried: he does not remember anything of the city he left when 
he was a child. Palmina would like him to stay; but then she consents, 
because, otherwise, the Christians of Roca would be subjected to more 
cruel persecutions if the commander of the troops would have been a 
Turk. They exchange, therefore, a gift and Roberto leaves. 

The title of the III act is Bloody Wedding: king Raymond wants to 
anticipate the wedding of Charles with his daughter Lydia, because he 
suffered terrible nightmares. They will get married today and not to-
morrow; it will be, therefore, necessary to inform the guests.

The sailor Ippolito brings the king a note, on which it is written 
“save you.” In the meantime the messengers sent to invite the authori-
ties of the near towns (Borgagne and Acaya) come back to Roca, but 
the one sent to Otranto is late. The reason is that Otranto is burning, 
treacherously attacked by Turks. What remains to do is only to be ready 
to fight. The women are sent to Borgagne, a more secure place.

But Isabella and Lydia cannot escape from Roca because all the High 
Gateways of the city are closed. Meanwhile a Turkish messenger an-
nounces that they will not attack the city, if Lydia will marry the son of 
the Sultan and if the inhabitants of Roca will convert to their religion.

The answer of the king, of the queen and of all the presents is dis-
dainful. The battle begins the Turks break in and they make a massacre; 
then they disappear because they go in search of the princess Lydia, the 
main reason of the very war. At this point Roberto enters on the scene, 
he wants to convince the old king Raymond to listen to his words, but 
the king, indignantly, does not accept; Roberto, in rage, answers and 
after a terrible quarrel he kills the king.

Lydia comes back to the scene and sees her dead father, and, while 
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she is in despair, she is captured by two Turks; she would like to kill herself, but she faints and 
is brought away.

The I scene of the IV act takes place in Turkey. Lydia is in prison, the Sultan wants to con-
vince his son to marry her, but since she refuses, she is tortured. Then Lucio enters in scene; he 
tries to rape Lydia but she, to defend herself, takes the Turkish prince’s dagger and kills him. 
For this crime she is condemned to be burnt alive.

Palmina is committed to guard the condemned girl; we discover here that Palmina is Chris-
tian, too. So, during the nigh, Palmina succeeds in running away with Lydia, with the help of 
Gloster who has fallen in love with her, mocking the Sultan, who threat to kill everybody.

With a Turkish ship Palmina, Gloster and Lydia return to Roca. Meanwhile Roberto, who 
was the Turk commander, has involuntarily killed his father and, haunted by nightmares, kills 
himself. Palmina would like to die, too, but, on request of the dying Roberto, she swears to 
live, even if she is condemned to an unhappy life. 

In every tragedy, however, - except for the one by V. D. Palumbo – the background is 
always the struggle between Christians and Turks and the destruction of the city, sometimes 
the plays have a happy end, because exiled and banished persons succeeded in coming back to 
their motherland, sometimes they are characterized by a tragic end, because one of the main 
characters dies.

Another common feature is the love between Christians and Turks that makes more com-
plex and sensational events and situations. We can also highlight the overlapping of popular, 
classic and learned elements that create an extraordinary mix. For consequence, this plays have 
not an original and innovative form, which is prevalently composite. Another peculiar feature 
is the recalling and the description, in the developing of the plot, of local landscape, charac-
ters and costumes, with the aim of giving a touch of truth to the places where the play takes 
place. 

In addition to the “Tragedies of Roca” there are in Salento also Narrative Songs that are 
common in other Italian regions, too, with the title “The two sisters”, or “The abducted bride”. 
These Songs tell the events occurred after the period of the “Turkish” raids even if they hap-
pened after the conquer of Otranto. It is important to highlight that, after 1480, all the pirates 
that invaded the coasts of Salento, up to the XVIII and XIX centuries, were called “Turks”.
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12.3. The romance of “Sabella”

The legend or romance entitled “Sabella” is known everywhere with 
the same title, that is, sometimes, slightly changed in: Bella Sibilia or 
Sabella or Sibilla or Cecilia, or similar.

The romance tells the story of a pirate disguised as a Levantine ban-
dit, who forces a Lady to give one of her two daughters in marriage to 
him; after having married one of them, he kills her and buries her on a 
rock-in the open sea; then he comes back to his mother-in-law and with 
an excuse he asks her to take with him her second daughter, too. The 
pirate’s request is answered and once he is alone with his sister-in-law 
in open sea, he kidnaps her and forces the woman to ask her relatives 
to pay a ransom for her release. The girl’s fiancé only sacrifices all his 
wealth to pay the ransom and the romance ends with the liberation of 
the prisoner258.

L’adda dia chiantai nu dàttulu, L’altro giorno piantai un dattero

jeri matina lu ‘cchiai fiurutu ieri mattina lo trovai fiorito

salìi cima cima salì sulla cima

e scopersi la marina, e scrutai la marina, 

vitti lu scènnuru mia vidi il genero mio

cu na longa cavalleria: con una lunga cavalleria: 

- Cci nove me ‘nduci, scènnuru, - che notizie mi porti, oh 

de dda rosa primatìa? genero, di quella rosa primizia? 

- Su banutu cu piju Sabella - Sono venuto a prendere

cu l’ajuta a ‘ncannulare, Sabella per aiutarla a tessere,

ca Cecilia è gravida grossa perché Cecilia è incinta e così 

nu se pote rutulare, grossa che non si può muovere,

have stisu nu toccu de tela ha disteso un lembo di tela

longu e largu quantu stu mare. lungo e largo quanto questo mare
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- Àzete, Sabella, - Alzati, oh Sabella, 

e mìntete la turchina, e indossa la turchina,

lu nieddu d’oru a manu l’anello d’oro al dito

e an canna la catena! e al collo la collana!

Mamma, mamma, cu ci me mandi? Mamma, mamma con chi mi mandi?

Su zitella, e ci me ‘ganna? sono zitella, e se m’inganna?

- Jeu te mandu co to’ caniatu, Io ti mando con tuo cognato

iddu te sia lu frate amatu, che t’abbia in bene come un fratello

jeu te mandu cu to’ caniellu, io ti mando con tuo cognatello

iddu te sia lu frate bellu ! che ti sia il fratello bello!

- E ci frate amatu jeu nu te sia, E se io non fossi il fratello amato,

l’unda de mare cu me ‘nghiuttìa! l’onda del mare che m’ ingoiasse!

Quandu stava a li mari brufundi Quando furono in alto mare

la ‘nzignau a pizzicare… iniziò a molestarla…

- Ci la soru mea vidìa Se vedesse mia sorella

cosa bona nu nde rascìa!... cosa buona non verrebbe fuori

- E sai quantu nde sape sòruta? E sai cosa ne sa tua sorella?

quantu l’unda de ddu mare... quanto l’onda di quel mare…

Guarda, guarda su ddu scoju, Guarda, guarda su quello scoglio,   

a ddu mèna l’onda e l’onda, dove sbattono le onde,

addài nc’è pracata sòruta lı è sepolta tua sorella

cu dda bedda trezza bionda… con quella bella treccia bionda..

Guarda, guarda su ddu scoju, Guarda, guarda su quello scoglio,

addu mèna russu e jancu, dove si riflettono il rosso e il bianco
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addài nc’è pracata sòruta là c’è sepolta tua sorella

cu ddu longu velu jancu.. con quel lungo velo bianco

Guarda, guarda su ddu scoju, Guarda guarda su quello  scoglio, 

addu mènane l’onde chiare, dove sbattono le onde chiare,

addai nc’è pracata scruta lı è sepolta tua sorella e

nu se pote cutulare!...  non si può più muovere!...

Spiripindulu, Spiripindulu259, Spiripindulu, Spiripindulu,

jeni te dicu do’ palore, vieni che ti dico due parole,

nde le porti a dda mamma cane le riferirai a quella madre ingrata 

e nde dici ca ìppe do’ fije e le dirai che ebbe due figlie

nu le sìppe de maritare: non le seppe maritare:

una la dèse a pèntuma260, una la diede allo scoglio sommerso,

l’adda an bucca nu pesce cane!...  l’altra in pasto a un pesce cane!...

Explanation: Isabella treats the ransom and her brother-in-law, the 
pirate, fixes its amount; the poor girl asks, in vain, the help of her ego-
ist relatives. Her fiancé only sacrifices every wealth to set her free. And, 
crying, she gives the order to the pilot261: 

‘Ota nave e gira nave Cambia rotta alla nave e 

A quiddi parti de fratu-ma… portami dalle parti di mio fratello

Frate meu, carissimu meu, Fratello mio, carissimo

ci hai denari ricatta- me! se hai denaro riscattami! 

- Quantu stae lo tou ricattu? Quanto vale il tuo riscatto?

ci stae mutu nu te lu ‘ccattu!... se è costoso non lo compro!..
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- Dò lioni, do furconi, Due leoni, due forconi

do colonne ci d’oru so’… due colonne se d’oro son…

- Vàscia, vàscia la toa ballezze Vada via la tua bellezza

pe nu pardìre, la mia ricchezze! per non perdere, la mia ricchezza!

- ‘Ota nave e gira nave Cambia rotta alla nave e 

A quiddi parti de gnora-ma… portami dalle parti di mio padre

- Gnore meu, carissimu meu, Padre mio carissimo,

ci hai danari ricatta-me. se hai denaro riscattami.

- Quantu stae lu tou ricattu? Quanto vale il tuo riscatto?

ci stae mutu nu te lu ‘ccattu… se è costoso non lo compro…

- Do’ lioni, do’ furconi Due leoni, due forconi

do’ colonne ci d’oru so’… due colonne se d’oro son…

- Vàscia vàscia la toa ballezze Vada via la tua bellezza

pe nu pardìre la mie ricchezze! per non perdere la mia ricchezza!

-‘Ota nave e gira nave Cambia rotta alla nave e 

a quiddi parti de mamma-ma portami dalle parti di mia madre

Mamma mea, carissima mea, Madre mia carissima 

ci hai danari ricatta-me. se hai denari riscattami.

- Quantu stae lu tou ricattu? Quanto vale il tuo riscatto?

ci stae mutu nu te lu ‘ccattu… se è costoso non lo compro…

- Do’ lioni, do’ furconi, Due leoni, due forconi
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do’ colonne ci d’oru so’… due colonne se d’oro son…

- Vàscia, vàscia la toa bellezze Vada via la tua bellezza

pe nu pardìre la mia ricchezze! per non perdere la mia ricchezza!

- E ‘ota nave e gira nave262 Cambia rotta alla nave e

a quiddi parti de bena-ma! portami dalle parti del mio bene

-Bene meu, carissimu meu, Bene mio, carissimo

ci hai danari ricatta-me. se hai danari riscattami.

- Quantu stae lu tou ricattu? Quanto vale il tuo riscatto?

ci stae mutu jeu te lu ‘ccattu!... se è costoso io lo compro!

-Do’, lioni, do’ furconi, Due leoni, due forconi

do colonne ci d’oru so… due colonne se d’oro son…

- Vàscia vàscia la mia ricchezze Vada via la mia ricchezza

pe nu pardìre la toa ballezze! per non perdere la tua bellezza!

E ci me murasse mamma-ma E se morisse mia madre

tutta a russu me vastìa, mi vestirei di rosso

li capiddi ‘ncannulati, con i capelli attorcigliati

donna contente cu me chiamati! affinchè donna felice mi chiamaste!

E ci me murasse sìra-ma E se morisse mio padre

tutta a giallu me vastìa, mi vestirei di giallo

li capiddi ‘ncannulati, con i capelli attorcigliati

donna contente cu me chiamati! affinchè donna felice mi chiamaste!
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E ci me murasse fratu- ma E se morisse mio fratello

tutta a verde me vastìa mi vestirei di verde

li capiddi ‘ncannulati, con i capelli attorcigliati

donna contente cu me chiamati! affinchè donna felice mi chiamaste!

Ma ci Bena-ma muresse Ma se morisse il mio Bene

tutta a nìuru me mintesse, mi vestirei di nero

e ci addu nun havìa  e se altro non avessi

de nìuru- fumu me tingìa, di nero fumo mi tingerei,

li capiddi spettanati, con i capelli spettinati,

donna scuntente cu me chiamati!... affinchè donna infelice mi chiamaste

12.4. The romance of “Candida”

Candida is another narrative song of Salento. It tells the story of a young woman abducted 
by Turkish pirates. The legend tells that a beautiful young bride whose name was Candida, 
«cchiu bedda idda ca de lu sole» (more beautiful than the sun), who lived with her unmarried 
sisters-in-love, jealous of her beauty and good luck. Since, despite the many deceptions, the 
two old maids did not succeeded in wasting their brother’s love for Candida and did not want 
to stain their hands with her blood, they decided to get rid of her, practicing deception. Levan-
tine ships, freight with precious drapes, were anchored in the harbour; the two sisters-in-law, 
encouraged by the absence of their brother, called Candida, who was very deft at needlework 
and had a great experience in the art of embroidery «mani cande uliane ncartati» and informed 
her that some ships, freight with precious drapes, had arrived. In this way, the young woman 
is induced to go to the harbour to buy the oriental silk and, just arrived there, she is abducted 
by the “Turks.”

Her sisters-in-laws, meanwhile, send an envoy to inform their brother of the abduction. He 
runs to the harbour to negotiate the ransom. When the Turks do not accept the sum offered 
as ransom, the desperate young bride is not able to suffer the imprisonment and kills herself, 
jumping from the high of the ship263.
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Sette  navi su vanute Sette navi son venute 

e quattordici nde spáttanu e quattordici ne aspettano

Portane seta a vendere hanno seta da vendere

Nde ci a ccattare per chi ha da comprarne

prestu alla marina scise scese subito al porto

……………………… ………………………

comu la vittara li turchi cani appena la videro i “turchi cani”

se la salira susu le navi. la trascinarono sulla nave

……………………… ………………………

Quando la sippe sou maritu Quando lo seppe suo marito 

Foe de sabatu a la mmane fu una mattina di sabato

Lu cavaddu ci purtava il cavallo che cavalcava

tuttu a sangu nde sutava sudava sangue per la foga

Prestu alla marina scise scese subito al porto

……………………… ………………………

Signori mei ci stati a comuti vascelli Oh miei Signori che navigate

a mmienzu mmare in comodi vascelli in mezzo al

dateme donna Candida mare restituitemi Candida

comu donna naturale sana e salva

……………………… ………………………

nu me gote lu meu maritu non mi avrá mio marito

e nu me gotene li turchi cani e non mi avranno i turchi cani

Sette giurni utare lu mare Per sette giorni perlustrarono il mare

e quattordici a faticare e per quattordici giorni a cercare

……………………… ………………………

de li soi beddi tienti dei suoi bei denti

ficiara pale su le navi fecero pali sulle navi

de li soi capelli dei suoi capelli

ficiara lazzi ali stivali fecero lacci per gli stivali

e li soi carni se li cutiu lu mare. il mare si potè godere le sue carni.
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12.5. The religious-narrative song: “La pijata che ficera li Turchi”– The conquest the 
Turks made

In Castro and in Otranto, it is told a legend about the conquest of one of the two cities 
by “Turks”. This event, that was not the only one of its kind, is remembered because on that 
occasion, some pirates stole the statue of the Virgin Mary exposed on the high altar of the 
Cathedral of Otranto. A ship freighted the “precious” plunder that was, later, delivered to 
the house of a Turkish woman. This woman was about to have a baby and had in service a 
Christian slave. Since some complications occurred during the childbirth, the Christian slave 
recommended her owner to send the statue of the Virgin Mary back to her country, in order to 
rouse a miracle and to alleviate the pains of the childbirth. The Turkish woman, without hesi-
tating, put the statue on a small boat and, at the sunset, she pushed it toward the sea. The small 
boat, without guide, in one only night, reached the coast of Salento, where, at the sunrise, it 
was welcomed by the inhabitants, by the Chapter and by the Bishop of the city. This legend 
is very interesting because mentions an occurrence, still today, very common in Anatolia, that 
is the adoration and the cult for the Virgin Mary, also practiced by the Moslem population. 
The worship for the Virgin Mary was probably caused by the coexistence and cohabitation, in 
mutual respect, of several populations practicing different religions (Islamic, Jewish and Chris-
tian) in the whole territory of the Ottoman Empire, up to the last quarter of the XIX century, 
when we assist to the achievement of the Young Turks’ nationalistic ideas.

La pijàta ci fìcera li Turchi La presa che fecero i turchi

ognunu de quiri rroba carricàu ognuno di quelli roba caricò

e unu carricàu chiu’ de tutti e uno caricò più di tutti

ca’ nu grande tesoru ne purtàu. che portò via un gran tesoro

Ora pianciti la bontà divina Ora piangete la bontà divina

percè nu’ ne purtàra la regina. perché portarono via la regina

A casa ’na donna turchia ippe ricapitare A casa di una donna turca fu recapitata

gràvida era e nu’ putìa partorire. gravida era e non poteva partorire.
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Addài se ’cchiàu ’na schiava cristiana: Lì si trovò una schiava cristiana:

“Prumetti, signora mia e danne fede “Prometti, oh signora mia e dai fede

’sta pupazza ’llu paìse n’àggi mannàre”.  questa pupa al paese devo mandare”.

La donna ci sintìa dòja credele: La donna che sentiva doglie crudeli:

“Cu ’no vascellu la farò mannàre” “Con un vascello la farò mandare”

Prestu la donna s’ìa vista sgravata Subito la donna partorì

allu votu ci era fattu nun ci pinzava. ma non pensò alla promessa fatta

Mo’ tutta ’na lebbra s’ha truvàta: Allora si vide tutta con la lebbra 

“Comu la mia Madonna m’hai tradita “Come hai tradito la mia Madonna 

Comu la mia Madonna m’hai ’ngannàta”. come la mia Madonna hai ingannato” 

Pijàu ’na barchetta scunsulàta  Sconsolata prese una barchetta 

a mare la mise cù l’aria brunita la mise in mare con aria cupa.

La Madonna se parte de Turchia La Madonna partì dalla Turchia

antra ’na notte fice tanta via. in una notte fece tanta strada.

Li marinari stìvano per mare I marinai erano per mare

vìttera ’na filùca de caminu videro una feluca in cammino

nc’era Madre Maria cu’ sou Bambinu. c’era Madre Maria col suo bambino. 

Li marinari su’ cucchiàti cu’ la zìccane I marinai si avvicinarono a prenderla

ma la Madonna reta se tiràu. ma la Madonna si tirò in dietro.

Ora scrivera ’llu Santu Papa Adesso scriverà il Santo Padre

c’hane truvàta ‘sta gentile rosa. che hanno trovato questa rosa gentile

Lu Papa lu Gibilèu c’ha dispensàtu Il Papa ci ha dispensato dal Giubileo

lu giurnu sòu ‘ssorve ogni piccàtu264. il giorno della sua festa assolve ogni pec 

 cato.
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12.6. Religious popular tales

We now give below short summaries of the most known religious popular tales, common in 
various towns of Land of Otranto.

12.6.1 Merine

The Virgin Mary of Merine (The Virgin Mary of the Scarf - Madonna della fascia)
A tale tells that during the period of the Turkish raids in Land of Otranto, a young man 

from Merine, was enslaved by the Turks and brought to Middle East. The young man fell in 
love with the daughter of a sultan who for his sake, decided to be converted into Christian-
ity. The two ran away to Land of Otranto. During the escape the girl died, but some instant 
before breathing her last breath, she gave a scarf to the boy, so that it could protect him. The 
boy invoked the Madonna of Constantinople who pushed away the pursuers sent by the sultan. 
The young man arrived healthy and safe to Merine, made to build a church devoted to the Ma-
donna of Constantinople and gave the scarf as ex vote to the statue of the Virgin Mary.

12.6.2 Andrano

In summer 1480 the Turks landed in Salento and predate all the hamlets near Otranto to 
destroy the defences of the territory. The town of Andrano succeeded in escaping the terrible 
invasion of the Turks thanks to the intervention of the Virgin Mary. Such a history, as well as 
the Turkish invasion, and the siege to the town is portrayed in the “Madonna of the Darts” 
fresco, dating back to the XVI century, that is possible to admire in the Church of St. Domeni-
co’s convent. The Virgin Mary, holding her Child in her arms, triumphs on the scenes of war 
and holds in her hands some red hot darts ready to be launched against the invaders.

12.6.3 The Madonna of Constantinople or “The Madonna of the Turk - Madonna del turco”

After the fall of Otranto in 1480, the Ottoman armies invaded the neighbouring towns. 
They reached Cannole where they were rejected by the inhabitants of the town who had in-
voked the protection of the Virgin Mary of Constantinople. One of the Turkish heads, im-
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pressed by the Virgin’s prodigy, wanted to convert into Christianity and 
to reside in Cannole.

12.6.4 The Madonna of Palmariggi

In 1480 the Turks invaded the hamlet of San Nicola. The terrified 
inhabitants invoked the Virgin Mary’s protection. A lady, suddenly ap-
peared; she was armed with a palm branch and moved toward the en-
emies, chasing them away. As sign of devotion the inhabitants of the 
place called that lady “Madonna of the palm” and the small hamlet 
took the name of Palmariggi (that in local dialect means “to you who 
holds up the palm”).

12.6.5 The Madonna of Pozzo Faceto

On June 2nd 1678, the Turks arrived on the beaches of Fasano. The 
inhabitants of Fasano decided to face the enemy invoking the Madonna 
of Pozzo Faceto’s help. The Turks were thrusted back and forced to run 
away and the Madonna of Pozzo Faceto was appointed patron of the 
city.

12.6.6 Sanctuary of the Holy Virgin Mary of Pasano

The tale is about a “miracle” happened after the fall from the sky of 
a “ mysterious” stone rock that broke the iron fetter that chained a Pa-
gan slave, belonging to a squire from Sava. After the prodigy, occurred 
in 1605, and due, according to the popular belief, to the action of the 
Virgin of Pasano, the set free slave asked to be baptized. The baptism 
was celebrated on June 12th 1605 and, recorded in the Register of the 
Baptized, he took the name of Francis. In the sanctuary it is preserved 
in a glass reliquary, the rock, the fetter and the chain of the miracle. 
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12.7. Popular songs

12.7.1 Popular songs of Terra d’Otranto 

Besides the legends, we also find references to “Turks” in a series of popular songs, very 
common in the are of Land of Otranto that are below reported.

The story, here told, is about a young man, in love with a girl, whose father, to detract her 
to him, emigrated with her to Turkey. The young man, after having sold all his goods, and 
become a merchant, went to Turkey in search of her265.

The song, reported by S. Panareo266, is an authentic adventure tale.

Marcante me osi fare de mille panni, Mi volli fare mercante di mille stoffe

‘mmarcai li mari e me ne scii ‘n Turchia; varcai i mari e ma ne andaiin Turchia;

fùnnicu vosi mintere a dde vanne aprì un negozio da quelle parti

sutt’a palazzu de la ninna mia. sotto il palazzo della mia bella

Me dummanna ci portu robe janche; Mi domanda se vendo robe bianche Jeu 

portu tuttu ‘lla toa signoria  io porto tutto davanti alla signoria vostra

O Diu ce parla bedda stu marcante, Oh Dio come parla bene questomercante,

- Mancu ci fusse ‘nnamuratu miu. -Nemmeno se fosse l’innamorato mio

Su’ marcante vinutu de Cutroni, Sono un mercante venuto da Crotone,

portu marcatanzia, sita mungana, vendo mercanzia, seta morgana

portu fibbie pe scarpe e per carzoni vendo fibbie per scarpe e per calzoni,

trasi qua dintra ca sì la patrona.  entra qui dentro che sei la padrona,

Cu ‘nna cucchia de ove ci me dai, Se una coppia di uova mi darai 

scèjete, ninna, cinca cosa voi. ti sceglierai, oh bella, tutto ciò che vuoi.
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12.7.2 Love songs

The love songs, called canzuni, in the romance dialect, and “travu-
dia” in “griko” (a dialect spoken in the area known as Grecìa Salentina), 
constitute the most part of the popular poetry texts. These composi-
tions describe sighs, desires, hopes, declarations, praises, partings, invec-
tives and many other things that are dictated by love, jealousy or aban-
donment. From S. Panareo’s analysis, this category of compositions is 
characterized by “a slow, melancholic, long, interminable rhythm that 
makes them similar to the oriental dirges. The first verse of every tetra-
stich is, usually, a solo, while the others are performed by a choir”267.

Turcu, barbaru, cane e traditore, Turco, barbaro, cane e traditore

giurasti la toa fede e foe buscìami giurasti la tua fedeltà e fu inganno

tu a l’autre vanne vai fannu l’amore tu in altri luoghi vai a far l’amore

e dici can nu ami autra ca mie. e dici che non ami altra che me.

Jeu a tie me confidai e fici errore, Io in te confidai e mi sbagliai

jeu foi ‘nna paccia me cunfidu a tie, io fui pazza a confidarmi con te

nu boju me cunfidu a nuddu core, non voglio aver fiducia in nessun  

 cuore,

sula me guarderò de l’umbra mia  restando sola, mia guarderò (anche)  

 dall’ombra mia.
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12.7.3 Songs on variuos subjects268

V

La sorta mia no l’aggiunu li cani, La mia sorte non l’abbiano i cani,

mancu li preti ti mmienz’alla via; neanche i preti mendicanti;

no l’aggiunu né turchi né pacani, non l’abbiano né turchi nè pagani, 

Mancu li mori ti la Barbaria. e nemmeno i mori della Barberia269. 

XXXVI

Vu ci tiniti fili alla Turchia, Voi se avete figli in Turchia

faciti a mmotu cu lli riscattati;  fate in modo da riscattarli;

ca quando è l’ora ti l’avimaria, che quando giunge l’ora dell’avemaria, 

a quattro e a cincu vannu ncatinati. a quattro e a cinque vengono incatenati

12.7.4 Popular songs of Capitanata and molise

The following song has been transcribed and translated by Michele Marchianò who defines 
it: “damaged and lacunose”. He also tells: “the women, who dictated it to me, were confused 
and did not remember it well. And to my objections and answers they didn’t know what to 
say. The concept doesn’t result clear. It seems that the song is about a lamentation about Con-
stantine, who loved a beautiful damsel, who even if he had spent all of its possessions to marry 
her, he did not succeed in his attempt. The sad and melancholy tune reveals that the song is 
certainly very ancient. The protagonist’s name, Constantine, is very recurrent as the inkling to 
the Turkish invaders”270.
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L’ Augelletto (The small bird)

 Tùe krehur e tùe thên.

 - Kam gnë mòter e do të jap

20 Kostandin i Vògkilin.

 Si të prëmten ai m’u ljé,

 Si të sthûnë u pakzûa,

 Si të diel ju martùa,

 Mòri gnë grûa të vògkljez.

25 Kàkj m’iscë ajò e bùkur,

 S’è mbidiàrtin shokësit,

 Scìti shtat vrèstaza

 E me gkith vrestëtâr;

 Scìti àrazit pakùr

30 E me gkith korrëtâr,

 Scìti shtat kastièllezit

 E me gjith kastiellâr,

 Për të mir të vòghëljen.

 Po të vògklien nëng e mùar,

35 Te dëtira dhe nëngk dùal.

 Shtû shtat bändezit,

 M’u përgjégjě kjeèni turk:

 - Hàpe kàpen e kapòtin;

 Mir dinâr sì do tì.
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L’ Augelletto (The small bird)

 Pettinandosi elle rispondea (?)

20 - Ho una sorella e volea disposarla

 A Costantino il Giovinetto.

 Come di venerdì egli nacque,

 Come di sabato si battezzò,

 Come di domenica di fidanzò,

25 E si sposò a una giovine fanciulla.

 Tanto ella era leggiadra

 Che gliel’ invidiarono i compagni

 Vendè le vigne

 Con tutti i vignaioli;

30 Vendè le messi non mietute

 Con tutti i mietitori;

 Vendè sette castelli

 Con tutti i castellani,

 Per isposare la giovinetta.

35 Ma la giovinetta ei non sposò

 E dai debiti non liberassi.

 Gettò sette bandi:

 Rispose il cane turco:

 Prendi denari quanti vuoi.
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12.8. The Turks in the popular proverbs of Land of Otranto271

Throughout the centuries, the Turks have been the Salentine peo-
ple’s deadly enemy.

Turkey, in the popular tradition, was considered one of the most re-
mote eastern regions and it was supposed that this was the place where 
the sun rose. This belief is linked to the Greek definition of Asia Minor 
(today’s Turkey) called Ανατολή (Anatoli) that in Greek means “place 
from where the sun rises.”

Spuntidda alla Turchia, Spunta in Turchia,
poi ôta tutta la Spagna, poi gira per tutta la Spagna,
e torna a casa mia infine torna a casa mia.

It was, therefore, the land where desperate lovers went in painful exile,

Jeu, se nun aggiu tie, pumu d’argentu, Io, se non ho te, pomo d’argento,
‘mbarcu li mari e me nd’abbau a Turchia. m’imbarco per il mare e me ne vado  
 in Turchia.

We find the same theme also in an another composition:

La figghia de lu Re se nd’ âe alla Spagna: La figlia del re se ne va in Spagna:
idda alla Spagna, e jeu me nd’âu ‘n Turchia lei va in Spagna e io in Turchia

In this verses also is on the same subject:

Aggiu fare ‘nu votu alla Nunziata Devo fare un voto all’Annunziata
cu vadu scausu finu alla Turchia. di andare scalzo fino in Turchia.
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In the following verses the story teller narrates how he has been looking for his beloved 
woman all over the world:

La vau truandu alle luntane sponde, La vado cercando sulle lontane sponde
Intr’alli regni barbari e ‘n Turchia. nei regni barbari e in Turchia.

Also in other regions Turkey had the meaning of “oriental land”. The words “Turk/Turk-
ish”, and their connotations were, in fact, very common in the Christian populations’ spoken 
language. In the area of Terra d’ Otranto “Turk” had the meaning of “infidel” “ blasphemer”; 
the children before being baptized were once called turchiu, and the Prophet of Islam was 
scorned with the insult: “bruttu mamuziu!”272.

Turk had also the meaning of “unfaithful”. This expression was commonly used in the spite 
songs by betrayed women to address their unfaithful lovers:

Turchiu, cane, crudele traditore, Turco, cane, crudele traditore,
La toa fede me diesti e foi buscìa273 mi giurasti fedeltà e fu bugia

Turcu, cane ci si’, barbaru e moru, Turco, cane o se sei barbaro o moro
l’urtima fiata jeu te dicu addiu274. per l’ultima volta io ti dico addio.

In another song the unfaithful lover is the woman:

Lu core di miu pettu li donai Il cuore dal mio petto le donai
‘Issilu datu’ nnanti a turchi e ‘brei se l’avessi dato piuttosto a turchi ed ebrei

ca eranu turchi e nu cridìanu mai275  che erano turchi e perciò infedeli.

“Turk” also means “superb”

Fare lu gran Bascià, lu gran Visirri; Fare il gran Pascià, il gran Visir

The word “Turk” is here used to amphasize an ugly and dreadful look:

Fare lu turchiu ‘mpalatu276  Fare il turco impalato
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In Otranto, when boys quarreled were used to say

Te fazzu vidire li turchi an camisa  Ti faccio vedere i turchi in camicia
Te fazzu cu biti lu ballu de li turchi.  Ti faccio vedere il ballo dei turchi

Anyway, the Turkish fashion was appreciated. In a song from the town 
of Nardò, in fact, the beloved woman was praised in this way:

O putenza di Diu, quant’era magna  Oh magnificenza di Dio, quanto era  
 grande!
Di lu Gran Turcu ndi purtâa la ‘nsegna, Del Gran Turco portava la bandiera
la curunella di lu Re di Spagna277  la coroncina del Re di Spagna.

And also in a song from the town of Cavallino there is a hint to the gor-
geous Turkish clothing:

Barbari nd’aggiu isti, turchi, ‘brei, Ne ho visti di barbari, turchi ed ebrei
estuti russi e d’ogne cumparia278 vestiti di rosso e in ogni modo.

Anyway in Land of Otranto the words “Turk/Turkish” were synonyms 
of “hostile cruel and invincible”, therefore it is said:

Ogni mucchiu pare turchiu Ogni mucchio sembra turco.

Some of the invectives, commonly used in Otranto, are below report-
ed:

Bruttu Acamatta Brutto Akmet

Stompa turch Calpesta turchi

Arfarana Leticona prepotente.

Fausu comu padda de turchi Falso come palla di turchi
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The following exclamation was used in the area of Land of Otranto to say that a terrible calam-
ity was to take place: 

Guerra óle lu Gran Turchiu! Guerra vuole il Gran Turcho

Motto from Gallipoli:

Li mucchi pàrune turchi, I covoni sembrano turchi
e le spìngule pàrune spate. e le spighe sembrano spade

Other ways of saying of Land of Otranto:

Do’ turchi e do’ diàuli  Due turchi e due diavoli
su’ quattro dimogni  sono quattro demoni.

Nu cresce erva  Non cresce erba
a ddu passa cavaddu de turchi  dove passa il cavallo di turchi

A nursery rhyme: 

Lallarallera, Lallallero,
mo li Turchi se ne scéra; i turchi se ne sono andati
se ne scéra de lu mare, se ne andarono dal mare
mai cu pòzzane turnare. Che maipiù possano ritornare.

In some verses from the town of Strudà279, we find the lament of Turks, forced to run away 
by the violent bombing:

Strudà, Strudà Strudà, Strudà
nu nci venimu cchiù, non veniamo più
ca nc’è na turrezzola perchè c’è una piccola torre
ca mina fuecu de sutta e de sobra280  che spara fuoco dall’alto al basso

In a song from Lecce it is payed tribute to the town of Messina, while the vain Ottoman aspira-
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tions to conquer it are mocked:

Lu turchiu dice ca è bedda Messina: Il turco dice che è bella Messina
Messina è bedda, e nun se po’ pigghiare. Messina è bella, e non si può 
 conquistare.
Nci stae ‘nu castelluzzu alla marina,  C’è un piccolo castello giù alla 
 marina.
Ci Santu Sarvator se fa chiamare. Se San Salvatore si fa chiamare
ca quando spara la soa colubrina  che quando spara la sua columbrina
cetade e cetatedda fa tremare281 città e cittadina fa tremare282.

In this chapter we have made the ffort to provide a general idea of 
the popular imaginary of Salento, related, above all, to the short Turk-
ish - Ottoman presence in this area. We think that this is only the be-
ginning of a work surely worthy of more exhaustive study that here, in 
the space on our hands, was not possible to deeply examine.

Conclusion

Such a study has given us the possibility to understand, as a different 
and far civilization, cuold leave on a territory, an important evidence 
of its culture, even if its permanence has been short. It was, actually, 
an unequal fight of the local population against the Ottoman power-
ful army that, one night, invaded, unexpectedly, a territory - the area 
known as Salento - without apparent particular military potentialities. 
Anyway, the short Ottoman permanence in Salento has left a deep trace 
in the local cultural heritage and imaginary, since in local population’s 
mind Turks were identified with the negative concept of “different/di-
verse”. Throughout the ages in Salento, every “different/diverse”, popu-
lation and/or religion have been given the appellative “Turk/Turkish”; 
while all over the Europe this term was asynomim of “slave”, and had 
no geographical or political connotation. 

This work, together with the news its reading will offer, will provide 
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new hints on three subjects, in particular. The first result is a collection of archive documen-
tations that it is only a small example of the great amount of materials kept in the Diocesan 
Archives of Salento, still needy of exhaustive researches and rearrangement, in order to make 
possible their opening to public and scholars. The second result is tightly linked to the first 
one. Numerous historians and researchers, who lived in the period of the Ottoman invasion, 
have always spoken of the forced proselytism imposed by the Moslems to Christian popula-
tions, in particular, in the towns where the military and political power of the first ones, had 
been prevailing. The documents have, instead, given evidence of many cases of Christianiza-
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tion of the Muslim slaves due to the action of the Catholic ecclesiastic 
authorities. There are, even, cases of Christian boys and girls who were , 
for instance, Ottoman, Greek orthodox citizens who were rechristened 
because not enough “Christians.” The third result is, instead, the col-
lection and cataloguing of, songs, fables, prayers and material that have 
been handed down to us, thanks to the oral tradition, in the area of 
Salento and in the neighbouring centres that, by now, belong to the 
cultural patrimony of this territory. Consequence of this collection is 
a rich bibliography of “minor” publications, published in small towns 
where circulation and dissemination is not always adequate. Sometimes 
single researchers, storytellers, lovers of the cultures of their own town, 
have succeeded in collecting and publishing important documents, oth-
erwise destined to be forgotten.

The passage of the Ottoman troops has surely left a mark of its com-
posite importance on the culture of Salento that, in its turn, already 
aware of the several cultural tiles that give shape to the complex mosaic 
of the Ottoman civilization (that spaces from Central Asia, to Oriental 
Europe passing through the Byzantine culture) has englobed many ele-
ments of this civilization, jealously preserving its fragments.  
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1 On October 7th, 1571 a huge fleet, to which Venice, Spain, the Church, the Knights of Malta, Genoa and 
Savoy contributed, under command of Don Giovanni of Austria, defeated the Turks beheaded by Mehmet Alì 
Paşa, putting an end to the mythical Turkish invincibility, thus becoming the symbol of Catholic recovery. The 
spoils were enormous as the slaves (about 7200 Muslims).
2 And this is also one of the reasons why the sources do not always give information about the number of slaves 
captured; even before privateering became the rule in the Mediterranean it happened so often and supplied the 
opposite parts with a huge number of men.
3 The efficiency of the Tuscany fleet had to be granted and the Livorno market had to be supplied.
4 The “Sacro militare ordine marittimo” of the Knights of St Stephan was instituted in Pisa on March 15th, 
1562 by order of Cosimo de’ Medici, Grand-duke of Tuscany. The order’s activity flourished in the 17th cen-
tury. After the peace treaty with the Ottoman Empire and the Barbaresque (1747-1749) the team of galleys was 
disbanded.
5 The conflict between Spanish-Habsburg and ottoman empires calmed down from that event on.
6 Only the Papal Navy has a recorded history, by which we trace many stories about the capture of Muslim 
slaves. The other Navies only give short fragmented news.
7 In western and most of all in eastern Mediterranean.
8 Mostly women and kids; about a thousand went to the Italians (Veneto, Tuscany and Papal States), the rest 
to Malta.
9 Naples, Rome and Genoa. 
10 During the first two centuries of the Modern Age 90 to 120,000 slaves are supposed to have been taken to 
Italy.
11 The Congress decided to guarantee navigation across the Mediterranean, to abolish slavery and the slaves’ 
enfranchisement.
12 Through the same period Algiers suffered colonial occupation from France.
13 It was any longer the case of slaves bought at Eastern markets (Tatars, Circassians, Russians and Bulgarians).
14 Male adults were usually destined to work on galleys.
15 Part of the captured, men women and children, were destined to the household slave circuit, which eventually 
began to vanish from early 16th century, until it finally disappeared by late 17th.
16 Kids were valued much more than elderly people as well as little children, whose life was at risk due to strong 
infant mortality.
17 Muslims were the most numerous among slaves.
18 Slavs, and particularly Bosnians and Magyars.
19 In Italy it was usually slaves from Maghreb, especially from 17th century on.
20 By “moors” it was usually meant Spanish Muslims, captured during the Christian Reconquista, who fled from 
the Iberian peninsula after Philip III’s decree of expulsion.
21 They landed onto Sicily, towards late 15th century, from the Iberian Peninsula, where they had been taken 
from western coasts of Africa and Guinea.
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22 Africans from the Horn who inhabited Sudan regions.
23 The Greek underwent a double risk: they were captured by Christians who consid-
ered them “Turks”, and Muslims reduced them to slavery because they were Chris-
tians, although not catholic.
24 A real lot came to Italy in the early decades of 17th century.  
25 Many renegades, once captured by Christians, declared to be repentant and will-
ing to rejoin the catholic church; those who remained faithful to Islam suffered hard 
sentences, including death sentence.
26 Forced recruitment of young Christians from Balkan ottoman provinces who, af-
ter being converted to Islam, were enlisted into the Janissary military corps. The aim 
of such recruitment was to supply the Sultan with faithful servants whose military 
career would depend exclusively on his power. This institution was fundamental for 
the Ottoman Empire. 
27 Some among them were taken into the privateering war and reduced to slavery.
28 The very Slavs from the Dalmatian coast were responsible for this trade who inten-
sively developed in the second half of 17th century.
29 We know that, presumably, at the beginnings of the XVI century the market of 
slaves had small dimensions and was managed by the merchants or mediators of the 
sector.
30 Jačov M., La vendita di schiavi slavi cristiani in città italiane durante la guerra di 
Candia (1645-1669), 1990, pages 123-124. From “La Rivista Dalmatica”, vol. LXI, 
n°2, pages123-131.
31 “Cargine” as reported by the original manuscript (it presumably means “merchant 
of human flesh; Cf. Jačov M., op. cit. p. 124.
32 Conf. Jačov M., op. cit. p. 124.
33 Land of Otranto, from Middle Ages, corresponds to the whole territory of the 
provinces of Lecce, Brindisi and Taranto. During the Spanish domination, it was the 
most important province of the Kingdom, after the one of Naples.
34 Foscarini A., Schiavi e turchi in Lecce, sec. XVI-XVII, “Rivista Storica Salentina”, 
V, 1908, p. 305.
35 The authorization served to have the authorization of introducing merchandise he 
commodity in the territory of the State.
36 Years of war and capture in the Balkans.
37 Today’s Rijeka.
38 Paone M., Nuove fonti archivistiche sulla servitù domestica in Lecce nel sec. XVII, 
in “La Lupa sotto il leccio”, XXXII, 1995, p. 151.
39 Cf. Foscarini op. cit. p. 305.
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40 Tria L. La schiavitù in Liguria: ricerche e documenti, Genova 1947, p. 47. “Atti della Società ligure di storia 
patria”, LXX.
41 Argentina N.,Turchi e schiavi in Francavilla d’Otranto, “Rivista Storica Salentina”, V, 1908, p. 306.
42 The demand decreased because in the fleets the number of the galleys diminished, the crews of the vessels were 
stronger and, therefore, the presence of the rowers was not more necessary on the ships. 
43 They were undersigned by a notary.
44 Cf. Tria L., op. cit, pages. 236-237.
45 Massa C., La schiavitù in terra di Bari (dal XV al XVIII secolo), “Rassegna Pugliese”, XXIII, 1907, p. 267.
46 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 266.
47 With the hernia.
48 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 266.
49 Monti G.M. Sulla schiavitù domestica nel Regno di Napoli dagli Aragonesi agli Austriaci, “Archivio Scienti-
fico dell’Istituto di Scienze Economiche e Commerciali” (Bari), VI, 1931-1932. p.140.
50 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 267. Many slaves had marks on their face: «unum mancipium nigrum adolescens nomi-
natum Ioanne bullatum super nare et habens sjgnum  in fronte super eorum dextero ecc»; «etiopem unam...
nomine Fatimam…cum quodam signo in facie ubi vulgariter...».
51 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 266.
52 As consequence of civil quarrels or penal trial the slaves could also be seized. 
53 Italian city where there was the most elevated number of slaves.
54 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 265. (Bari 97 contracts, Bitonto 20, Mola 2, Fasano 1, Bitritto 1, Noia 1, Rutigliano 
1, Monopoli 1.) 
55 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 267.
56 Ivi , p. 268.
57 For the purchase the buyers dealt with the importers personally or through local or foreign attorneys and 
mediators.
58 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 268. 
59 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 268.
60 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 268-269.
61 Specialized in the purchase and in the sale, he resold, often, to aristocrats and to men of the clergy.
62 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 270.
63 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 266.
64 The word “slave”, was translated in Latin with the neuter gender “mancipium”, this makes clear that the slaves 
either men or women, were considered as sexless objects (Daniele Palma: A Nord di KuntaKinte: incursioni e 
rapimenti in Terra d’Otranto).
65 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 267.
66 Vista F. S., Compravendita di schiavi in Barletta (1600-1666), “Rassegna pugliese di scienze, lettere ed arti”, XXI, 
1905, p. 302. The contracts did not concern only the trading, but also indicated where the slaves had to work.
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67 In 1606: G.Gregorio de Amico di Mola sells Vespasiano Porzio di Napoli “«schia-
vum unum nigrum turchum seu paganum nomine Billa for 110 dukedoms and, in 
the same year, a black Turkish slave called Fatima, for 80 dukedoms». Cf. Massa op. 
cit., p. 270.
68 Taranto Notary Archive, Giacomo Levano’s Notary Acts, year 1648 , vol. II, c. 
44 a,.
69 Speziale G. C., Storia militare di Taranto negli ultimi cinque secoli, Bari 1930, 
102-103.
70 Taranto Notary Archive, Giacomo Levano’s Notary Acts, year 1655, vol. I, cc. 
155 a – 6b,.
71 Taranto Notary Archive, F.P. Mandarini’s Notary Acts, year 1708, cc. 37 b. – 
8b.
72 It is uncertain the number of the slaves who lived to Lecce before the half of the 
XVI century, because the Baptism Registers record their presence from the second 
half of the XVI century only.
73 Foscarini A., op. cit., p. 305.
74 The surnames: Tafuri from “Tayfuri”, manufacturer of bowls), Bascià from “paşa”, 
Zappalà from “izz-bi Allah”, that are numerous in Salento and in the South of Italy, 
have Moslem origins.
75 A research, limited to the quarter of Rugge (Rudiae) and to the Cathedral, car-
ried on the documents related to the Christianized slaves through the baptism and 
assimilated to the local society, has emphasized that, between 1560 and 1667, the 
practice of slavery interested the 5,52% of the resident population and the 15,14% 
of the families, a remarkable percentage, certainly, if we consider that, always within 
the same quarter, the “Stato delle Anime”records in 1631 the 4,10% of servants and 
the 9,79% of families with domestic personnel. From these data, also with all the due 
cautions, it should be concluded that Lecce, in the XVI and in the XVII centuries, 
was still a city of slaves more than of servants. (Gaudioso F., Famiglia, proprietà e 
coscienza religiosa nel Mezzogiorno d’Italia secoli XVI-XIX; Galatina 2005 pages. 
36-37).
76 Coming from Bergamo.
77 The most eminent exponents of the Venetian community and member of the city 
council; Cesare and Vittorio were also mayors in the years 1591 and 1593.
78 Coming from Genoa.
79 Gaudioso F., Lecce in età moderna. Società, amministrazione e potere locale. (Sag-
gi e Ricerche, XXVIII) 69-71.
80 Foscarini A., op. cit., p. 305-306.
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81 A.S.L., Pandolfi Notary Acts, 46/4 Lecce, not. C. Pandolfo 1571, in the fascicles. 371 e 389, ed year. 1577, 
sh. 17.
82 City of the Uskoks, great traders of slaves that captured through privateering actions on the sea and with raids 
toward the hinterland leaving from their bases in the upper Adriatic.
83 Don Francisco de Benavides Devila y Corella Earl of Sant’ Esteban.
84 A.S.L., Notary section., 46/52. Lecce, not. B. Mangia, 1690, sheets 83-6. They had to be valuable subjects. 
In Lecce the parish priests of the Cathedral of Santa Maria delle Grazie accomplished the duty to complete that 
investigation. They were supported by an advisor and interpreter, Domenico Antonio Perulli, who was a Mos-
lem become Christian. (Cf. Paone, op. cit., p. 152)
85 Called “Contumacia”.
86 The slave was examined in the presence of the judge.
87 The Cafieros were active traders of slaves. cf. Liaci, op. cit., pages. 193-195.
88 A.S.L., Notary section., 46/52. Lecce, not. B. Mangia, 1690, sheets. 17-9v., already signalled by Cota, pages. 
73-4. De Nisi, pp. 93-4.
89 Ivi, sheet 79v. – 82v. The buyers often required very young slaves, from ten to twenty years old.
90 In Turkish language Cerume.
91 Notary section., 46/52. Lecce, not. B. Mangia, sheets 89-92.
92 In Turkish language Meral.
93 A Notary section., 46/52. Lecce, not. B. Mangia, 1690, sheets 97v. – 100 v.
94 Antonio d’Aquino who distinguished for having enhanced and increased the conversion of the slaves.
95 In Turkish Fatma.
96 In Turkish Salihe.
97 A.S.L., Notary section., 46/52. Lecce, not. B. Mangia, 1690, sheets 92-5.
98 Ivi, ff. 95-7v.
99 Lawyer
100 In Turkish Bekire.
101 Notary section., 46/52. Lecce, not. B. Mangia, 1690, sheets 161v.-4v.
102 Ivi, sheets 159-6v.
103 Ivi, sheets. 165-7v.
104 Ivi, sheets. 159-61v.
105 Doctor.
106 Notary section., 46/52. Lecce, not. B. Mangia, 1690, sheets 432-3t.
107 The trade of slaves was practiced in Gallipoli in the XV, XVI and XVII centuries.
108 Many Moslems were captured because they arrived on the beaches of Gallipoli, because they were ship-
wrecked on the Ionian coast; some of them were taken by the ships that returned from Malta, after the enter-
prise of Corone (1684), others arrived with the Florentine and Papal galleys.
109 Liaci V., Schiavi e turchi in Gallipoli nei secoli XVI-XVII, “La Zagaglia”, IV, 1962, p. 182.
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110 Viceroy of Lecce and Spanish governor of the Land of Otranto.
111 Otranto Historic Diocesan Archive (Le), Notary Fund, b I, fasc. 5, Angelo Stefa-
nachi’s Notary register, 1665, cc. 16v.-17v. The notarial deed was published for the 
first time.
112 From the second halves the XVII century, when slave trade had begun its decline, 
the prices started to grow, but, on the whole they remained stable. The course was 
not equal however on all the market (MATHIEX J., Trafic et prix de l’homme en 
Méditerranée aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles, “Annales E.S.C.”, IX, 1954, 160-161, ha 
confrontato le piazze di as confronted the markets of Livorno e Malta).
113 Otranto Historic Diocesan Archive (Le), Notary Fund, b I, fasc. 5, Angelo Stefa-
nachi’s Notary register, 1690, cc. 28 v.-29 r. The notarial deed was published for the 
first time.
114 Cf. Argentina, op. cit., pp. 22-23-24.
115 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 269.
116 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 270.
117 Cf. Argentina, op. cit., pp. 22-23-24.
118 Cf. Liaci, op. cit., p. 184.
119 Guglielmotti A., Marcantonio Colonna alla battaglia di Lepanto, Firenze 1862, 
p. 105.
120 Cf. Vista, op. cit., p. 302.
121 BPL, Ms. 40/2, protocol of the notary Giovanni Giacomo Filippelli of Lecce, year 
1568, cc. 733v-739.
122 Avolio C., La schiavitù domestica in Sicilia nel secolo XVI, Firenze 1888, p. 11.
123 Because of this, innumerable contrasts rose between Moslems and Christians.
124 This knowledge had to be formally attested and it was possible to neglect it only 
in cases of emergency (death etc.)
125 Archbishop of Naples from 1576 to 1578.
126 Cagiano P. G., Vita di Paolo Burali d’Arezzo dei Chierici regolari, Cardinale di 
S. Pudenziana, Vescovo di Piacenza, poi Arcivescovo di Napoli, II edition, Napoli 
1650. Book III, chapter 19, p. 294. 
127 Nardi G., Opere per la conversione degli schiavi a Napoli, Napoli 1967a, p.182
128 St. Bernardino Realino, Jesuit father, he was born in 1530 (Modena). After hav-
ing spent ten years in Naples, he was sent to Lecce where he dedicated over forty 
years to the conversion of slaves. He died on July 2nd, 1616.
129 Germier G., S. Bernardino Realino, Firenze 1943, p. 238.
130 Established in 1573 by Cardinal Mario Carafa, Archbishop of Naples.
131 Cf. Nardi G. op. cit. p 185.
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132 We know that there were 51 schools that had been built every where. Nardi G. op. cit. p. 
133 P. Tacchi Venturi, Storia della Compagnia di Gesù in Italia narrata con sussilio di fonti inedite, Roma 1950, 
vol. I, p. I, p. 276.
134 Schinosi, Storia della Compagnia di Gesù appartenente al Regno di Napoli, Napoli 1906, p. I, p. 67.
135 Santagata, Storia della Compagnia di Gesù, Mazzola, Napoli 1756, p. IV, p. 307.
136 Cf. Santagata, op. cit  p. III, p.95.
137 P. Pietro Antonio Spinelli died in Rome in 1615. Barone A. S. J., Della vita del P. Pietrantonio Spinelli. 
Napoli, 1707, pp. 99-101.
138 Cf. Santagata, op. cit..p. III, p. 572.
139 Cf. Santagata, op. cit, p. III, p. 504.
140 Cf. Santagata, op. cit. p. V, pp. 366-367.
141 Breva notizia del Collegio aretto… (o.c.,) p. 4.
142 Acta Capitularia intermedia Prov. Et Congr. Italiane ab. Year. 1718 ad 1726 – sheet 43, P. 750.
143 The “Pio Monte della Misericordia” of Naples it is a charity institution founded by seven laymen that united 
to practice Christian charity. The institution was established in 1601 and from the beginning, was trusted by 
the Neapolitans who made donations and wills for the pious institution.
144 The Cardinal. Francesco Pignatelli Archbishop of Naples from 1703 to 1734.
145 Vita Del Servo di Dio P. Basilio Lippo…P. III p. 131.
146 Colletta P., Proclami e sanzioni della repubblica Napoletana, Napoli 1863 - Cuoco V.; Saggio storico sulla 
rivoluzione napoletana del 1799, edited by Cortese N., Firenze 1926 - Croce B., La rivoluzione napoletana nel 
1799. Bari 1927.
147 Archivio di stato di Napoli: Monasteri soppressi (inventory); Patrimonio Ecclesiastico n. 953; Decreti Origi-
nali. Cf. Bullettino delle Leggi del Regno di Napoli, 1806 segg.
148 Bono S. Schiavi musulmani nell’Italia moderna, Perugina, 1999, p. 270.
149 Cf. Bono S. op. cit. p.272.
150 The baptisms were traditionally celebrated during the Easter Night, especially in 1700. 
151 This role was often accomplished by the very masters.
152 Nardi G. op. cit. p. 188.
153 De Collenberg W. H. R., Le baptème des musulmans esclaves à Rome aux XVII et XVIIIe siècles, “Mélanges 
de l’école française de Rome. Italie et Méditerranée”, CI, 1989, pp. 51-62. 
154 Bono S., Schiavi musulmani nell’Italia meridionale, Perugina,1999; p. 289. “It is explained, in this way, why 
there are in Rome about ten families Barberini or Colonna or called with names of other noble houses but who 
are not related among them”.
155 Foscarini A., Schiavi e turchi in Lecce (secolo XVI-XVII), “Rivista Storica Salentina”, V, 1908, p. 306.
156 Cf. Foscarini, op. cit., p. 316. Neither to foundlings it was used, then, to give the family name of the ma-
jors. 
157 Ivi, pp. 307-308, 312.
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158 Cf. Foscarini, op. cit., p. 309; the Islamic name and the country of origin are no 
registered in the chronological list.
159 Cf. Foscarini, op. cit., p. 307.
160 In the province of Lecce.
161 (1595-1670).
162 Graziuso L., Turchi battezzati a Strudà nel sec XVII, in “Note di storia e cultura 
salentine”, XIV, 2002, pp. 87-94.
163 In the province of Brindisi.
164 Cf. Argentina, op. cit., p. 21.
165 Cf. Liaci, op. cit., p. 183.
166 Cf. Liaci, op. cit., p. 193 Corone was attacked by the Venetian army led by the 
hero Morosini, in 1684.
167 Latin word that indicated the former slaves; literal meaning.: “once Turk”.
168 Cf. Argentina, op. cit., p. 22. 
169 Cf. Foscarini, op. cit., p. 308. There is no mention to children of enslaved parents 
in the Baptism Registers.
170 Cf. Foscarini, op. cit., p. 310.
171 Cf. Foscarini, op. cit., p. 313.
172 We know not much about the conditions of employment of the slaves in the 
houses and in the cities, even if they used to live in a domestic environment.
173 Cfr. Liaci, op. cit., pp. 186-187. «Fendea d’irato mar, l’onde spumanti/ per non 
veder mai più l’empia, ma bella/ quando spinse ver me fausta ribella/ la preda, e 
scaricò bronzi tonanti./Servo tra ceppi indegni, o quali e quanti/rimproveri inviavo 
alla mia stella/vaga più del sol, in sua favella/venne una turca a consolar miei pianti./
Giurò da ferri il piede, intenerita/a le lagrime mie, sciorm’in poch’ore,/e lasciarmi 
goder libera vita./Dissi acceso all’hor io di degno amore/invan spero da te conforto, 
aita,/se pria di torli al piè gli hai posti al core».
174 Traselli C., Considerazioni sulla schiavitù in Sicilia alla fine del Medioevo, “Clio”, 
VIII,1972, p. 81.
175 From the beginning of XVI century strongly decreased the proportion of the 
women on the total amont of the servile population.  
176 Proposed by the very slave or by somebody else on his account.
177 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 267.
178 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 270.
179 Cfr. Massa op. cit., p. 269.
180 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 269.
181 Cf. Foscarini, op. cit., p. 316.
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182 Cf. Massa op. cit., p. 269.
183 For merit, for having to testified on behalf of the Justice, in the case his master would have been condemned 
for heresy or had tried to sell his Christian slave selling him as Moslem or had abandoned him while he was sick 
or in other cases.
184 The deeds of release concerned slaves and old people who had been yet baptized.
185 Women were subsequently given up for free or for a miserable sum of money.
186 The agreement between master and slave was ratified in a formal contract in presence of a notary.
187 The conditions set for the release almost always protected the master’s interest. 
188 Graziuso L., Iscrizioni latine nel Salento, Quaderno n.°5 (inscription n.°2 of Collepasso, p. 178).
189 Cfr. Argentina, op. cit., p. 22. 
190 Cfr. Liaci, op. cit., pp. 184 -185.
191 Genoese colony.
192 Bailo, balì or bailiff: ‘magistrate’. In the periods when the Ottoman Empire was not in war against Venice, 
the bailo of this city administered the justice in his own court where were debated the civil lawsuits of Venetian 
citizens as well as of other Europeans, and whose decisions were ratified by the Ottoman authorities.
193 Genoese colony.
194 Imbro, Lemno.
195 Castriota Giorgio, Albanian hero, trained at the Ottoman school, called also Scanderbeg. In 1443 he con-
quered Croia (Akçahisar) with the intent to regain the position of feudal lord. Gathering different families 
around himself, he controlled the North of the country, leading for several decades an effective resistance to the 
Ottomans.
196 King of Hungary, son of John Hunyaidi.
197 Administrative subdivision of a province or “Sanjak”, province of the Ottoman Empire.
198 Sinope.
199 Trabzon.
200 Emir of the Akkoyunlus (from Turkish: ‘white rams’).
201 Coming from the region of Karaman.
202 Both the Karakoyunlus (from Turkish: ‘black rams’) and the Akkoyunlus were groups coming from South-
Oriental Anatolia.
203 “Vlad III the Impaler”, ascended the throne in 1456 and quickly acquired in Europe a sad celebrity with the 
name of “Dracula”.
204 Brother of Vlad III Dracul.
205 Christian sect founded in Bulgaria in the X century by the pope Bogomil. The Bogomils sustained an accent-
ed dualism between spirit and materia, and explained the earthly sinful corporeal life as a creation of Satan.
206 Pir Ahmet at Uzun Hasa e Kasim toward Silifke.
207 Izmir.
208 Beylerbeyi or Beglerbeg: “Lord of the Lords” or “Great Lord”, governor of a “eyalet” province of the Otto-
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man Empire.
209 In Crimea.
210 On Sea of Azov.
211 Empire.
212 This Title was granted to a military head or to a tribe head.
213 Clan of the Turks living in the Central Asia.
214 Venice, financially promised to pay a debt of 100.000 dukedoms in exchange of 
advantageous trade conditions with the Ottoman Empire. Finally the republic was 
authorized to maintain a bailif at Istanbul, endowed with power of civil jurisdiction 
on the Venetian citizens.
215 Near Trabzon.
216 With this treaty, the confinements were maintained, the tribute was suppressed 
and in compensation the Republic would have settled its debts, and paid a duty of 
entry on the merchandise.
217 In exchange for the promise to protect the pretender, the order got from the sul-
tan an annual pension of 40.000 dukedoms, economic advantages and the recogni-
tion of its rights on the Mausoleum and the fortress of Halicarnassus.
218 Turkish population that, in the XI-XII centuries, lived the Mongolian region of 
the lake Buir; in 1202 they were subdued by Genghis Khan. In Russia and gener-
ally in all medieval Europe the Turkish-Mongolian populations, coming from the 
steppes of Central Asia, were, generically, called “Tatars”.
219 Muslim ascetic religious fraternities. The term comes from the Persian word Dar-
wish which usually refers to a mendicant ascetic. They were not only contemplative 
monks, but also itinerant preachers and were adored by the people as saints, diviners 
and healers.
220 Knight.
221 Title of distinction for the Moslems, (from the Arab: sayh ‘old man, head’).
222 Alias Shah Kulı, (in Turkish: ‘the servant of the Shah’).
223 Janissaries: Ottoman army special corps (from Turkish: meaning “new soldier”). 
It originated in 1334 as Sultan Orhan household troops and bodyguard. It was com-
posed by members of Balkan Christian families. The Janissaries, converted and on 
purpose trained, were the protagonists of numerous revolts. They were abolished by 
Sultan Mahmud II in 1826.
224 Future admiral and founder of the Ottoman naval power in the Mediterranean 
sea.
225 The presence of a French diplomat at the Gate became a permanent custom.
226 Title of origin Slavic attributed to the princes of Walachia and Moldova.
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227 Noble Janissary, coming from Schiavonia, who, thanks to his great political competence, climbed all the 
steps of the military and civil hierarchy.
228 Forced recruitment of young Christians (it was generally used in the Balkans or in Christian families of  Ana-
tolia), that, once begun Muslims, converted to the Turkish culture, grown up and educated in local families or 
at the “Court”, according to a rigorous organization, were subsequently called to constitute the Janissary corps 
This army was directly subordinate to the sultan and its members became often eminent exponents of the state 
administration, reserving for themselves the highest dignities of the state. They constituted the so-called kapı 
kulları ’slaves’ or better ‘servants of the Gate.’ The purpose of this recruitment was that to give the sovereign 
loyal servants, whose career depended only on him. This institution had a considerable importance in the his-
tory of the Ottoman Empire.
229 The soldiers were remunerated with the territorial benefits whose incomes were not adequate to face the ef-
fects of a general economic crisis.
230 Soldiers member of Special Forces or exponents of the light cavalry; literally: “Raider Group”.
231 Name of Balkan and Hungarian guerrilla fighters, in 1526, after the defeat of Hungary by Turks, were 
supported by Austria, to continue the struggle against the invader. Subsequently, turned to privateering, they 
became great traders of slaves that captured through privateering actions on the sea and with raids toward the 
hinterland leaving from their bases in the upper Adriatic. They were the cause of the “War of the Uskoks”, 
(1615-1617) between Venetians and Austrians, following which Austria worked at making a stop to their activ-
ity. (From Serbo-Croatian: Uskoks ‘renegade’).
232 Fortress that controlled the communications between the Austrian territory and the Princedoms of the 
Danube.
233 The battle of Lepanto took place on October 7th, 1571. A fleet composed by the ships of Venice, Spain, 
Holy See, Knights of Malta, Genoa and House of Savoy and commanded by Don John of Austria, defeated the 
Turks commanded by Mehmet Alì Paşa, putting an end to the myth of the Turkish invincibility and becoming 
symbol of the Catholic rescue. Nevertheless, the victory of the Christians was not enough to stop the Turkish 
expansionism in the Mediterranean...
234 Place of the house reserved to the women, where they used to live. The access to the harem was rigorously 
limited. This place was for women and eunuchs (keepers of the harem, deprived of the virile faculties; emascu-
late) a safe place, whose ray of influence often influenced not only the private life of the sultan, but also on the 
public life of Constantinople: Purpose of the harem was to canalize the sexuality of the monarch and its repro-
ductive faculties in the interest of the dynasty. (From the Arab: harām ‘inviolable place, “something forbidden 
or kept safe”’, and for consequence: “women’s quarters”).
235 Mystical Sufi religious sect.
236 Moslem Schia dynasty that had ruled in Persia from 1502 to 1736. Founded by Ismail I (1483-1524), 
Safit al-Din’s descendant, from which the name Safavids derives, reached his climax under Abbas I ‘the Great 
(1587-1628), who succeeded in conquering from the Ottomans, vast portions of Mesopotamia. After a period 
of decadence the Safavids suffered the invasion of Afghan tribe (1722) and definitely defeated in 1736 from the 
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Turkish Nadir Shah.
237 The queen, during her son’s kingdom, appointed as responsible of the adminis-
tration eleven Grand Viziers, one after the other, preventing a political continuity.
238 At the beginning of 1633 the sultan promulgated a law that ordered the clos-
ing of the places where people used to meet (the taverns), to avoid the spreading of 
the population’s dissatisfaction. Wine, coffee and tobacco were forbidden and the 
members of the non-Moslem communities were forced to wear clothing that distin-
guished them from the others.
239 “the mad”.
240 Timar was a form of land tenure in Ottoman Empire, consisting in grant of lands 
or revenues by the Ottoman Sultan to an individual (soldier, and sometimes also civil 
or religious officials) in compensation for his services, especially military services. He 
was, for consequence called, “timariot”; in return the timariot had, in case of need, 
to provide the Ottoman army with a number of soldiers proportional to the income 
of the land, assemble with the army when at war, and had to take care of the land 
entrusted, to pay the duties and the taxes, at times of peace. (Word of Persian origin: 
timar ‘to take care of’, to take takes care of someone or something). The institution 
of the timar has a pre-ottoman origin.
241 The “valideh sultan” was the mother of the sultan who was the “harem” supreme 
authority and the living symbol of matriarchy. She was considered “queen mother”, 
and her authority was recognized by the population of Constantinople and by the 
Ottoman government. She was symbol of stability and hierarchical respect. From 
1574, she came to represent, not less than the sultan, the prestige and the munifi-
cence of the dynasty.
242 Women of the harem, preferred by the sultan who, potentially, would be been 
able to become valide sultan.
243 Administrators of the harem (especially of the women of the harem).
244 Grand vizier. 
245 Sunni Muslims, engaged in the several fields of Islamic studies, graduated in the 
great medresehs (schools of the capital, devoted particularly to the teaching of the 
Koran, of the Islamic law and of the hadit: actions or tales of the Prophet handed 
down in writing form and used as tools in the interpretation of the Koran). They are 
best known as the arbiters of shari‘a law. They are well versed in legal jurisprudence 
and also in other sciences, such as philosophy, dialectical theology.
246 Akça: ‘Sour’ that contained more copper and less silver. In Istanbul it was called: 
“the gypsy coin” or “coin of the taverns”.
247 The Peace between Austrians and Ottomans will reign during all over the period 
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of Grand Vizier Damad Ibrahim Paşa reign (1718-1730).
248 The Navy was reorganized by the Grand Admiral Mezzamorto Hüseyin Paşa (in charge from 1695 to 
1701).
249 His reign was called “lale devri” = Age of tulips. 
250 Gianni Caretto, was born in San Pietro Vernotico on 12.10. 1956 and still resident in the same town: his 
tale has integrally been transcribed. 
251 Graziuso L. L’assedio di Roca ed altre poesie, tragedia inedita dell’800, in Quaderni di tradizioni rocane, 
n°1- Vergole; Maglie 1985.
252 Many poetries have been published in the book “L’assedio di Roca e altre poesie” (The siege of Roca and 
other poetries)
253 Cosimo de Carlo, priest from Vernole (1873-1945), capable preacher, writer and also author, of the famous 
Proverbs in dialect of the area of Lecce.
254 The text of the tragedy is published in the book by Maria M.I.: “La lotta contro i turchi nel Salento, I due 
drammi popolari sulla distruzione di Roca”, pp 81-118.
255 Luciano Grazioso, Turchi si, Turchi no-, Lecce 1990
256 The text is published in the before mentioned text: Malecore M.I La poesia popolare nel Salento, Firenze 
(pp. 405/459).
257 The teacher Anna Rita Greco has edited the texts and has added music, explanations and introductory notes; 
the tragedy has been entitled Su antichi passi.
258 Vernole E., Folclore Salentino, due romanze: Sabella e Verde Lumia, in “Rivista Salentina”, 1933, n°2, 
pp.88-93.
259 Spiripindulu: poetic device to define a small, fast and agile fish, right for bringing a rapid embassy. 
260 Pèntuma: is the rock appearing on the surface of the sea, and often submerged, and for this reason a more 
tragic plea, for a tragic sepulchre.
261 Vernole E., Folclore Salentino, due romanze: Sabella e Verde Lumia, in “Rivista Salentina”, 1933, n°2, pp 
88-93.
262 To be noted the emphasis of the final “E”: “Avrei voluto, per la castità patriarcale onde sono stata educata, 
evitare il fidanzato – ma i congiunti mi ripudiano, non mi resta altro: E va, dunque, o nave”….Vernole E., op. 
cit, pp. 88-93.
263 Liaci V., Schiavi E turchi in Gallipoli nei secoli XVI-XVIII, in “La Zagaglia”, IV, 1962; 189-190.
264 Malecore I.M., La poesia popolare nel Salento, Florence, Olschki, 1967, Appendix, p. 389, n.412. The same 
legend has been transcribed as a tale, enriched with some variations ad particulars, by Father Grazio Gianfreda 
in: Gli 800 Martiri di Otranto., Editrice Salentina- Galatina 1979, pp 66, 72.
265 Panareos S., Canti popolari di Terra d’Otranto, in “Apulia”, 1911, year II- f..I, pp 106-107.
266 Fragments of this song are also quoted in works by Cassetti and Imbriani .II, 248 (dial. lecc.). S. Panareo 
gives here a full version of it, even if it is not fully complete.
267 Panareo S., Canti popolari di Terra d’Otranto, in “Apulia” 1911, year II, f. I-II, p. 119.
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268 Pedio E., Canti popolari di Brindisi, in “Apulia”, a. IV, fascicle II, pp. 279, 285.
269 Nome che si dava alle coste settentrionali dell’Africa: Tunisia, algeria, Marocco; 
da qui partivano i pirati “barbareschi”. (Name that was given to the northern coasts 
of Africa: Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco; the Barbaresque pirates came from these coun-
tries).
270 Marchiano’ M., Canti popolari albanesi della Capitanata e del Molise, Apulia, II, 
fascicules I, II, 1911, pp. 207-219.
271 From: De Fabrizio A. I turchi negli adagi e nei motti popolari di Terra d’Otranto, 
in “Apulia”, II, 1911, pp. 231-240.
272 This expression is very common in the town of Spongano.
273 Expression common in Lecce and Cavallino. Ibid. II, p. 346.
274 Expression common in Morciano di Leuca.
275 From Nardò.
276 These sentences was all from Otranto.
277 From Nardò.
278 From Cavallino. We find an analogous expression in the towns of Martano and 
Nardò.
279 Town in the province of Lecce next to the sea.
280 D’Elia F. Maldicenze fra paesi, in Rivista Storica Salentina, year VI, p. 157.
281 Cassetti e Imbriani, Canti popolari delle provincie meridionali, Torino 1872. II, 
p. 109.
282 All the translations of the texts from dialect into Italian, unless otherwise noted, 
are by Monia Chirizzi.
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